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Chapter Comment 
Location in 
August 2008 
Version of Plan

Comment by Peer Reviewer WDFW Respose

gen general remarks I believe that the plan is adequate and appropria
self-sustaining wolf population in Washington wh
addressing wolf-related impacts to livestock prod
and human safety. I believe the numbers and dis
proposed for downlisting and delisting are both s
defensible and socially reasonable.  Furthermore
other conservation tools as well as management
compensation program for wolf depredations will
successful implementation of this plan. The plan’
objectives are highly creative, reasonable, and a
that the proper level of resource support is gaine
wolf numbers and distribution in the state.  In this
underemphasize the importance of establishing t
specialist positions to take lead on the implemen

te for achieving a 
ile at the same time 
ucers and hunters, 
tributions of wolves 
cientifically 
, translocation and 
 options and the 
 be essential for the 
s goals and 
chievable providing 
d for monitoring 
 respect I cannot 
wo statewide wolf 
tation of this plan.

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks The draft plan appears solidly grounded in conse
contains a thorough summary of existing knowle
to add regarding the population status or biology
interactions of wolves with other species, either w
The plan clearly describes its primary strategies 
managing wolves while addressing wolf-human c

rvation biology and 
dge. I have nothing 
 of wolves, or the 
ild or domestic. 

No response was necessary.

of protecting and 
onflicts.

gen general remarks This plan represents an extensive collaborative e
wide range of interests was represented. The Wo
and WDFW should be commended for their cour
provide solutions to very difficult issues. In gener
articulated, covers all of the major management 
provides a reasonable set of conservation and m
strategies to improve conditions within Washingt
to occur. 

ffort in which a 
lf Working Group 

ageous efforts to 
al, the plan is well 
issues, and 
anagement 
on for wolf recovery 

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks I would like to sincerely applaud the efforts of all 
plan. It is well written and fairly balanced on a va

involved in the 
riety of topics.  

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks Overall, this draft is excellent.  You've covered th
sections very well and the background informatio

e necessary 
n is thorough.  

No response was necessary.
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gen general remarks The Wolf Working Group has done a commenda
producing a Draft Wolf Plan that contains all the 
to ensure wolves can thrive in Washington while 
potential impacts related to wolves.  From my pe
return of wolves to Washington could be viewed 
experiment.  Development of the Wolf Conservat
Management Plan allows the experiment to occu
manner, while setting objectives for where and h
will exist.  WDFW and the Working Group have d
commendable job of setting up the experiment.  
wolves and the citizens of Washington to allow th
take shape, while recognizing the inherent uncer
ahead.

ble job of 
elements needed 
addressing 
rspective, the 
as a unique 
ion and 
r in an orderly 
ow many wolves 
one a 

Now it’s up to the 
e experiment to 
tainty that lies 

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks As a whole, I found the plan to be a very sound, 
and balanced document.  I know how difficult pla
as this can be, and I commend you for your effor
together diverse stakeholders and developing a p
could agree to, and which will lead to wolf recove

well thought out 
nning efforts such 
ts in pulling 
lan that most 
ry in the state.   

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks I found all the background information in the vari
very helpful in providing a balanced, comprehens
knowledge of wolves and their interactions with o
think any more is needed, other than promoting t
wolves on game hunting from other states.  Ther
misleading info about wolves devastating game p
states.

ous chapters to be 
ive view of our 
ther factors.  I don’t 
he effects of 

No response was necessary.

e is a lot of false or 
opulations in those 

gen general remarks My overall impression of draft: I like the general t
The reviews of what is known about the manage
certainly comprehensive.  People who have been
information are among the most knowledgeable 
Efforts to restore wolves to various regions in the
reasonable.    

one of the draft.  
ment of wolves are 
 contacted for 

of the issues.   
 state seem 

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks In general the plan is complete, comprehensive, and well written.  No response was necessary.
gen general remarks The WDFW Plan is well researched and clearly w

plan will be quite adequate in promoting wolf con
addressing wolf management issues in Washing

ritten. I think your 
servation and 
ton.  

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks I would like to commend WDFW, the Wolf Workin
RESOLVE for your dedicated efforts in crafting th
is well reasoned, researched, and comprehensiv

g Group, and 
is plan.  The plan 

e.

No response was necessary.
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gen general remarks The plan appears to closely follow the Northern R
in management approach and predictions of wolf
dynamics and social impacts.  I would caution th
Rocky Mtns management approach is only one m
leaves room for improvement.  I believe it would 
well to evolve beyond the Northern Rocky Mtns a
those appropriate aspects that have worked well
those that have worked less well.  Additionally, a
instructive to examine data collected in the North
project wolf population dynamics and impacts, I w
drawing parallel inferences between the two regi
differs in landscape configuration, land ownershi
prey composition and distribution, and other key 
components.

ocky Mtns model 
 population 
at the Northern 

odel and arguably 
serve Washington 
pproach, adopting 

, and improving on 
lthough it is 
ern Rocky Mtns to 
ould caution 

ons as Washington 
p and use, wolf 
influencing 

The Washington wolf plan does follow many of the management 
methods used in the Northern Rocky Mountain states, which have 
contributed to the recovery of wolves in those states.  This comment 
does not provide specific suggestions for improvements that could be 
made on the many management methods employed in the Northern 
Rocky Mountain states.  The Washington plan does state that the future 
population dynamics of wolves in Washington are uncertain, but are 
unlikely to resemble those of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming because of 
differences in landscape configuration, land ownership and use, prey, 
etc.  A possible exception to this generality is that the population 
dynamics of Washington's wolves may resemble those of the wolf 
population that inhabited northwestern Montana during the 1980s and 
1990s, as described in a new subsection added to chapter 3, section A.

gen general remarks I admire the specificity and objectivity of the plan
objectives are clearly identified and should serve
document well.  I wonder, however, if the plan is 
I would guard against placing WDFW in a positio
meet the public expectations as outlined in the p
workable management strategy should be tempe
realities of staffing, funding, and other available r
implementation.  WDFW credibility could suffer if
public expectations.  Perhaps a review would be
commitments to the public identified in the plan c
addressed.

.  Goals and 
 this planning 
not a bit ambitious.  
n where it could not 
lan.  I believe a 
red with the 
esources for 
 it sets unrealistic 
 warranted to insure 

The plan is intended to list all actions considered useful in recovering 
and managing wolves in Washington, with two main topics (achieving 
conservation/recovery objectives and managing conflicts) receiving the 
greatest emphasis.  Implementation of recovery plans for any listed 
species is always dependent on the availability of adequate funding and 
staffing.  This is indicated in several parts of the wolf plan (e.g., chapter 
4, section G; chapter 12, task 9.2), where the need for legislative 
funding and other sources of funding are mentioned.  The plan also 
states the WDFW should work with other government agencies and non-

an be reasonably governmental organizations to accomplish the plan's objectives, 
including securing funding.

gen general remarks The anticipated budget appears high for a single
management plan.  Is this a common funding lev
management plans?  I believe one of the impera
long-term tolerance and social acceptance of wo
public perception that wolves are a part of the na
as are other predators, and can be managed as 
species.  I believe it is important to recognize tha
wildlife agency approaches wolf management dif
predator species (level and intensity of monitorin
compensation, justification for disproportionate fu
media coverage, etc…), it perpetuates and enfor
of the wolf and frustrates efforts to generate toler
acceptance.

 species 
el for other species 
tives to gaining 
lves is to nurture a 
tural landscape just 
we do other 
t anytime a state 
ferently than other 
g, level of 
nding, level of 
ces the mythology 
ance and 

The costs of recovering and managing wolves in Washington are 
expected to be lower early on when wolf numbers are smaller, but will 
increase as wolf abundance expands.  After wolves are state delisted, 
they will be managed similarly to other large carnivores, which is 
expected to reduce costs considerably.  Because wolves are a large 
carnivore, the costs of restoring and managing them will probably be 
higher than for many other listed species that do not cause conflicts with 
humans.  Nevertheless, recovery budgets for many listed species are 
often large and are required for many years.
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gen general remarks The very real prospect of re-colonization of wolve
is an exciting challenge.  Re-colonization has a lo
the majority of Washington citizens and hunters. 
successful recovery of wolves is achievable and 
management of local population levels is necess
Again, the level of social tolerance for wolves is t

s into Washington 
t of support from 

 I believe that 
that careful 
ary for recovery. 
he greatest issue.

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks I commend the Wolf Working Group (WWG) and
thorough, professional effort!  The draft plan is cl
solid effort at incorporating diverse opinions and 
recognizing the opportunities and challenges of w
Both WDFW and WWG are to be commended fo
commitments to transparency and the inclusive a
the public through the scoping process.  Having 
deliberations of the WWG and WDFW's efforts, t
done!

 WDFW for a 
early based on a 
sound science, 
olf restoration.  

r their respective 
pproach to include 

witnessed the 
his is a job well 

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks The plan addresses all the major elements of a w
comprehensive fashion.  Broadly speaking, yes, 
result in a self-sustaining wolf population in Wash
point, based on natural emigration into Washingt
from within the state’s own wolf population.  The 
goals would be reached is debatable, however.  
on the wolf population status and management p
a significant degree and Montana / Wyoming to a
The wolf population status and management pro
and British Columbia could also influence outcom
as well.

olf program in a 
the plan should 
ington at some 

on and increases 
rate that recovery 
It will likely depend 
rograms in Idaho to 

Remarks about Washington's wolf population depending on outcome of 
wolf management in Idaho and other nearby states and British Columbia 
was incorporated into chapter 3.

 lesser degree.  
grams in Oregon 
es in Washington 
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gen general remarks It is appropriate to consider the plan as a road m
progression from a state/federal listed circumstan
state/federal delisted circumstance.  Thinking ah
allows the WWG and WDFW to consider a range
strategies and tools and how they might evolve a
establishes and increases in number and distribu
range comprehensively should serve WDFW and
The timeline and progress of recovery and the do
transitions, however, pose a great deal of uncert
could be accelerated or decelerated depending o
implement’s the plan’s management tools.  Othe
sideboards (no reintroduction and ‘no wolves’ is 
plan does not provide very clear guidance to WD
guide / influence the pace at which to guide natu
and what the tradeoffs are of accelerating the pa
the pace.  See more thoughts on this in my comm
translocation.

ap of the 
ce to a 

ead is useful as it 
 of management 
s a wolf population 
tion.  Crafting the 
 the public well.  
wnlisting 

ainty.  The timeline 
n how WDFW 

r than the 
not an option), the 
FW as to how to 
ral recolonization 
ce or decelerating 
ents on 

The plan expects that natural dispersal will be the primary means for 
wolves to disperse across Washington and recolonize new areas of the 
state.  The timelines associated with natural dispersal are unknown, but 
reliance on natural dispersal alone could result in a slower pace of 
recovery, higher costs over the long term, and a longer time to achieve 
more management flexibility.  The plan calls for translocation of wolves 
to be conducted to accelerate the pace of recovery if wolves fail to 
disperse to one or more recovery regions, but reintroduction of wolves 
from out of state has been ruled out.  Under task 2.2.3, the plan also 
calls for some constraints to be applied in the use of lethal control in 
conflict situations.  Excessive levels of lethal removal can slow or 
prevent wolf recovery, as observed with the Mexican gray wolf in New 
Mexico and Arizona.

gen general remarks Clearly delineating criteria for a status review and
must also be accompanied by the field resources
population adequately to document progress tow
goals.  It’s important to establish realistic goals a
can actually be measured and reached so that p
maintained in the plan, state laws, the system of 
conservation and management, and WDFW.  Th
what appears to be a very intensive program, pa
respect to relocations and translocations.  In that
Fish and Wildlife Service Mexican Wolf Recovery
serve as a plausible comparison.  WDFW may b
controversy and differing public expectations abo
and often come with this level of intensity.  Simila
believe that this level of intensity is warranted, pe
unavoidable, given the legal framework.  Either w
be not adequate based on Montana’s experience
nature of the Washington landscape as reflected
suitability map, and public expectations.  

 reclassification 
 to monitor the 
ards meeting the 
nd have goals that 
ublic confidence is 
resource 

The plan is intended to list all actions considered useful in recovering 
and managing wolves in Washington.  Implementation of recovery plans 
for any listed species is always dependent on the availability of 
adequate funding and staffing.  We're uncertain that the translocation 
program proposed in the plan is as intensive as suggested by this 
reviewer.  Translocation is included as a conservation tool to help 

e plan outlines 
rticularly with 
 regard, the US 
 Program may 

e challenged by the 
ut wolf recovery 
rly, WDFW may 
rhaps even 
ay, the budget may 
, the fragmented 
 by the wolf habitat 

achieve recovery if natural dispersal proves insufficient.  Relocation is 
identified as another tool in the plan, but intensive use of this technique 
is neither mentioned or anticipated.
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l th i t d f t i t h t

gen general remarks Given that wolves will not be reintroduced into W
recolonization becomes the method of kick-starti
under either a state or a federal framework.  As s
consider the experiences of wolf recolonization in
Montana between the early 1980s and late 1990
representative prediction of the rate at which a W
population would achieve whatever recovery goa
Wolf populations typically increase by formation 
increase in the number of packs on the landscap
extent an increase in the size of existing packs.  
goals in Washington will likely occur very slowly d
wolf-human interactions that can be reasonably p
the habitat suitability map (page 38, figure 4).  I a
to consider the management experiences in Mon
outside of Yellowstone National Park (particularly
potentially be more representative for comparativ
experiences in central Idaho or inside Yellowston
this also primarily has to do with the habitat suita

ashington, natural 
ng wolf “recovery” 
uch, you should 
 northwest 

s as more a 
ashington wolf 
ls are finalized.  

of new packs, an 
e, and to a lesser 
Attaining recovery 
ue to the level of 
redicted based on 
lso encourage you 
tana or Wyoming 
 since 2000) to 
e purposes than 
e.  The reason for 
bility map.

Languagewas added to chapter 3, section A, indicating that progress in 
recovering wolves in Washington could proceed similarly (i.e., relatively 
slowly) to that which happened in northwestern Montana during the 
1980s and 1990s.   

gen general remarks To me, the important questions for Washington a
suitable habitat (space on the landscape) in each
recovery areas to achieve the plan's recovery go
breeding pairs?  Are the conflict resolution strate

l th fli t d f ilit t bli treso ve e confl c  an  acilita e publ c accep an
significantly affecting the capacity of the populati
recovery goals in the other areas?  Will WDFW h
resources to document breeding pair status?  Pe
should be based on a less stringent definition (e.
more wolves, or total wolf numbers) so that the p
easily measured and likely to be achieved.  

re: is there enough 
 of the wolf 
als based on 
gies sufficient to 

ith t

The three issues referenced here are each addressed in different 
chapters of the plan (i.e., chapters 3, 4, and 13).  The plan's use of 
successful breeding pairs is consistent with their standard usage as a 
measure for recovery in other listed wolf populations in western North 
A i U f f l b di i il i l dce wit ou  

on to meet the 
ave sufficient 
rhaps the goals 
g., packs of four or 
opulation is more 

America.  Use of successful breeding pairs necessarily includes 
documentation of successful reproduction, which is consistent with the 
recovery objectives set forth for other state-listed species in 
Washington.  As noted in the plan, measuring recovery of wolves by the 
total numbers of animals present is less desirable because it does not 
account for reproduction in the population. 

gen general remarks Overall, I thought the plan was an outstanding ef
to be complimented.  It properly incorporated a w
public opinion and relevant science to recognize 
conservation and the public conflicts that always
restoration.  Implementation of this plan will resu
conservation of a wolf population in Washington.

fort and WDFW is 
ise diversity of 
the realities of wolf 
 come with wolf 
lt in the 
  

No response was necessary.

gen general remarks It should also be clarified these recommendation
planning purposes and conform only to the requi
law.  They have not been evaluated under any p
federal requirements.

s are only for state 
rements of state 
ossible ESA or 

This information was added to page 13, paragraph 2.
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gen general remarks The Draft Wolf Conservation Plan for Washingto
standards, thresholds, and management actions
wolves from endangered to game animal status. 
however, that the numerical and distributional sta
downlisting to game animal status would constitu
viable” population that would occupy a “significan
species’ historical range” as defined by the plan 
state intends to manage for a cushion of wolves 
for relisting, and also to manage for a harvestabl
that may make it reasonably possible that a perm
population would be maintained in Washington. B
binding in these intentions, and with the propose
unacceptably high level of uncertainty associated
condition of a “recovered” wolf population in Was

n seeks to set 
 for downlisting 
It is unlikely, 
ndards for 
te a “permanently 
t portion of the 

and by WAC. The 
to prevent the need 
e surplus of wolves 
anently viable 
ut there is nothing 

d plan there is an 
 with the future 
hington.

A majority of peer reviewers thought the wolf plan's conservation/ 
recovery objectives were adequate or barely adequate, but a significant 
number believed they were inadequate.  This indicates that the 
objectives for numbers presented in the plan border on being too low.  
Because of this, language has been added to chapter 3 stating that long-
term viability of the state’s wolf population will depend in part on 
maintaining connectivity to the broader regional wolf metapopulation 
comprising Idaho, Montana, British Columbia, and Oregon.  
Management actions to improve connectivity for wolves have been 
added to chapter 12.  Additionally, wording changes to the plan further 
emphasize that hunting of wolves in Washington should not occur until 
an adequate population exists to support this activity.  Continued 
monitoring of the population after delisting will be important so that any 
declines in numbers can be detected and remedied.

gen general remarks This plan could be improved by: 1) expanding the
translocations in the establishment and managem
2) including in the plan the need and intent to ree
wolf populations in the Willapa Hills and the Olym
including among the criteria for downlisting to ga
that the overall wolf population in Washington ha
effective population size of 50 or more. These su
expanded upon below. Incorporating these sugg
much greater management flexibility to address w
conflicts, to manage deer and elk populations, an
legal harvests of wolves.

 role of 
ent of populations; 

stablish substantial 
pic Peninsula; 3) 

me animal status 
ve a genetically 
ggestions are 
estions would allow 

Responses to these points are given below where more in-depth 
comments on these same topics were provided by this reviewer. 

olf-livestock 
d in supporting 

gen general remarks The plan does a very good job of addressing exis
about wolves in Western North America.

ting knowledge No response was necessary.

gen general remarks Many of the questions/comments I had when I st
document were answered in later chapters, whic
attests to the comprehensiveness of the docume
make it easier for the reader, and to not distract t
beneficial to make some references in earlier sec
sections that address the issue in greater detail. 
hotlinks to direct the reader to more in-depth info
subsequent chapters.  The Plan is very long and
and as such, it will be necessary to assist reader
information.  Otherwise I think some readers/criti
issue with the Plan early on and not bother to se
information located in subsequent chapters.

arted reading the 
h is good and 
nt.  However, to 
hem, it would be 
tions to later 
 I suggest inserting 
rmation found in 
 comprehensive, 
s to find relevant 
cs will likely take 
ek out supporting 

Increased effort was made by the authors of the plan to cross reference 
related information within the plan, where appropriate.
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WWG 
letter

page 1, lines
46

 45- The livestock industry should not be able to exer
over wolf management decisions.

t undue influence The Wolf Working Group had balanced discussions on resolving wolf-
livestock conflicts.  WDFW does not believe that the livestock industry 
had undue influence in determining the management components set 
forth in the plan.

WWG 
letter

page 1, lines
47

 46- Wolf Working Group members should consider d
program promoting proactive deterrents before d
compensation fund.

eveloping a 
eveloping the 

Promoting the use of proactive deterrents is already discussed in the 
plan (chapter 4, section F; chapter 12, tasks 4.2 and 4.4.6).  
Encouraging the use of proactive deterrents is considered an important 
part of the plan.

exec 
sum

page 10, line 2 It is unclear if the 18 breeding pairs referenced h
anywhere in the state.  Each of the other bullets 
geographic distribution.

ere can be located 
speaks to 

Information on geographic distribution was added here and to chapter 3, 
section B, to correct this problem.

exec 
sum

page 10, line
12

s 11- What are the guidelines for when/where lethal co
enacted?

ntrol may be This question is answered in chapter 4, section E.

exec 
sum

page 10, line
20

s 18- What about paying compensation for unknown lo
only rumors of wolves, where WDFW hasn't yet d
wolf/pack activity?

sses in areas with 
ocumented 

New language in the plan (Chapter 4, section G) says that 
compensation for unknown losses will occur only in areas where wolves 
are confirmed to be present, documented wolf depredation is occurring 
nearby, and differences exist between historic and current return rates 
of livestock that are not attributable to other causes.  

exec 
sum

page 10, line
43

s 42- I consider a public information and education pro
priority for aiding reestablishment of wolves, but 
as stated here.

gram to be a 
not a "high" priority 

A public information and education program is considered a high priority 
in the draft plan for recovering wolves because it will help build human 
tolerance for the species and assist in reducing wolf-human conflicts.

exec 
sum

page 11, line 4 A sentence should be added stating wolves may
timber production through the effects that their pr
on ungulate foraging.

 actually benefit Benefits may occur in some situations, but there is insufficient evidence 
esence may have to suggest  this will be a large-scale benefit while wolves remain a listed 

species.  Although wolves may cause some redistribution of prey 
populations, wolves are not predicted to have major impacts on deer 
and elk abundance in the state (see Chapter 14).

exec 
sum

page 11, lines 6-7 How will funding to implement the plan be obtained? Funding for the compensation portion of the plan must be approved by 
the Washington Legislature, as described in chapter 4, section G.  
Funding for monitoring and other parts of the plan will be through state 
non-game funding programs, federal grants, and partnership programs.

exec 
sum

page 9, line 14 I suggest replacing the text “and represents the f
documented breeding by wolves in the state sinc
“and represents the first breeding by wolves in th
genetic testing was used for species validation”. 
change is made because others have documente
state but did not have the ability to use genetic te
(Anonymous 1990, Fritts 1992, Thiel and Ream 1
2000).

irst fully 
e the 1930s” with 
e state in which 
This suggested 
d breeding in the 
sting at the time 
995, Gaines et al. 

Clarification was made here and in chapter 2, section B.  Further 
information was added to chapter 2, section B, based on the citations 
provided by this reviewer.
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exec 
sum

page 9, line 32 Shouldn't the main focus of the plan also include
habitat quality and prey resources for wolves rath
focusing on delisting wolves?

 improvement of 
er than just 

Improvement of habitat quality and prey resources for wolves are 
considered part of the downlisting and delisting objectives (Chapter 12).  
Delisting wolves is necessarily the main goal of the plan.  After delisting 
is achieved, wolf management in the state will be reevaluated and 
proceed from there.

exec 
sum

page 9, lines
41, 46

 37, Insert "a minimum of" before the number of succ
pairs needed.

essful breeding This suggestion was not incorporated.

1 page 12, line
20

 18- This paragraph should be updated with current information. New information was added on this topic.

1 page 12, line
46

 44- What was the historical population level for WA?
achieved numerically, if not distributionally?.  

  Why can’t that be Information on historical populations is provided in chapter 2.

1 page 14, line 28 Do we know they will become a “game animal”? 
stated more as a possibility at this time?

Or should this be No change was made in response to this comment.  After further 
consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, section C, 
that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being delisted, 
pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission.  
Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply says that 
wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a nongame 
species upon delisting.  The plan continues to present information on 
the hunting of wolves and states that if hunting is proposed, 
conservative approaches would likely be followed early on to ensure that 
adequate population numbers are being maintained.

1 page 14, line 3 Woodland caribou is another species that has a recovery plan.  Woodland caribou were added to this sentence.
1 page 14, par 3 Is it possible to prevent politics from hijacking biology/management? No changes were made in response to this comment.

2 page 15, sec
A

tion Shouldn’t a critical section of their history deal wi
ecology of wolves?  When did they first arrive in 
prey/competitors did they co-evolve with that wou
the animals we see today?  What effects does ev
gene pools, habitat, competitor behaviors.  Much
exist, but there is a great deal of substantial theo

th the evolution and 
this region, what 
ld have created 
olution have on 
 research may not 
ry to quote.  

This information is not considered necessary for the plan.

2 page 15-34, 
chapter 2

This chapter gives adequate information on the p
biology, and legal status of wolves. The plan doe
recognizing the uncertain status of wolves in eas
and addresses different paths depending on the 
these areas.  

opulation status, 
s a good job of 
tern Washington 
status of wolves in 

No response was necessary.

2 page 15-34, 
chapter 2

Revised information will be needed to address th
legal status of wolves in the Northern Rocky Mou

e most current 
ntain states. 

Updated information on legal status in the Northern Rocky Mountain 
states has been added.

2 page 15-34, 
chapter 2

Overall, I think this chapter is very well organized
relevant and adequate amounts of information to

 and provides 
 the reader.  

No response was necessary.
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2 page 15-34, 
chapter 2

One minor comment regarding current status in W
updated to include a record from Pend Oreille Co
photographed by a remote camera?

A…should this be 
unty of two wolves 

This information was added to page 20, par 2, as well as appendix D.

2 page 15-34, 
chapter 2

The plan does a good job of providing backgroun
population status, biology, and legal status of wo

d information on 
lves.

No response was necessary.

2 page 18 Suggest adding a table to this section that summ
reports.

arizes recent wolf No change was made.  Chapter 2, section B, subsection "Washington" 
already references readers to appendix D, which contains a 3-page 
table of wolf reports in the state since 2000. 

2 page 18, line 23 Replace "myths" with "legends". This change was made.
2 page 19, line 11 Information on wolf distribution in southern BC needs correction. Corrected.
2 page 19, line

28
 27- The responses reported in Gaines et al. (1995) o

Chelan-Sawtooth wilderness where multiple indiv
including pups, and in the Alpine Lakes Wilderne
individual was heard.

ccurred in the Lake-
iduals were heard 
ss where a lone 

This information was added.

2 page 19, line 30 Please change to the following: “but this record c
confirmed with genetic testing at the time (W.L. G
comm.)”.

ould not be 
aines, pers. 

This change was made.

2 page 19, par 2 Discussion is provided on the history of wolves a
humans, but what about how wolves historically 
ecology and evolution of prey species /fellow car
competitors/and habitat? I suspect these have ch
with the disappearance of wolves.

s it relates to 
related to the 
nivore 
anged dramatically 

This information is not considered necessary for the plan.

2 page 20, line
13

 10- There is no definite proof that this animal was wi
it was found within 30 miles of the home of a bre
released her hybrids and pet wolves near the tim
Therefore, it doesn't seem like this animal should
discussion here.

ld, especially since The sentence was removed.  However, the record for this animal 
eder that had 
e of this road-kill  
 be included in the 

continues to be listed in appendix D.

2 page 20, line 18 Suggest changing this to read that reports increa
2007 and 2008.

sed dramatically in This comment was rejected because WDFW doesn't have any reports 
for Okanogan Co. for 2007 (see appendix D).  The second half of this 
sentence indicates that records for the county likely extend back to 
previous years, which would include 2007.

2 page 20, line 36 What about mentioning released/escaped pet wolves here? This information was added.
2 page 20, line 4 Suggest deleting “and tracks” as these are never reliable. The word "reliable" was removed from the sentence, but "and tracks" 

was retained.
2 page 20, line 5 Change “WDFW biologists” to “agency biologists

been very much a multi-agency effort!
” as this effort has This change was made.

2 page 20, par 4 The following information could be added to the s
"Current Status of Wolves":  Public awareness th
media news releases has increased reports of w
Washington.  Wildlife management agencies will
efforts in areas having numerous reports to confi
establishment of wolves.

ummary for 
rough recent 
olf observations in 
 increase survey 
rm the 

These statements are true, but do not directly apply to the content of 
this paragraph summarizing current wolf presence in the state. 
Therefore, these remarks were not included.
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2 page 20-21, 
subsection 
"Neighboring
States and B

 
.C."

Suggest including a discussion of the landscape 
modeling by Singleton et al. (2002). The discuss
boundary issues is somewhat weak.  While there
discussion of the animals past and present statu
lesser extent Idaho, there was little discussion of
and connectivity issues outside the state of Wash
similar to the one on pg. 38 should be added tha
suitable wolf habitat, but also occupied wolf habi
portions of Oregon, B.C., and Idaho that border W
Something similar to a GIS analysis of suitable w
Pacific Northwest that was published by Larsen a
but at a scale that includes British Columbia, and
Washington and Oregon are basically being re-c
dispersing from Idaho, B.C. and northwest Monta
logical that the discussion on this issue must star
are originating from and the probable dispersal c
wolves into the state.

permeability 
ion of cross-
 is a good 
s in B.C. and to a 
 current wolf habitat 
ington.  Graphics 

t show not only 
tat, for those 

ashington.  
olf habitat for the 
nd Ripple 2006, 
 Idaho. Since 
olonized by wolves 
na, it seems 
t where the wolves 
orridors that bring 

Additional information on this topic was added to several locations in 
Chapter 3, especially section A, instead of the location suggested by the 
reviewer.

2 page 20-21, 
subsection 
"Neighboring
States and B

 
.C."

A more detailed discussion on what is being don
management in those states and provinces woul
Proposed hunting seasons in Idaho, for example
profound effect on wolf management efforts in ea

e for wolf 
d be useful.  
, would have a 
stern Washington.  

This information was added.

2 page 21, line
(and elsewhe
plan)

 21 Use of the term "alpha" is outdated. See Packard
re in column 1, and Mech 1999, Canadian Journal of Z

1203.  The new terms of "breeders" or "breeding
female."

 2003, page 53, This correction was made.
oology 77:1196-

 male" or "breeding 

2 page 21, line 23 Suggest changing the words “breeding populatio
as this is unlikely a population at this time.

n” to “breeding pair” "Breeding population" was retained, but other parts of the sentence 
were changed.

2 page 21, line
36

 31, Information on wolf distribution in southern BC needs correction. Corrected.

2 page 21, line 42 Information should be added about BC's policy to
threatening mountain caribou.

 remove wolves This information was added.

2 page 22-32, 
sections C and D

This material is well done. No response was necessary.

2 page 23, line
43

 42- This sentence would be more informative if chan
if undisturbed, a wolf pack will continue using the
after year.  However, human disturbance near an
cause wolves to move their pups from one den to
abandon the den altogether.

ged to:  Generally, 
 same den year 
 active den may 
 another or 

This change was made.

2 page 23, par 1 The following information could be added:  Some
are not distinguishable in appearance from wild w

 wolf–dog hybrids 
olves.

This information was added.
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2 page 24, par 5 Should indicate that moose are a major prey species in much of BC. This information was added.

2 page 25, table Clarify meaning of heading. Corrected.
2 page 25, table Cite Stotyn (2008) for extent of moose in diet in BC. Citation added.
2 page 27, par 1 Clarify "fairly short period". Corrected.
2 page 28, line 11 Does “sustainability” rely on whether or not the a

female die versus subordinate members of pack 
packs recuperate quickly if alphas die? The plan
specific about the demographics included in the 
mortality rate.  Maybe higher pup/old wolf mortal
than prime age wolves dying. 

lpha male and 
or pups?  Do 
 should be more 
32-50% sustainable 
ity would be better 

Greater detail on demographics are beyond the scope of this plan.  
Readers should refer to the citations provided in the text for more 
information.

2 page 28, line 20 The sentence should state how this occurs, i.e., 
increased mortality due to starvation or disease, 
etc.

through dispersal, 
decreased births, 

Greater detail on population dynamics are beyond the scope of this 
plan.  Readers should refer to the citations provided in the text for more 
information.

2 page 28, line 4 Where densities are dependant upon extrinsic fa
disease, competition, weather, etc what are othe
exist aside from prey, such as denning sites, suff
dispersal corridors?

ctors such as 
r limiting factors 
icient intact habitat, 

This sentence was changed slightly to indicate that other factors may 
affect wolf densities.

2 page 28, pars 1-6 The quote concerning potential wolf growth rates
misleading.  While growth rates of up to 90% per
been documented in some circumstances or yea
annual growth is certainly not typical.  It would be
to present a table with annual growth rates from 
other states that have been recently colonized fo
years.  This would show the more typical growth 
are colonizing new areas, and could in some cas
populations react over time as carrying capacity 
density dependent factors begin to kick in.

 is highly 
 year may have 
rs,  this level of 
 more illuminating 

Idaho, Montana, or 

The sentence with the growth rate information from Michigan was 
deleted.  The more generalized language of this section was retained in 
preference to the creation of a table showing these numbers.  It is 
unclear whether wolf populations in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming have 
reached their biological carrying capacity, therefore discussion of how 

r say the last 15 
rates when wolves 
es also show the 
is reached and 

populations respond upon reaching this stage is premature.
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2 page 28-29, 
subsection "R
of Population
Change"

ates 
 

I want to raise the point about naturally recoloniz
relocated/translocated.  As with any time series r
result depends on the period of time you extract.
numbers over 25 years for all of Montana, the ra
around 25%.  However, if you examine only north
12 years prior to reintroduction, the rate of increa
less (closer to 10%).  Then if you look at the rein
populations from 1995 to now, the rate of increas
higher (closer to 40%).  I think more effort should
this distinction clear.  In other words, WDFW sho
closely the potential rates of increase in northeas
because they may be much less than 25% consi
being naturally recolonized.  Also, what are the e
management on northeast Washington?  On the
translocate the potential rates of increase may be
25%.  Will the feasibility proposals address this?

ing wolves versus 
elated data, your 
  If you look at total 
te of increase is 
west Montana for 
se is considerably 
troduced 
e is considerably 
 be made to make 
uld examine more 
t Washington 

dering this area is 
ffects of Idaho’s 
 flip side if we 
 much higher than 

We consider the higher growth rates in Idaho and the greater 
Yellowstone area (both introduced populations) to be more of a 
reflection of the overall better habitat (i.e., fewer human conflicts, 
greater prey availability) in these regions compared to northwest 
Montana than whether the populations somehow differ because they 
were natural or introduced.  Thus, no changes were made response to 
this comment and we would not necessarily expect a translocation 
feasibility assessment to highlight this difference.  Some new 
information has been added to the text which shows that Montana's 
overall annual growth rate is lower (17% rather than 25%) than 
previously indicated. Existing text also indicates that population growth 
rates in Montana are variable among years and periods. Elsewhere in 
the plan, new information has been added comparing Washington with 
northwest Montana in terms of suitability for wolves. The effects of 
Idaho’s management on northeast Washington is mentioned in chapter 
3, section A, subsection "Landscape Connectivity and Dispersal."

2 page 29, line 19 The following could be added after the first sente
of the ESA is to provide for the conservation of e
threatened species.  The goal is the recovery of 
levels where protection under the ESA is no long

nce:  The purpose 
ndangered and 
a listed species to 
er necessary.

This information was added.

2 page 29, line 36 Smaller prey populations did indeed occur after t
1996-97, but this was because wolf conflicts with
increased dramatically, resulting in greater agenc
(rather than decreased pup survival).

he severe winter of This correction was made.
 livestock 
y lethal control 

2 page 29, line 5-8 These statements are unclear and potentially no
and after considering the anticipated effects of st
frameworks in MT/ID/WY post delisting.  What is
areas and at what scale?  That needs to be mad
reconsidered based on available data.  Regardle
national parks and national wildlife refuges, hum
(to include regulated harvest) can effectively che
population increases (and the number of animals
disperse and start new packs to expand distribut
enough, which would then have implications for t
“founders” to arrive in areas beyond the borders 

t supported by data 
ate regulatory 
 meant by core 
e clear and 
ss, once outside 
an-caused mortality 
ck all wolf 
 “available to 
ion) if liberal 
he availability of 
of MT/ID/WY.

Further clarification was added and the last sentence of this paragraph 
was removed.
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2 page 29, line 6-8 Will wolves increase rapidly if they are delisted a
pressure is extreme, such as in Wyoming?

nd hunting/killing Given the uncertainties about future federal and state management of 
wolves, this sentence was changed to remove the statement that rapid 
increases are expected outside of core areas, which was replaced with 
a remark that population growth in new areas will depend on sustainable 
management programs.

2 page 29, line 9 Should insert a section into the background desc
by wolves.

ribing habitat use A subsection on habitat use was added to chapter 2, section C.

2 page 29, par 4 The USFWS’s current recovery goal for the North
wolf population is: 30 or more breeding pairs (an
adult female that raise at least 2 pups until Dece
comprising 300+ wolves in a metapopulation (a p
exists as partially isolated sets of subpopulations
exchange between subpopulations (USFWS 199
Carbyn 1995).  Step-down recovery targets requ
and Wyoming to each maintain at least 10 breed
100 wolves by managing for a safety margin of 1
and 150 wolves in mid-winter.  The Northern Roc
population met the numeric recovery goal of at le
pairs and at least 300 wolves in mid-winter for th
By the end of 2008, the Northern Rocky Mtn wolf
have surpassed the numerical recovery goal for 
years.

ern Rocky Mtn 
 adult male and an 
mber 31) 
opulation that 
) with genetic 
4; Fritts and 
ire Montana, Idaho, 
ing pairs and 
5 breeding pairs 
ky Mtn wolf 
ast 30 breeding 
e first time in 2000.  
 population will 
9 consecutive 

This information was incorporated into the plan.  Clarification of the 
information appearing in the last two sentences of this comment was 
obtained from Ed Bangs of the USFWS, who indicated that the first year 
of having at least 30 breeding pairs and at least 300 wolves in mid-
winter in this population occurred in 2000, but that the 3 successive year 
requirement wasn't met until 2002. 

2 page 29-32, 
section D

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service currently has lega
authority over wolves in Washington.  How does 
the current listing of wolves on the federal list?  W
wolf plan be presented to the USWFS for approv
Washington will then be given designated agent 

l management The USFWS will continue to have lead management authority on wolves 
this plan fit in with 
ill WDFW's final 

al in the hopes that 
status?

in areas of Washington where the species remains federally listed.  
WDFW has acted and will continue to act as a co-manager with the 
USFWS in these areas.  Federal delisting in all or part of Washington 
will mean that WDFW will assume lead management authority in those 
areas; the Washington wolf plan will guide WDFW management of 
wolves in federally delisted area as well as management in the 
remainder of the state.  Currently, the USFWS has not established any 
criteria for delisting wolves in the western 2/3s of Washington (i.e., 
outside of the Northern Rocky Mountain distinct population segment, 
which includes the eastern 1/3 of the state).  It is possible in the future 
that the USFWS may consider Washington's wolf plan as suitable for 
allowing federal delisting outside of the Northern Rocky Mountain 
distinct population segment.  Currently, there is no federal requirement 
for Washington to prepare a wolf plan as there was in Idaho, Montana, 
and Wyoming. 

2 page 30, figure 3 The 2 towns shown along the boundary in Wash
obscure in this figure and are 2 towns that I've ne
Possibly Omak and Moses Lake would be better
identifiers for people.

ington are a bit 
ver heard of.  

 geographic 

This map was was replaced with a newer version from USWFS (2009) 
and should be easier to read.
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2 page 30, par 1 The following should be added after the last sent
September 29, 2008, the Service asked the U.S.
granted the preliminary injunction to vacate the S
rule for the Northern Rocky Mountain Distinct Po
of the gray wolf.

ence: On 
 District Judge that 
ervice’s delisting 
pulation Segment 

This information was added.

2 page 30-32, 
subsection 
"Tribal"

Although the southern Cascades may be the bes
Washington to establish and maintain a (relativel
population of wolves, this will inevitably result in 
the Yakama Indian Reservation. What is the Trib
this? If they are intolerant of wolves, this could be
population sink for the southern Cascades. Simil
tribes stand on wolf recovery (e.g. the Colville an

t place in 
y) large source 
wolves spilling onto 
e’s position on 
 a major 

arly where do other 
d Quinault tribes)?

As described in this subsection of the plan, Washington's tribes can 
manage wolves as they wish and may choose to prepare their own wolf 
management plans.  We are unaware of the position that most tribes 
currently have on wolf management.  However, tribes in the state have 
expressed a range of values and concerns regarding wolves.  WDFW 
intends to coordinate and share information with willing tribes regarding 
wolf management through the Wolf Interagency Committee and other 
government-to-government level communication.

2 page 32, par 4 The sentence could be revised to read as follows
tourism has become an economic benefit in som
at Yellowstone National Park where wolves are p
located, and viewed from park roads.

:  Wolf-related 
e areas, especially 
lentiful, easily 

This information was added.

2 page 32, sec
E

tion What about the value of wolves to the ecosystem
top priority, rather than strictly looking at the valu
relates to humans.

?  This should be a 
e of wildlife as it 

This topic is covered in Chapter 6.

3 page 35, line 29 Define what is meant by "over time…”. How long? "Over time" was replaced with "in the long term."
3 page 35-38 A formal population viability analysis (PVA) woul

whether proposed numbers and distribution of w
to achieve downlisting and delisting, but as state
would be difficult to do due to the number of unkn
eventual wolf populations in WA and the results w
highly variable depending on the assumptions im
model.  So, I think the 'rule of thumb' approach u
appropriate.  Because most of the potential wolf 
well-connected to adjoining states and provinces
wolf populations may take place there (hence im
limited), it seems best to consider WA in isolation
the delisting/downlisting criteria appear minimal, 
adequate.  Maybe you need to make a statemen
these criteria if they prove untenable, or a PVA b
suggests other criteria.

d help to answer A remark was added to chapter 3, section B, subsection "Numbers and 
olves are sufficient 
d in the Plan, this 
owns concerning 
ould likely be 

posed on such a 
sed in the plan is 
habitat in WA is not 
 and reductions in 
migration may be 
.  In that context, 
but probably 
t about revising 
ased on future data 

Distribution," that a formal population viability analysis (PVA) could be 
employed in the future to refine and update the plan's 
conservation/recovery objectives.  The PVA could use data collected 
from the Washington's recolonizing wolf population to make its 
projections.

3 page 35-38 The numbers to achieve downlisting appear sma
they do not make up a wolf population, but I also
choices are largely driven by the structure of you
Species Act of which I know little.

ll to me because 
 realize these 
r Endangered 

No response was necessary.
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3 page 35-41, 
sections A and B

As in Oregon, development of wolf population an
objectives is the most difficult and controversial a
planning for wolves.  Some perceive suggested p
objectives as scientifically too low or unacceptab
insist that wolves be “equitably” distributed acros
Unfortunately, wolf habitat and the human popula
distributed.  I suggest broadening your approach
distribution of breeding pairs in recognition of the
where wolves may become established.  The wo
(page 38) is quite similar to the situation in Orego
located in northeastern Washington, the Cascad
coastal region. Unfortunately, the majority of the 
distance from wolf source populations in Idaho.

d management 
spect of state 
opulation 

ly high, while others 
s the State.  
tion are not evenly 

 to the number and 
 uncertainty of 
lf habitat map 
n. Most habitat is 

es, and west to the 
habitat is at a great 

We consider the current conservation/recovery objectives appearing in 
the plan to be sufficiently broad because they 1) allow considerable 
flexibility in the location and number of breeding pairs needed to achieve 
recovery, especially for downlisting from threatened to sensitive and for 
delisting, and 2) attempt to achieve recovery over a significant portion of 
the species' original geographic range within the state. 

3 page 35-41, 
sections A and B

I suggest combining the North Cascades and Ea
regions into one wolf recovery region.  Except fo
the Blue Mountains in SE Washington, the major
habitat on the eastside is along the state's northe
a recovery objective of 4-5 breeding pairs in this 
upon how one might credit wolves using the Blue
Washington.  Potentially, a wolf pack in this area
both states, but may produce pups in either state
the legal and technical issues, if a breeding pair 
and could be counted toward recovery objectives
suggest 5 breeding pairs for the combined North
Washington region.  Under my scenario, I would 
breeding pairs as triggers for moving from one lis
another.

stern Washington 
r a small portion of 
ity of the wolf 
rn tier.  I'd suggest 
region, depending 
 Mountains in 
 may use habitat in 
.  Notwithstanding 

used both states 

The WWG considered a number of options for recovery regions before 
recommending the 3-region approach used in the plan (see current 
appendix G).  We are concerned that recovery under a 2-region 
approach could result in a reduced likelihood of reestablishing wolves 
over a significant portion of their historic range in Washington.  
Transboundary packs are countable only within one jurisdiction, based 
on den location or other criteria, as described in chapter 3, section B.  
The majority of peer reviewers believed the current breeding pair 
numbers of 6/12/15 proposed in the plan are barely adequate, thus the 

 in both, I would 
 Cascades/Eastern 
suggest 5/8/12 
ting designation to 

numbers of 5/8/12 breeding pairs suggested by this reviewer are 
probably too low.  

3 page 35-41, 
sections A and B

I’ll mostly defer this one, as it’s mostly political. B
Washington’s wolf population is going to be heav
other states and I would expect more packs in th
and eastern zone than Southern Cascades and N
Dispersal from high-density areas should keep p
border of Washington more viable. If the overall g
packs, I’d suggest 3 in each zone and 6 wild card
the 2-2-5-6. 

iologically, I believe 
ily dependent on 
e North Cascades 
orthwest Coast.  

acks along the 
oal is 15 known 
 packs instead of 

Improved language has been added to the plan about the importance of 
dispersal from other states and British Columbia for reestablishing and 
helping maintain a wolf population in Washington.  After some 
deliberation, WDFW decided to retain the delisting requirement of 2 
successful breeding pairs of wolves in both the Eastern Washington and 
Northern Cascades Recovery Regions rather than increase it to 3 
breeding pairs as suggested by this reviewer.  This is because the 
smaller requirement will be easier to achieve and exceed, thereby 
allowing translocation to occur sooner. 
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3 page 35-41, 
sections A and B

I feel the plan should clearly state that with the n
decided on, this plan does not create a viable lon
wolves in Washington. Instead, it is an augmenta
recovery in the West. With 15 packs, it seems th
Washington wolves will be dependant on neighb
provinces. Without those populations, our wolves
over the long-term. This seems supported by the
review. In light of this information, Washington w
subpopulation of the overall population in Idaho a
Columbia. This should be clearly stated.

umber of packs 
g-term recovery of 
tion to an overall 

e viability of 
oring states and 
 will be vulnerable 
 plan's literature 
olves are really a 
nd British 

Chapter 3, section A, has been rewritten to place substantially greater 
emphasis on population connectivity to promote wolf immigration into 
Washington from neighboring source populations in other states and 
British Columbia and to promote movement of individuals within 
Washington.  This will 1) aid the initial reestablishment of a wolf 
population in Washington, 2) enhance continued long-term movement 
of wolves into and within the state, thereby helping supplement 
Washington's subpopulations with new individuals, and 3) maintain long-
term genetic exchange between subpopulations in the state and those 
in neighboring jurisdictions.  Additionally, this reviewer implies that 
Washington's wolf population may never achieve more than 15 breeding 
pairs.  This number is used in the plan only as the target for delisting 
and carries no implications for overall population size to be expected in 
the state.  Washington's wolf population will likely grow to some larger 
size, which will further enhance its overall viability.

3 page 35-43, 
section A, B

How much will the population of wolves within W
the immigration of wolves from other states and p
provide for a viable population? This should be d
coordination efforts with these states and provinc

ashington rely on 
rovinces to 

iscussed and 
es identified.

Chapter 3, section A, has been rewritten to place substantially greater 
emphasis on connectivity to promote wolf immigration into Washington 
from neighboring source populations in other states and British 
Columbia, to promote movement of individuals within Washington, and 
to promote genetic exchange.  A new objective has been added to 
chapter 12 addressing the need to manage for connectivity (task 7).  
Language has also been added to task 10.1 to address the need for 
improved coordination between natural resource agencies, other 
government and non-government entities, and other states and 
provinces to enhance connectivity for wolves.
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3 page 35-43, 
sections A and B

I was impressed with the thought process of this 
The levels of 6, 12, and 15 breeding pairs to dow
sensitive, and game animal, respectively are ade
ensure a self-sustaining population in Washingto
wolf related impacts to livestock producers.  In ad
to immediately initiate a delisting process if wolve
breeding pairs is an important caveat to recogniz
identified in the Minority Opinion (appendix G). T
concepts of resiliency, redundancy, and represen
represented by the plan.  In addition, the concep
portion of the range is addressed with the plan. O
concepts suggest that the number of wolves and
appropriate as described within the plan.  The on
could remain is the genetic viability of the popula
isolation.  However, dispersal from larger popula
Montana, and Idaho should adequately ameliora

aspect of the plan.  
nlist to threatened, 
quate goals to 
n while balancing 
dition, stipulations 
s reach 18 
e concerns 
he conservation 
tation are well 

t of significant 
verall, these 

 distribution are 
e question that 
tion, if taken in 
tions in Canada, 
te these concerns. 

No response was necessary except to say that information on genetic 
viability has been added to the plan. 

3 page 35-43, 
sections A and B

There is no adequate biological answer about wh
number and distribution of wolves or the minority
is adequate for achieving a self-sustaining wolf p
state.  Obviously, the more wolves, the greater th
sustainability, but no absolute number can be giv
has sustained a population of 12-50 totally inbred
years, as an example.  The question of specific n
one, and can only be answered with the approac
used.  As for carrying capacity of Washington for
political.  The biological carrying capacity depend
of prey in the state.  See the projections of Fuller
6.2).  Be wary of modeled projections of wolf ran
Carroll et al. (2003).  In Wisconsin, Mladenoff et 
predict areas where wolves would recolonize bas
However, by 2004, 60% of wolf packs had recolo
less than 50% probability of colonization, and 22
areas of 0-9% suitability (Mech [2006] Wildlife So
34:874-877).

ether the report's 
 position's proposal 
opulation in the 
e chance of 
en.  Isle Royale 
 wolves for 50 

No response was necessary.

umber is a political 
h you have already 
 wolves, that is also 
s on the biomass 
 et al. (2003:  Fig. 
ge such as those of 
al. (1995) tried to 
ed on modeling.  
nized areas with 
% had recolonized 
ciety Bulletin 
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3 page 35-43, 
sections A, B

Although populations in eastern Washington and
Cascades will be important in maintaining conne
populations beyond the boundaries of Washingto
both areas may to a large extent be determined b
outside Washington and / or from the southern C
than by their own internal dynamics.  Consequen
populations are likely to make only minor demog
to other subpopulations in Washington (with poss
the northern Colockum area) and to the overall v
population. “Viability” of the Washington populati
largely dependent on the sizes of populations in 
Cascades, Willapa Hills and Olympic Peninsula, 
connectedness of these populations.

 the northern 
ctivity with 
n, wolf numbers in 
y immigration from 

ascades rather 
tly, these 
raphic contributions 
ible exception of 

iability of the WA 
on will therefore be 
the southern 
and the 

Two of the main remarks given in this comment seem overly 
speculative, specifically 1) that wolves in eastern Washington and the 
northern Cascades will contribute little to the long-term viability of the 
Washington's overall wolf population, and 2) that the state's population 
will depend largely on wolves forming robust subpopulations in the 
southern Cascades, Willapa Hills, and Olympic Peninsula, which are all 
located in the Southern Cascades/Northwest Coast recovery region.  As 
stated in the plan, WDFW believes there are too many uncertainties at 
this time to predict where and how many wolves will settle in 
Washington.

3 page 35-43, 
sections A, B

Given its central location and high numbers of el
robust and thriving source wolf population in the 
is likely to be critical to the viability of the Washin
The need for a strong source population in the so
is likely to be increased, if once wolves are feder
northern Rocky Mountains the numbers of wolve
eastern Washington is decreased as a result of h
and Montana.

k, establishing a 
southern Cascades 
gton population. 
uthern Cascades 

ally delisted in the 
s dispersing to 
unting in Idaho 

The draft plan recognizes the importance of the southern Cascades by 
requiring higher numbers of successful breeding pairs to be established 
in the Southern Cascades/Northwest Coast recovery regions to achieve 
downlisting from threatened to sensitive and delisting.
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3 page 35-43, 
sections A, B

My primary comment is that the plan does not dis
ground management to maintain intrastate and in
connectivity between major blocks of wolf habita
for the following interrelated reasons: 1) it mainta
corridors, 2) it speeds colonization and progress 
goals, 3) it reduces the need for costly relocation
improves genetic mixing and long-term populatio
corridors will be used by a variety of other wide-r
it addresses the Western Governor's Association
stating the importance of landscape level connec
maintenance, 7) it supports ongoing connectivity
efforts (e.g., Okanogan-Similkameen Project, I-9
I believe the two intra-state corridors mentioned 
critical, since they connect the state's largest blo
(North Cascades, South Cascades, and Kettle-S
still have enough open space to make connectivi
current condition.  They are also at high risk from
particularly the Okanogan-Similkameen.  I would
actively support proactive conservation efforts (c
easements, strategic acquisitions, etc) to protect
in at least these two critical linkages. You may al
or pursue a link between the Cascades and Olym
key interstate and international linkages are alrea
since we directly abut publicly owned occupied w
BC and Oregon. 

cuss on-the-
terstate 

t.  This is important 
ins dispersal 
towards recovery 
 efforts, 4) it 
n viability, 5) 
anging species, 6) 
 proclamation 
tivity and corridor 
 conservation 
0 Corridor Project). 
above are the most 
cks of wolf habitat 
elkirks), currently 
ty feasible in their 
 development, 
 suggest the plan 
onservation 
 open space/habitat 
so want to explore 
pics.  Fortunately, 
dy fairly secure 

A considerable amount of new information has been added to chapter 3, 
section A, on the importance of maintaining habitat connectivity and 
gene flow for wolves inhabiting the designated recovery regions in 
Washington.  A new objective was also added to chapter 12 addressing 
the need to manage for connectivity (task 7).

olf habitat in Idaho, 

3 page 35-43, 
sections A, B

It is worth mentioning the importance of long-term
reproducing packs in adjacent jurisdictions (Idah
to the future of wolves in Washington.

 persistence of 
o, BC, and Oregon) 

This information was added to chapter 3, subsection "Landscape 
Connectivity and Dispersal."

3 page 35-43, 
sections A, B

The plan addresses well the number of wolves a
needed to achieve downlisting and delisting.

nd distribution No response was necessary.
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3 page 35-43, 
sections A, B

Establishing breeding pairs as delisting triggers a
The concept of a breeding pair, as established b
Wildlife Service (measure of reproductive succes
is important.  The implementation of this concept
proven difficult in the NRM.  Actual documentatio
pair status of a pack involves intensive efforts, an
increasingly difficult as wolf populations expand t
numerous packs.  Documentation of breeding pa
reasonable and more important during the early 
“recovery” phase of a population characterized b
packs and where more intensive data is required
progress toward recovery objectives.  I believe it
document breeding pair status for the small num
identified in the plan up to delisting (< 18 packs).
emphasize, in the plan, the need for using an ind
breeding pairs or adopting an alternate measure
delisted, as it will become exceedingly difficult to
validate breeding pair status with increasing num
a side note, the original definition of a breeding p
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is contained in
states the minimum pack composition must be th
pups of the year surviving through 31 December
has since been “relaxed” (not sure how officially)
plus 2 pups.

lso appears sound. 
y the U.S. Fish and 
s and recruitment), 
, however, has 
n of the breeding 
d becomes 
o include 
ir status is 
“restoration” or 
y small numbers of 
 to determine 
 is reasonable to 
ber of packs 
  I would 
irect estimator of 
 once wolves are 
 continue to field 
bers of packs.  As 
air as authored by 
 the 1992 FEIS.  It 
e alpha pair plus 2 
.  This definition 
 to any two adults 

This comment was addressed by adding a remark about using 
population estimators to chapter 12, task 1.4.
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3 page 35-44, 
sections A, B
C

, and 
Wolf survival is one of the most important popula
the Northern Rockies and boils down to human a
mortality in the Northern Rockies is human cause
partly compensatory with natural mortality so the
balancing these two things when it comes to live
then eventual wolf harvest thru legal hunting.  It i
core protected areas are key to the healthy funct
population. In other words, right now YNP and ce
wolf pumps, sending wolves out into surrounding
is relatively lower survival and this maintains thos
populations. Without those wolf pumps we predic
be your wolf pump?  Where is your area of low m
secure and good wolf habitat providing wolves to
For example, we found that Glacier Natl Park an
Wilderness do not function as core secure wolf h
because few wolves live there (too high and wint
ungulates to overwinter, therefore few wolves rel
central Idaho).  After hunting becomes legal, wol
in central Idaho.  It essentially is a source-sink dy
require intensive mgmt to keep wolves OK and c

tion influences in 
ccess.  80% of wolf 
d and it is only 

re are big problems 
stock control and 
s also clear that 
ioning of a wolf 
ntral Idaho act as 
 areas where there 
e marginal 
t trouble.  What will 
ortality that will be 
 outside areas?  
d the Bob Marshall 
abitat in Montana 
ers too hard for 
ative to YNP and 
f survival will drop 
namic and will 

onflicts low.

WDFW recognizes these issues as major concerns for recovering 
wolves in Washington.  The plan discusses the need to minimize the 
killing of wolves through lethal control to resolve wolf-livestock conflicts 
and to reduce other forms of human-related mortality (chapter 12, task 
2).  Wolves will also be hunted on a sustainable basis that does not 
threaten the population after legal hunting is adopted (chapter 3, section 
C).  The plan acknowledges the potential of the southern Cascades to 
host a source population of wolves by calling for larger numbers of 
breeding pairs to become established there prior to downlisting to 
sensitive status and delisting.  The southern Cascades was also an 
area favored by the Working Group for conducting a wolf translocation, 
if needed (current appendix G).  

3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3p 3

I think the conservation end of the plan makes sense. No response was necessary.

3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

I would caution against a priori assumptions abo
populations.  Wolf productivity and persistence is
on overall geographic area.  Wolf management d
harvest, habitat ownership and land use, habitat 
abundance, and many other factors in addition to
play important roles in determining if wolves with
areas will function as source populations.  I supp
identified in the plan, of customizing managemen
encourage wolf persistence and productivity in a
core habitats important to wolf recovery.

ut source 
 not just dependent 
irection including 
fragmentation, prey 
 habitat patch size 
in identified core 
ort the notion, 
t approaches to 

reas identified as 

The draft plan notes that it will be important for management actions to 
be conservative in key recovery areas for wolves, especially during the 
endangered and threatened stages.
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3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

Montana’s experience is that wolf population exp
and distribution) prior to the influence of dispersa
Yellowstone/Idaho reintroductions was very slow
biological potential of the species.  This biologica
realized to its fullest extent because of the high le
interactions resulting in wolf-livestock conflicts in
lethally controlled, deaths from cars/trains, illega
mortality, ungulate density and distribution, disea
apparently slow rate of emigration from Alberta/B
Montana’s wolf population growth did not appear
affected by emigration from Yellowstone Nationa
Idaho wolf populations until about 2002 or later -
“close” to source populations north of the Canad
Management in Canada appeared to be sufficien
enough that fewer wolves than expected dispers
This scenario may also be predictive of dispersa
into Washington. Also, growth of the Montana po
new pack formation based on dispersal within Mo
than expected given the biological potential of th
important consideration for Washington should b
British Columbia management frameworks becau
significant influence on the rate of wolf dispersal 
delisting in Idaho results in a significant decrease
Idaho population as a whole, the dispersal rate in
decrease from the current status quo.  In that sce
want to consider whether a reintroduction of wolv
state would lead to achieving the recovery goals 
the pace of natural recolonization is acceptable o
translocation efforts are needed and at what leve
WDFW may want to discuss these different optio
now as some hard decisions will apparently be d

ansion (numbers 
l after the pivotal 
 despite the 
l potential was not 
vel of wolf-human 

 which wolves were 
l human-caused 
se, or even the 
ritish Columbia.  
 to be noticeably 
l Park or central 
- all the while being 
ian border. 
tly aggressive 
ed into Montana. 
l rates from Idaho 
pulation through 
ntana was slower 

e wolf.  An 
e the Idaho and 
se they will have a 

into Washington.  If 
 in the size of the 

Parts of this comment have been incorporated into the plan, mostly in a 
new subsection in chapter 3, section A, that mentions the similarities 
(and several differences) for wolves that may exist between Washington 
and northwestern Montana. These similarities seem worth mentioning in 
terms of how wolf recovery and management may proceed in 
Washington. The plan already has language (chapter 12, tasks 3.1-3.8) 
describing the careful process that would be involved in planning and 
conducting a translocation. Reintroduction using "out-of-state" wolves 
will not be considered. The plan recognizes that management in Idaho 
and British Columbia may impede wolf dispersal into Washington and 
that it will be important to maintain habitat connectivity for wolves both 
within and outside Washington.

to Washington will 
nario, WDFW may 
es from outside the 
faster or whether 
r whether/when 
l?  The WWG and 
ns more explicitly 
elayed until a future 
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3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

The habitat suitability map suggests that Washin
large backcountry areas like in central Idaho.  As
day management arena would look more like tha
Wyoming, New Mexico, or Arizona -- even where
public land. In these landscapes, wolves and peo
interacting, even on public lands.  In Montana’s e
suggest would be plausible analogues to Washin
natural recolonization), those interactions resulte
mortality that the rate of increase was slow and p
periods of decline.  The northwest Montana fede
did not attain 6 breeding pairs (the proposed num
from state endangered to state threatened) until 
years after the first two wolves were documented
official breeding pair was not documented until 1
levels of the Washington recovery goals in the dr
may seem easier to attain.  However, wolf packs
in and of themselves and even more so when sh
that include people, livestock, cars/trains, etc.  Th
present a hair trigger to change the listing status
some challenges to WDFW.  

gton does not have 
 such, the day-to-
t in Montana, 
 there are blocks of 
ple are constantly 
arly years (which I 
gton’s path of 
d in enough wolf 
unctuated by 
ral recovery area 
ber to downlist 

1995, which was 16 
 in 1979.  The first 
986.  At the lower 
aft plan, success 
 are very dynamic 
aring landscapes 
e lower numbers 

 that could pose 

A new subsection has been added to chapter 3, section A, mentioning 
the similarities (and several differences) for wolves that may exist 
between Washington and northwestern Montana.  The 
conservation/recovery objectives in the draft plan must be met for 3 
consecutive years across three recovery regions.  These additional 
criteria should help produce a more resilient population over time.

3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3p 3

I believe that either 1) the progressive recovery g
long time to meet through natural dispersal and wg g p
fact achieve one or more of the downlisting stage
themselves based on numeric and distributional 
the need for and level of translocation required to
goals has been underestimated, possibly both.  T
recognized and agreed that translocation would b
“get there faster” tool to achieving recovery goals
downlisting/delisting.  However, the technical asp
translocating wolves sourced only from a small W
population presents some definite speed bumps 
as serious logistical and resource commitments f
Whereas success of translocated wolves into cen
Yellowstone National Park may have appeared s
rapid, 15-16 wolves were released at a time into 
with minimal potential for human conflicts in both
translocation tool being contemplated in Washing
to as rapid establishment of wolf packs as was th
and Wyoming.  

oals will take a 
olves may never in 

As noted in a subsection of chapter 3, section A, reestablishment and 
recovery of wolves in Washington could occur slowly, similar to what y

s (which are 
requirements) or 2) 
 meet the recovery 
he WWG clearly 
e required as a 
 and 
ects of 
ashington 

to success, as well 
or WDFW.  
tral Idaho and 
traightforward and 
high quality habitat 
 areas.  The 
ton may not lead 
e case in Idaho 

y g y,
took place in northwestern Montana during the 1980s and 1990s. 
Regarding the technical aspects of translocation, language has been 
added to chapter 3, section B, subsection "Translocation," clarifying that 
translocation of wolves out of one of Washington's recovery regions 
should be implemented only after the region has exceeded the target 
population objectives for delisting and removal of wolves would not 
cause the region’s population to fall below those objectives.  This 
safeguard was added to prevent removals from being conducted 
prematurely, thereby possibly threatening an existing population.
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3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

The plan should add wolf numbers to the recove
emphasize the occasional necessity for human-a
management given the low amount and fragmen
suitable wolf habitat in Washington.  

ry goal and 
ssisted migration 
ted nature of 

Estimates of the numbers of wolves equivalent to 6,12, and 15 
successful breeding pairs have been added to chapter 3, section B, 
subsection "Numbers and Distribution," but have not been specifically 
incorporated into the conservation/recovery objectives.  The objectives 
of translocation have been broadened to include facilitation of genetic 
exchange among populations if bottlenecks to dispersal exist.  The 
maps of potential suitable habitat for wolves in Washington (chapter 3, 
section A) suggest that the state contains more potential wolf habitat 
and that it is less fragmented than this reviewer believes.

3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

The restoration of wolves to Washington should 
the vain of the wolf recovery effort in northwester
perhaps the Service’s Mexican wolf program in th
Those areas support successful wolf breeding pa
proportionally far more conflicts with humans, hig
human-caused wolf mortality, more agency mana
intervention, and greater cost than wolf restoratio
Great Lakes states or the Greater Yellowstone o
programs.  

be viewed more in 
n Montana or 
e southwest.  
irs but with 
her levels of 
gement 
n efforts in the 

r Idaho recovery 

A new subsection comparing the potential similarities between 
Washington and northwestern Montana for wolves was added to 
chapter 3, section A.

3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

The southern Cascades population would likely n
over time to function as the single pedestal on w
viable population of wolves could be supported in
best, this would be a risky strategy with substant
avoiding the need to relist wolves at some point i
Significant interchange with wolf populations in th
the Olympic Peninsula, however, would provide s
to southern Cascades population and to the viab
wide population of wolves in Washington. In the 
decline in the southern Cascades wolf population
Willapa Hills and Olympic Peninsula would provid
a ready source of immigrants by natural dispersa
assisted augmentation to restore the southern C
population. Establishment of wolf populations in 
and the Olympic Peninsula, however, seems unc
plan. The plan notes that among the Working Gr
been no discussions of translocations to anyplac
southern Cascades (page 47, lines 11-12). Even
populations are established, it remains unclear h
the southern Cascades population these populat
connectivity is left only to natural dispersal.  Larg
corridor from Olympia to Portland could pose a s
wolf movement.

ot be large enough 
hich a permanently 
 Washington. At 

ial uncertainty in 
n the future. 

Additional information has been added to chapter 3, section A, showing 
that the Olympic Peninsula and Willapa Hills contain potential suitable 
habitat for wolves.  Three of the four habitat models now included in this 
part of the plan suggest that the I-5 corridor could indeed represent a 
significant barrier to wolf movements.  The subsection on translocation 

e Willapa Hills and 
ubstantial support 

ility of the state-
event of a major 
, populations in the 
e redundancy and 
l or human-
ascades 
the Willapa Hills 
ertain under the 
oup there have 
e except the 
 if these 
ow connected with 
ions would be if 
e portions of the I-5 
ubstantial barrier to 

in chapter 3, section B, has been changed to state that natural dispersal 
and recolonization of wolves may be slow or difficult for both the 
southern Cascade Mountain range and the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa 
Hills, thus both regions may receive consideration as recipient sites for 
translocations.  Inclusion of the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills is 
based on commentary provided by peer reviewers.
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3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

The best outcome for reintroduction programs ty
reintroduced populations, once established, are g
large size. This has a number of benefits, includi
loss of genetic variation and the accumulation of
the population is small. The passive and reactive
proposed plan, in terms of how component popu
reestablished, poses some risks. For example if 
a population of wolves in the southern Cascades
natural recolonization along with some limited tra
outcome may be a population established by a s
founders that has taken several generations to g
(e.g. 10 – 15 breeding pairs). In this case, a likely
population that has accumulated some level of in
high degree of relatedness among individuals, an
effective to census population sizes. If this proce
the Willapa Hills and the Olympic Peninsula, the 
the Southern Cascades and Northwest Coast rec
of the wolves in Washington) could consist of thr
populations of wolves with high internal and betw
relatedness among individuals. And these popula
primed for future inbreeding accumulation.

pically occurs when 
rown quickly to 

ng minimizing the 
 inbreeding while 
 nature of the 
lations will be 
reestablishment of 
 is left largely to 
nslocations, the 
mall handful of 
row to a larger size 
 result is a 
breeding, has a 
d a low ratio of 

ss is repeated in 
entire population of 
overy region (most 

ee local 
een population 
tions would be 

The material added to chapter 3, section A, provides more background 
on this issue.  The plan now mentions two methods that can alleviate 
the threat of inbreeding and increase genetic diversity in isolated wolf 
subpopulations in Washington.  These are: 1) enhance habitat 
connectivity for wolves to encourage natural dispersal of individuals 
between subpopulations, and 2) if necessary, managers may intervene 
to occasionally move individual wolves into subpopulations 
characterized by low genetic diversity.
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3 page 35-47, 
chapter 3

My translocation strategy may not be consistent 
thresholds and guidelines proposed in the curren
Consequently, I suggest revising the plan as nee
the need and intent to establish wolf populations
and Olympic Peninsula to provide demographic a
for the southern Cascades and therefore for the 
population; 2) allowing translocations of wolves f
Washington and Northern Cascades recovery re
results in a temporary reduction below two breed
region; 3) allowing limited numbers of wolf transl
Montana, Idaho, and/or Oregon for the sole purp
reestablishing populations in the Southern Casca
Coast recovery region; and 4) allowing transloca
within Washington and/or from neighboring state
population reestablishment in the Willapa Hills an
Peninsula even if the statewide population has re
15 breeding pairs and/or if the population has be
game animal status. Finally, the use of transloca
important in ensuring adequate levels of connect
subpopulations within Washington. This may be 
important for maintaining two-way connectivity be
southern Cascades population and the Willapa H
Peninsula populations west of I-5. If monitoring in
connectivity across the I-5 corridor over a period
generations, translocation should be considered 
address this shortcoming.

with the goals, 
t plan. 
ded to include: 1) 
 in the Willapa Hills 
nd genetic support 

overall Washington 
rom the Eastern 
gions even if this 
ing pairs in each 
ocations from 
ose of 
des and Northwest 

tions of wolves 
s to facilitate 
d the Olympic 
ached or exceeded 
en downlisted to 
tions may be 
ivity between 
particularly 
tween the 
ills and Olympic 
dicates weak 

WDFW does not intend to translocate wolves into Washington from 
outside the state (see chapter 1).  If genetic evaluations indicate that low 
genetic diversity exists an isolated population, the plan has been revised 
(see chapter 3, section B, subsection "Translocation of Wolves"; 
chapter 12, task 3.6) to include occasional translocations of individual 
wolves to improve the genetic variability of the population.  At present, 
WDFW does not believe it is appropriate to jeopardize wolf recovery in 
one recovery region to support translocation of wolves to another 
region.  Translocation will be conducted only after the source region has 
exceeded its target population objectives for delisting and removal of 
wolves would not cause the region’s populations to fall below those 
objectives.  The subsection on translocation in chapter 3, section B, has 
been changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization of 
wolves may be slow or difficult for both the southern Cascade Mountain 
range and the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills, thus both regions may 
receive consideration as recipient sites for translocations.  Three of the 
four habitat models now included in this part of the plan suggest that the 
I-5 corridor could indeed represent a significant barrier to wolf 
movements.    

 of one or two 
as a means to 

3 page 35-47, 
sections B, D

The obvious option for all vested interests is to e
agency to examine each situation involving wolve
on a case-by-case basis.  This is the way that oth
mammalian predators are managed and, realistic
are going to be dealt with as well. 

ncourage the 
s and deal with it 
er major 
ally, how wolves 

The plan does call for WDFW to take an adaptive approach to wolf 
management in general, especially for management of conflict 
situations.

3 page 36, line
33

s 31- Persistence of wolves will also depend on social 
humans.

tolerance by This information was added.

3 page 36, line
39

s 37- Should note here that reduction in wolf number is
horizon (if not already present) in Idaho.

 definitely on the This sentence was changed in response to the comments of several 
reviewers.

3 page 37, line 22 Suggest deleting “including some that might be c
marginal”. Not sure what is meant by marginal an
made that they can inhabit a wide range of ecosy

onsidered 
d the point is 
stems.

This remark was deleted.
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3 page 37, lines 1-3 This paragraph discusses approaches used in ot
determine population objectives but does not pre
that was used for the development of this plan. It
clearly here how population objectives were deriv
how the balance between socially acceptable ob
biologically necessary objectives were reconciled

her states to 
sent the approach 
 should be stated 
ed, specifically, 

jectives and 
.

Greater explanation of how the population objectives were reached for 
this plan now appears in chapter 3, section B.  The objectives attempt to 
be both biologically and socially acceptable.  Current appendix G also 
includes a summary of Working Group discussions on establishing 
recommendations for setting population objectives.

3 page 37, par 4 I realize at this time that elk constitute the major 
wolves as Oakleaf et al (2006) predict.  But this i
in the long run, on which prey items are most vul
to realize that the central Idaho and Yellowstone
were high, unproductive, and highly vulnerable to
wolves were reintroduced to these areas.   Some
this will likely change and other species, probabl
species, may be more vulnerable.  So I suggest 
recognize that prey vulnerability will dictate what
and that this may change in the future.

prey item for 
s going to depend, 
nerable.  We need 
 elk populations 
 predation when 
 time in the future 

y one of the deer 
that the plan 
 wolves will prey on 

A statement about "vulnerability over time" was added to chapter 4, 
section A, where predation factors are discussed more extensively.

3 page 37, par 4 Oakleaf et al. (2006)’s model variables do not ne
Washington, so should not be relied upon to be p
state.

cessarily apply to 
redictive for your 

The results of several habitat modeling studies for Washington have 
been added to chapter 3, section A.  The models are fairly consistent in 
their presentation of potential suitable habitat for wolves in Washington, 
hence, the study made by B. Maletzky using the Oakleaf et al. (2006) 
model is not considered inappropriate.  Furthermore, as now stated in 
the text, none of the models should be considered absolute predictors of 
wolf habitat in Washington, but should instead be interpreted as general 
indicators of areas with appropriate habitat characteristics.
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3 page 37-38, 
subsection 
"Distribution"

The larger question of habitat availability in Wash
concern, as identified in Appendix G.  Carroll et a
a large proportion of the state as potentially “suit
started with theoretical wolf packs in those areas
Carroll et al. 2006).  Through time, Carroll et al. 2
few areas would be consistently occupied by wol
Olympic Peninsula and South Central Washingto
important to note, that the Carroll et al. 2006 mod
“predicted” survival rate based on road densities
for mortality threat in an area.  Road densities do
wolves will live or die.  The level of human tolera
the people that use roads dictates these aspects
are capable of utilizing areas with high road dens
provided that human tolerance is high. In addition
2006 did not model for source populations that lik
the International border.  These source areas co
occupancy in the northern areas of the state than
model.  The sum of all models is that they are hy
might occur in the future.  The point is to test aga
see how well it was at predicting the future.  In th
al. 2006, the list of assumptions is large because
model.  For example, there is a large proportion 
identified in the model as not consistently occupi
currently occupied (See Figure 6 in Carroll et al. 
with current distribution maps of wolves in Idaho)

ington is of some 
l. (2006) identified 

able” habitat and 
 (see Figure 2 of 
006 predicted that 
ves, primarily in the 
n.  However, it is 
el is based on 

 as the surrogate 
 not reflect whether 
nce associated with 
.  Certainly wolves 
ities levels 
, Carroll et al. 
ely occur across 

uld allow for greater 
 predicted in the 
pothesis for what 
inst the model and 
e case of Carroll et 
 it is a complex 
of Idaho that was 
ed by wolves, but is 

The results of several habitat modeling studies for Washington have 
been added to chapter 3, section A, all of which are fairly consistent in 
their presentation of potential suitable habitat for wolves in Washington.  
As now stated in the text, none of the models should be considered 
absolute predictors of wolf habitat in Washington, but should instead be 
interpreted as general indicators of areas with appropriate habitat 
characteristics. The reviewer's comment that Carroll et al. (2006) did not 
model for source populations in adjoining jurisdictions was addressed by 
using Carroll (2007), who did consider neighboring populations in his 
analyses (see new figure 7).

2006 and compare 
. 
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3 page 37-38, 
subsection 
"Distribution"

I was disappointed in the lack of discussion of re
the plan as it relates to habitat availability in WA.
38 gives no description of how the Oakleaf et al. 
modified.  Why the probability of occurrence was
level?  My guess is that the modification of the m
significant components that caused much of the 
“occupiable” at the 0.5 level.  Perhaps a far bette
literature that relates to the state is Larson and R
figure 4. Combining the Larson and Ripple (2006
Oakleaf et al. 2006 shows that the two models la
habitat as potentially suitable where they overlap
al. 2006 and the Larson and Ripple (2006) mode
there is potentially enough suitable habitat. The C
model indicates that survival of wolves may be p
Finally, number of elk and deer in WA suggest th
prey to support the number of wolves identified in
suggest the state do an analysis similar to Mlade
(1998) by (1) contacting Larson or Ripple to dete
of habitat available in the state based on their mo
and (2) combining the available habitat with the s
information and using the model identified in Full
predict the number of wolves that the prey and h
theoretically support. Then compare this number
identified in the plan.  The difference between the
identified by the methods of Mladenoff and Sickle
identified in the plan represent the level of reduct
carrying capacity.” My educated guess is that the
a significant level to address social concerns of w
already. These modeling exercises could help to
concerns identified in Appendix G, particularly re
population densities and how they are distributed

levant literature in 
  Figure 4 on page 
2006 model was 
 cut off at the 0.75 
odel left out 
state to be 
r example in the 
ipple’s (2006) 
) information with 
rgely define similar 
. Both the Carroll et 
ls indicate that 
arroll et al. 2006 

roblematic in WA. 
at there is ample 
 the plan.  I 
noff and Sickley 
rmine the amount 
deling exercises 
tate’s prey density 
er et al. (2003) to 
abitat could 
 with the levels 

Substantially more information on potential habitat availability for wolves 
in Washington has been added to chapter 3, section A.  Figure 4 has 
been revised to illustrate a probability of occurrence of 50% or more.  
This makes the figure comparable with the maps of Larsen and Ripple 
(2006) and Oakleaf et al. (2006), who also displayed a probability of 
occurrence of 50% or more.  The revised figure shows that a larger 
amount of Washington is potentially suitable for wolves. The plan is 
concerned with establishing recovery objectives for the state, which are 
needed so that wolves eventually can be delisted.  The plan makes no 
attempt to establish Washington's carrying capacity for the species, 
which is presumed to be higher than the recovery objectives presented 
in the plan.  Eventually, it may be informative to measure carrying 
capacity, but this is not considered necessary for delisting the species.

 numbers 
y (1998) and those 
ion based “social 
 plan has dropped 
olf presence 

 address the 
lative to human 
 across 

3 page 37-38, 
subsection 
"Distribution"

I agree generally, if Washington is not interested
wolves into the State from outside sources, main
opportunities for natural dispersal into the state is
the policy of the State to promote wolf recovery, 
to work with neighboring wolf states and province
partnerships to manage for cross-border connec
populations.

 in translocating 
taining 
 important.  If it is 

it would be helpful 
s encouraging 

tivity between wolf 

Statements about working with neighboring states and provinces to 
manage for cross-boundary connectivity were inserted into chapter 12 
under a new task (task 7) regarding connectivity and an existing task 
(task 10.1) on coordination among agencies and jurisdictions.
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3 page 38, fig 4 Deer surveys are incomplete in northeastern Oka
thus actual deer numbers may be under-represe
used to create figure 4.  Thus, deer abundance m
indicated, making this part of the county more su
than suggested by the map.

nogan County, 
nted in the model 
ay be higher than 

itable for wolves 

The model used to create figure 4 did not incorporate deer abundance 
data for any part of Washington, but instead relied only on elk density as 
its parameter for wild prey abundance.  Thus, the reviewer's concern 
over incomplete data on deer distribution and abundance does not 
affect the results of this model.  However, because figure 4 does not 
consider areas with moderate to high deer densities, it probably does 
not fully depict locations capable of supporting wolves for parts of the 
year.

3 page 38, figure 4 Caption should be changed to indicate that the m
habitat as defined by those lands that exceed a 7
occurrence predicted by Oakleaf et al.

ap depicts suitable 
5% probability of 

The caption was changed.

3 page 38, line 25 The Isle Royale wolf population should be treate
an extremely inbred population.  This sentence s
read "Lack of genetic health might hinder recove
more than 50 years, ….."

d as an example of 
hould be revised to 
ry over periods of 

Reference has been added to chapter 3, section A, that several small 
isolated wolf populations (including the one of Isle Royale) display a lack 
of genetic variability. 

3 page 38, line
25

s 23- Two recent papers on Mexican wolves found stro
effects. Asa et al. (2007) examined sperm morph
in 55 male Mexican wolves and found some indiv
functionally sterile. Fredrickson et al. (2007) foun
effects on pup production in the captive and wild
example, among the descendents of F1 wolves, 
to produce live pups increased 9.9 times for pairs
inbreeding coefficient of 0.1 and 98.5 times for pg p
inbreeding coefficient of 0.2. Among those pairin
live pups, increases of 0.1 in the inbreeding coef
and pups resulted in a mean decrease in litter siz

ng inbreeding 
ology and motility 
iduals to 
d strong inbreeding 
 populations. For 
the odds of failing 
 with mean 

airs with mean 

Information from both of these papers, plus several others, has been 
added to chapter 3, section A, to note the documented impacts of 
inbreeding.

gs that produced 
ficient of the dam 
e of 2.8 pups. 

3 page 38, par 1 Should indicate which other habitat features are 
Puget Sound Trough, based on the model param

missing in the 
eters.

This information was added.
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3 page 38, pars 3, 4 It sounds like your intention is that Washington’s
serves as part of a regional wolf population that i
and long term sustainable, as opposed to a gene
population included within Washington’s borders
clarified.  Either way, we believe you need to at l
various viable population model estimates that h
conducted for wolves in the past.  While most of 
models that include both population and habitat p
may be different in one state vs another), presen
information as a range of possible viable populat
appropriate, even while acknowledging that the s
Washington may not be definitive on this issue a
analyses for North America vary between about 
animals (winter count), but some models have su
population numbers outside that range.  Present
science that is out there, while acknowledging th
data before attempting such an analysis for Was
population topic might appear to be optional for a
management document, but if this document is a
your recovery plan for the species, some level of
viable populations is really mandatory.

 wolf population 
s genetically viable 
tically viable 
.  This should be 
east mention the 
ave been 
these are based on 
arameters (so they 

ting that body of 
ion values is very 
cience for 
s of yet.  Most 
300 and 550 adult 
ggested viable 

 the available 
at we need more 
hington.  The viable 
 purely 
lso to serve as 
 discussion on 

Language was added to chapter 3, section A, to indicate that under this 
conservation and management plan, Washington’s wolf population will 
be managed as part of the broader regional wolf metapopulation 
comprising Idaho, Montana, British Columbia, Oregon, and Wyoming 
rather than as a stand-alone population within Washington’s borders.  
Plan now contains the modeling info that we are now aware of 
pertaining to viable pop size.  Information was also added to this same 
section on viable population estimates for wolves.  

3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

Currently, genetic diversity throughout the Northe
very high (Forbes and Boyd 1996, p. 1084; Forbe

rsity 
n 

996,
p. 226; vonHoldt et al. 2008, p. 19).  Wolves in no
Montana and both the reintroduced populations a
diverse as their source populations in Canada; th
genetic diversity is not a wolf conservation issue 
Rocky Mtns at this time (Forbes and Boyd 1997,
et al. 2007, p. 19).  As a result, there is currently 
management activities designed to increase gen
anywhere in the Northern Rocky Mtn DPS.

rn Rocky Mtns is 
s and Boyd 1997, 

Expanded information on genetic diversity in wolf populations, including 
the topic covered in this comment, was added to chapter 3, section A.99 ,

rthwestern 
re as genetically 
us, inadequate 
in the Northern 
 p. 1089; vonHoldt 
no need for 
etic diversity 

p , p 3,
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3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

While the USFWS questioned many of the assum
underpinned the vonHoldt et al. (2008) study’s co
conclusions it may be worthwhile for the WDFW 
study and independently determine if any of its c
be considered in Washington’s wolf conservation
conclusions were that, while the study found no e
exchange into Yellowstone National Park (3,472 
only a small portion of the Greater Yellowstone A
Further limiting the study’s ability to detect genet
subpopulations is the fact that most wolves that d
Greater Yellowstone Area tend to avoid areas wi
packs or areas with high wolf densities, such as 
National Park.  Moreover, even among the Yellow
Park wolves, the study was limited to a subsamp
from 1995-2004 (i.e., the radio collared wolves). 
consider that our ability to detect genetic exchan
Northern Rocky Mtn population is further limited 
similarity of the Northern Rocky Mtn subpopulatio
because both the central Idaho and Greater Yello
subpopulations originate from a common source
generation offspring of a dispersing wolf can be d
Additional genetic analysis of wolves from throug
Rocky Mtn population, including a larger portion 
Yellowstone Area than just Yellowstone National
and genetic exchange at the larger scale such ex
likely to have occurred.

ptions which 
nservation 

to consider that 
onclusions need to 
 strategy.  Our 
vidence of genetic 
sq mi), the Park is 
rea (24,600 sq mi). 

ic exchange among 
isperse to the 

th existing resident 
Yellowstone 

stone National 
le of Park wolves 
 It is important to 
ge within the 
by the genetic 
ns.  Specifically, 
wstone Area 

, only first 
etected.  
hout the Northern 
of the Greater 

Expanded information on genetic diversity in wolf populations was 
added to chapter 3, section A, with greater consideration given to the 
vonHoldt et al. (2008) paper.

 Park is ongoing 
change appears 

3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

The USFWS believes that the vonHoldt et al. (20
eventual inbreeding in Yellowstone National Park
several unrealistic assumptions.  One such assu
wolf population analysis to Yellowstone National 
mi) carrying capacity of 170 wolves, instead of th
likely to be managed for in the entire Greater Yel
(24,600 sq mi) by Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming
al. (2008) predictive model also capped the popu
Yellowstone National Park population’s winter low
at higher springtime levels when pups are born.  
are sometimes double the winter low.  I recomme
review the vonHoldt study [and their upcoming p
Northern Rocky Mtn wolf population] and reach i
as to its relevance to the potential situation in Wa

07) prediction of 
 relied upon 

mption limited the 
Park’s (3,472 sq 
e over 300 wolves 
lowstone Area 
.  The vonHoldt et 
lation at the 
 point, rather than 

Springtime levels 
nd Washington 

aper on the entire 
ts own conclusions 
shington, if any.

Expanded information on genetic diversity in wolf populations was 
added to chapter 3, section A, with greater consideration given to the 
vonHoldt et al. (2008) paper.  Information from this paper was added to 
task 3.2 regarding recommendations for conducting translocations so 
that subsequent genetic problems can be avoided.
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3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

It is the USFWS’s determination that even in the 
event that no new genes entered Yellowstone Na
Greater Yellowstone Area in the next 100 years, 
population’s current high genetic diversity would 
but not to the point the Greater Yellowstone Area
would be threatened.  Review of the scientific lite
throughout the world, truly isolated wolf populatio
smaller and far less genetically diverse than the 
Yellowstone Area population have persisted for m
even centuries (Fritts and Carbyn 1995, p. 33; Bo
23, 330-335; Liberg 2005, pp.5-6; 73 FR 10514, 
Additionally, in mate selection, wolves have a str
avoid inbreeding by selecting breeders based on
the vonHoldt et al. (2007) study proved this in Ye
Park.  Thus, the predictions by the Vortex model
et al. (2007) were overly pessimistic regarding th
theoretical future inbreeding because it ignored t
outbreeding selection by wolves.  Natural wolf m
tendencies show that future dispersers into a sys
some level of inbreeding would be much more lik
for breeding and have their genes incorporated in
population (Bensch et al. 2006, p. 72; vonHoldt e
FR 10514, February 27, 2008).  Introduction of ju
genetic lines can save a severely inbred small w
et al. 2003, p. 9; Liberg et al. 2004; Liberg 2005, 
pp. 195-196; Fredrickson et al. 2007, p. 2365; 73
February 27, 2008).

highly unlikely 
tional Park or the 
that the wolf 
be slightly reduced, 
 wolf population 
rature shows that, 
ns that are far 

Greater 
any decades and 
itani 2003, pp. 322-

February 27, 2008). 
ong tendency to 
 genetic difference; 
llowstone National 

 used by vonHoldt 
e potential effect of 
he strong 
ate selection 
tem experiencing 
ely to be selected 
to the inbred 
t al. 2007, p. 1; 73 
st one or two new 

Much of this material was incorporated into a revised chapter 3, section 
A.

olf population (Vila 
pp. 5-6; Mills 2007, 
 FR 10514, 

3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

In terms of natural migration, the northwestern M
Idaho core recovery areas are well connected to
wolf populations in Canada, through regular disp
subpopulations have established genetic and de
linkages.  The Greater Yellowstone Area is the m
recovery area within the NRM DPS (Oakleaf et a
vonHoldt et al. 2007, p. 19).  Radio telemetry dat
about one wolf per year disperses into the Great
from the other recovery areas.  However, natural
solely, is not and has never been required to ach
goal but recognition of the possible role of migrat
wolf conservation efforts in the Northern Rocky M
clearly recognized.

ontana and central 
 each other, and to 
ersals.  These 
mographic 
ost isolated core 
l. 2006, p. 554; 
a indicate that 
er Yellowstone Area 
 connectivity, 
ieve our recovery 
ion management in 
tns has been 

Expanded information on connectivity and genetic variability has been 
added to chapter 3, section A.  Although genetic connectivity is not 
required in the plan's recovery objectives, it is recognized as an 
important conservation concern for long-term persistence of wolves.  
Actions associated with this issue have been identified in chapter 12, 
task 7.
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3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

Human intervention in maintaining recovered pop
necessary for many species and migration mana
accepted practice (Scott et al. 2005).  The 1994 
environmental impact statement indicated that in
management might become necessary if any of t
developed genetic demographic problems (USFW
1994 EIS went on to say that other wolf program
agency-managed genetic exchange and that the
not be viewed negatively (USFWS 1994).  An ex
successfully managed genetic exchange in the N
population was the release of 10 wolf pups/yearl
from northwestern Montana to Yellowstone Natio
spring of 1997 or the relocation of depredating w
recovery areas [Bradley et al. 2005].  Future man
exchange could include relocating other wolf age
cross-fostering young pups, artificial insemination
of introducing novel wolves or wolf DNA into a re
were ever to be needed.

ulations is 
gement is a well 
wolf reintroduction 
tensive genetic 
he sub-populations 
S 1994).  The 

s rely upon such 
 approach should 
ample of 
orthern Rocky Mtn 

ings translocated 
nal Park in the 
olves between 
aged genetic 
 and sex classes, 
, or other means 

covery area if it 

This type of management to facilitate broader genetic diversity among 
any isolated wolf populations demonstrated to occur in the state has 
been added to chapter 3, section B, subsection "Translocation."  This 
activity would not be expected to be necessary until well into the future 
when two or more wolf populations exist in the state and one can be 
shown to be isolated and genetically impoverished.

3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

Multiple approaches may be taken to facilitate ge
between subpopulations including natural migrat
genetic management (moving individual wolves o
the affected population segment).  The USWS ha
suggested, nor does the Northern Rocky Mtn rec
that natural migration is the only approach to add
issue (USFWS 1994, appendix 9; Bangs 2002).  
detection of such natural genetic exchange is no
recovery goal and would not be practical to requi
monitoring protocols.

netic exchange 
ion or, if necessary, 
r their genes into 
s never 
overy goal require, 

A new task (task 3.6) was added to chapter 12 to cover the 
translocation of wolves to facilitate genetic exchange, if this activity is 
found to be desirable for enhancing population viability.

ress this potential 
Furthermore, 
t required by the 
re in routine 
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3 page 38-39, 
subsection 
"Genetic Dive
and Populatio
Viability"

rsity 
n 

Applying specific management practices in targe
areas may further encourage successful natural 
natural genetic exchange.  Some possible mana
consider include: reducing the rate of population 
fostering persistent wolf packs in all or select cor
segments or all or select areas of suitable habita
2006; 72 FR 106106, Feb 8, 2007); having occas
wolf pack structure or some areas of lower wolf d
areas of suitable habitat to create social vacancie
dispersing wolves to fill; maintaining higher rathe
wolf numbers in all or select recovery areas; mai
contiguous and broader wolf distribution instead 
limited breeding pair distribution; minimizing or p
caused wolf mortality between and around core r
during critical wolf dispersal and breeding period
April); and reducing the rates of or eliminating hu
mortality in core recovery segments during denn
periods (April to September).

ted geographic 
wolf dispersal and 
gement practices to 
turnover and 
e recovery 
t (Oakleaf et al. 
ional disruptions of 
ensity in select 
s or space for 

r than lower overall 
ntaining more 
of disjunction and 
recluding human-
ecovery segments 
s (December to 
man-caused 
ing and pup rearing 

The last two management recommendations given in this comment 
were incorporated into chapter 12, task 2.2.1.  The other management 
suggestions given here are probably good ideas, but are beyond the 
scope of this initial plan, largely because of the lack of knowledge on 
where wolves will settle in Washington, where core areas will exist, how 
much connectivity will exist between subpopulations, and how severe 
and where conflicts will occur.  The plan already calls for actions to 
resolve conflicts, such as lethal control, to be considered on a case-by-
case basis and to take into consideration the conservation needs of 
wolves before the actions are implemented.

3 page 39, figure 5 Work by Oregon State University (Larsen and Ri
as that done by Oakleaf et al (2006) suggests tha
in suitable wolf habitat between the South Casca
Northwest Coast area.  These two areas are divi
corridor that has many roads and high human de
wolves have the capability to disperse long dista
unfavorable habitat, mortality is often high, and w
are low, dispersal alone will likely not be adequa
Northwest Coast area is eventually populated (as
goal).  Conducting a GIS analysis of this issue in
permeability, somewhat similar to the work done
Service for the Cascades and Okanogan region 
2002) may be informative.  If analysis suggests t
permeability exists between these two areas, you
separating the South Cascades and the Northwe
making them separate wolf recovery regions.  Yo
the 5 pair goal requirement for the South Cascad
you eventually find in the Northwest counting aga
goal.  

pple 2006) as well 
t there is a break 

des area and the 
ded by the I-5 
nsities.  While 

Three of the four models of potential suitable habitat for wolves now 
shown in chapter 3, section A, depict a gap in occupiable area between 
the Southern Cascades and Northwest Coast regions.  However, 
presence of this gap depends in part on the assumptions used in the 
models.  Several of the models considered private lands in general to 

nces through 
hen wolf densities 

te to ensure that the 
suming that is your 

 terms of landscape 
 by the U.S. Forest 
(Singleton et al. 
hat a low level of 
 might consider 
st Coast and 
u could still keep 
es, with anything 
inst the statewide 

be less suitable than public lands for wolves, meaning that the private 
forest lands of southwestern Washington are portrayed as being poorer 
for wolves than public forest lands.  The I-5 corridor and neighboring 
lands could represent an area of low permeability for wolves.   Several 
peer reveiwers mentioned separating the Southern Cascades and 
Northwest Coast region into two recovery regions.  This option is one of 
the alternatives presented in the draft environmental impact statement.

3 page 39, par 3 Why are areas of non-habitat (like the Columbia 
Trough) included in the recovery regions?

Basin and Puget Areas of non-habitat were originally excluded, but the Wolf Working 
Group asked that they be included to simplify recovery area maps and 
to count any successful wolf breeding pairs present in them toward the 
delisting objectives.
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3 page 39-40, 
section, B, 
numbers and
distribution 
subsection.

 

While I can understand why the working group w
specific numbers for delisting, and there is prece
wolf management plans around, this will not prov
more than it has in any of the other plans.

ishes to use 
dent from the other 
e to be useful, any 

WDFW originally proposed that specific numbers of wolves or breeding 
pairs not be included in the conservation/recovery objectives until better 
data on wolf requirements became available for Washington (see 
current appendix G).  However, this approach was strongly rejected by 
the Wolf Working Group, who believed that failure to include numbers 
would hurt public understanding of the wolf plan and leave unresolved 
the need for having measureable objectives for downlisting and 
delisting.

3 page 39-40, 
section, B, 
numbers and
distribution 
subsection.

 

The conservation/recovery objectives for wolves 
one designation to the next toward delisting need
carrying capacity analysis to justify the breeding 
objectives numbers relative to the available wolf 
migratory/translocation patterns in each recovery
of wolf down-listing to de-listing will be particularl
evidenced by the July 2008 USFWS decision to 
Moving the plan forward without this analysis will
lengthy litigious process at an unacceptably high
and the WDFW. Without a wolf carrying capacity
could adopt a plan that is biologically infeasible, 
face an indefinite budget cost of funding the wolf
program if wolves can not meet the specified rec
will be harder to obtain state funding for the com
without a definitive carrying capacity study and ti
recovery objectives.

to transition from 
s a scientific 

pair recovery 
habitat and 
 area.  The status 
y contentious as 
delist wolves.  
 likely introduce a 
 cost to the state 
 analysis, the state 
and the state could 
 compensation 
overy objectives.  It 
pensation program 
meline to achieve 

The plan is concerned with establishing recovery objectives for 
Washington, which are needed so that wolves eventually can be 
delisted.  It makes no attempt to establish the state's carrying capacity 
for wolves, which is presumed to be higher than the recovery objectives 
presented in the plan based on the amount of potential suitable habitat 
as illustrated by the four models now shown in chapter 3, section A.  
Furthermore, no reviewer during peer review suggested that 15 
successful breeding pairs was not achievable.  Additionally, no data is 
currently available for determining wolf carrying capacity in Washington.  
Eventually, it may be informative to measure carrying capacity, but this 
is not considered necessary for delisting the species.  The 15 
successful breeding pairs identified in the plan is just a target for 
delisting where wolves will no longer need intensive conservation 
management as a listed species.  Litigation over the plan is not 
expected because of the range of values addressed within.  
Compensation is not related to carrying capacity.  As in Idaho, Montana, 
and Wyoming, compensation will continue to be paid even after delisting 
occurs.

3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

WDFW's initial recommendation about not includ
numbers of wolves in the plan (page 44, lines 15
reconsidered.

ing specific 
-16) should be 

Use of successful breeding pairs is preferred over other units of 
measurement, such as numbers of wolves or packs, because the term 
provides a higher level of certainty in assessing reproduction than other 
measures.
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3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

You are barely acceptable regarding population s
and on the low end of what is biologically viable. 
hinge on connectivity to other areas and as writte
emphasized, just referred to.  This has been a hu
Northern Rocky Mountain states and it has been
what was proposed and is here is not enough. Th
you main points of controversy.  A self-sustaining
going to be around 500 (no population viability as
been done on this, but this is a ballpark).  Your p
your various levels of management and listing ar
thus everything will hinge on are your wolves con
wolf populations.

tructure and size, 
 Your plan will then 
n this is not 
ge battle in the 

 suggested that 
is will be one of 
 population is 
sessment has 

opulation sizes for 
e way below that, 
nected to other 

Chapter 3, section A, has been rewritten to place substantially greater 
emphasis on connectivity to promote wolf immigration into Washington 
from neighboring source populations in other states and British 
Columbia, to promote movement of individuals within Washington, and 
to promote genetic exchange.  A new objective has been added to 
chapter 12 addressing the need to manage for connectivity (task 7).  
Language has also been added to task 10.1 to address the need for 
improved coordination between natural resource agencies, other 
government and non-government entities, and other states and British 
Columbia to enhance connectivity for wolves.

3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

My main concern stems from the decision to lum
three large recovery regions (Figure 5).  I agree t
nine ecoregions were too divided, but by reducin
you have lumped too much. My main concern ste
combining the Northwest Coast with Southern Ca
are these areas different ecotypes, there is a lot 
coast, including within Olympic National Park, wh
specifically addressed. Although wolves are capa
large distances, there is very little habitat connec
the southern Cascades.  This lack of connection 
create a bottleneck: it would be very difficult for a
disperse simultaneously cross the I-5 corridor an
development in that region.  Consequently, some
recovery objectives (5 wolf pairs in Southern Cas
region) could be met without any wolves occurrin
and still suitable portion of their former range. I s
state be divided into 4 regions: Eastern Washing
Cascades, Southern Cascades, and Northwest C
recovery objective be adjusted as follows: 1) Dow
endangered to threatened, 6 successful breeding
than 2 in each recovery region; 2) Downlisting fro
sensitive, at least 2 successful pairs in each regi
in the state; and 3) Downlisting from sensitive to 
least 2 successful pairs in Northern Cascades, 2
Washington, 3 in Southern Cascades and 3 in th
with  5 anywhere in the state.

p the state into 
hat the original 
g to three, I think 
ms from 
scades.  Not only 

of habitat in the 
ich is not 
ble of dispersing 
ting the coast with 
will most likely 
 pair of wolves to 

Several peer reveiwers mentioned separating the Southern Cascades 
and Northwest Coast region into two recovery regions.  This change 
was not made, but this is one of the alternatives presented in the draft 
environmental impact statement.  Regarding the issue of wolf dispersal 
across the I-5 corridor, three of the four habitat models now shown in 
chapter 3, section A, support the concern that the I-5 corridor could 
pose a barrier to dispersal.

d through all the 
 population 
cades and Coast 
g in a significant 
uggest that the 
ton, Northern 
oast, and that the 
nlisting from state 
 pairs with no more 
m threatened to 

on and 4 anywhere 
game animal, at 
 in Eastern 
e Northwest Coast, 
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3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

While the tribe generally supports the target num
plan for downlisting wolves from state endangere
does not support grouping the Southern Cascade
Coast Regions into a single recovery zone.  

bers listed in the 
d to threatened, it 
s and Northwest 

Several peer reveiwers mentioned separating the Southern Cascades 
and Northwest Coast region into two recovery regions.  This change 
was not made, but this is one of the alternatives presented in the draft 
environmental impact statement.  

3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The breeding pair numbers and distribution and c
downlisting appear to be the minimum needed to
extinction in the state.  The criteria to downlist fro
sensitive are tolerable, but the criteria for game s
low.  Based upon the average pack size provided
(5-10 animals/pack), and minimum of 15-18 pack
population range of 75-150 to 90-180 wolves.  A 
population of just 180 animals is unheard of, eve
permits being offered.  I realize the opposition is 
pack numbers and the current numbers are a co
biologically, I feel they are too low.  The conserva
appropriate to protect them from over-hunting, bu
population will increase the likelihood of relisting.
sooner the public feels they have some kind of c
wolves (hunting), the faster there might be long-t
their presence in this state.

riteria for 
 prevent their 
m endangered to 
tatus seem just too 
 in this document 
s equals a 
hunted-statewide 
n with just a couple 
strong to higher 
mpromise, but 
tion measures are 
t hunting a small 
  However, the 
ontrol over the 
erm acceptance for 

New information (see new table 3) inserted into chapter 3 suggests that 
a population with 15 successful breeding pairs could indeed contain as 
few as 90-180 wolves, although it could range up to as many as 360 
wolves.  Secondly, as discussed in chapter 3, section C, reclassification 
to a game animal does not mean that wolves will be immediately 
hunted.  Hunting could be delayed until the population reaches a larger 
size.  Furthermore, like other game species, wolves would be hunted in 
a sustainable manner that would presumably not threaten the overall 
population.
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3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

My opinion is that the number of breeding pairs r
to be downlisted from state endangered to threat
insufficient.  As defined in this plan, a successful
represent minimally a group of only 4 wolves; the
downlisting target would reduce the level of prote
when the total known wolf population was 24 ani
bare minimum number of wolves presented in th
be unrealistically low, when managing endangere
be best to allow for such a probability and provid
recovery, it would be easy to lose successful bre
mortality (loss of 1 adult in the first year of a foun
would eliminate them from becoming a breeding 
and at least the next year). Because other parts 
14) use 50/100/200/300 wolves for analyses, I’d 
the 50 wolf population size with successful breed
in order to determine numbers of successful bree
downlisting:  i.e. 50/4 = 12.5 =12. Distribution of 
pairs, given my recommendation of twelve, shou
five in Northern Cascades; four in Eastern Wash
Southern Cascades and Northwest Coast. 

equired for wolves 
ened status is 
 breeding pair may 
refore the 
ction statewide 
mals.  While the 
is scenario might 
d species it would 

e a “buffer.” Early in 
eding pairs through 
ding pack’s tenure 
pair for that year 
of this plan (chapter 
suggest equating 
ing pairs (4 wolves) 
ding pairs for 

successful breeding 
ld be as follows: 
ington; and three in 

No changes were made in response to the comment.  In response to 
comments by other reviewers, a new table 3 was added to this 
subsection showing the estimated numbers of wolves that might be 
present in the Washington population when 6, 12, and 15 successful 
breeding pairs are achieved.  These estimates indicate that somewhat 
larger numbers of wolves will likely occur in the state at the time of 
downlisting to threatened status than the estimate provided by this 
reviewer, although the number may still not be large. 

3 page 39-41, 
section B, ,
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

My opinion is that the number of breeding pairs r
to be downlisted from state threatened to state s

d 
insufficient.  As defined in this plan, a successful
represent minimally a group of only 4 wolves; the
downlisting target of 12 breeding pairs could redu
protection statewide when only 48 animals were 
bare minimum number of wolves presented in th
be unrealistically low, when managing threatened
to allow for such a probability and provide a “buff
recovery it would be very easy to lose successfu
through mortality (loss of 1 adult in the first year 
pack’s tenure would eliminate them from becomi
for that year and at least the next year). I’d sugge
proposed downlisting level to threatened (12 bre
in order to achieve downlisting to sensitive:  i.e. 1
Distribution of these pairs, given my recommend
should be as follows:  six in Northern Cascades; 
Washington; and four in Southern Cascades and

equired for wolves 
ensitive status is 

No changes were made in response to the comment.  In response to 
comments by other reviewers, a new table 3 was added to this 

 breeding pair may 
refore the 
ce the level of 

present.  While the 
is scenario might 
 species it is best 

er.”  Early in 
l breeding pairs 
of a founding 
ng a breeding pair 
st increasing my 

eding pairs) by 25% 
2 * 1.25 = 15. 

ation of fifteen, 
five in Eastern 
 Northwest Coast. 

y , 3
subsection showing the estimated numbers of wolves that might be 
present in the Washington population when 6, 12, and 15 successful 
breeding pairs are achieved.  These estimates indicate that somewhat 
larger numbers of wolves will likely occur in the state at the time of 
downlisting to threatened status than the estimate provided by this 
reviewer, although the number may still not be large. 
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3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The recommended breeding pair numbers of 6/1
those generally accepted as necessary for recov
numbers proposed by the 6 members of the Wol
are even lower and would undoubtedly have a m
never achieving long-term viability.  Even though
recommended by the report are below typical via
distribution requirements significantly add to the 
recovered population.  Of course it all depends o
management actions are once the listing/delistin
met.  If the population does not undergo excessiv
mortality, the population will continue to grow, ev
number objectives are met.

2/15 are below 
ery.  However, the 
f Working Group 
uch higher risk of 
 the numbers 
bility objectives, the 
likelihood of a 
n what the 
g objectives are 
e human caused 

en after the low 

The recovery objectives in the draft plan remain 6/12/15.

3 page 39-41, 
section B, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The identified numbers of successful breeding pa
recovery area for 3 consecutive years may be dif
without significant translocation efforts.  This is d
suitability map which suggests a low probability o
individual dispersing wolves to survive long enou
another disperser of the opposite sex in a new lo
surviving long enough to successfully produce pu
management intensity (and possibly a sustained
be needed is closer to the Mexican Wolf Recove
WDFW may want to consult with those colleague
wolf population will likely remain as a state endan
species for an extended period.  While that may 
in the big picture, management strategies to add
conflicts, wolf-ungulate interactions, human safet
be flexible and adequate to sustain local public a
having wolves while wolves “recover” in the othe
lethal control will likely be necessary, as relocatio
wolves would not occur.  Careful management o
mortality will be required.  Alternatively, WDFW m
requiring certain numbers of breeding pairs to be
three recovery areas prior to a downlisting (i.e., r
distributional requirement that specific numbers o
need to be present in all three prior to a status re
may consider not requiring the minimums be ach
consecutive years (i.e., relax the requirement to 

irs in each wolf 
ficult to achieve 
ue to the habitat 
f success for 
gh to be found by 
cation and the pair 
ps.  The level of 

 one at that) likely to 
ry Program and 
s.  Otherwise, the 
gered/threatened 

The new maps showing potential suitable habitat for wolves in 
Washington (added to chapter 3, section A) suggest that wolves may be 
able to disperse more easily through parts of Washington than indicated 
in the previous draft of the plan.  Nevertheless, the option for conducting 
translocation is an important part of the plan if wolves fail to reestablish 
on their own in one or more recovery regions.  Relaxation of 
conservation/recovery objectives will not be considered while this 
version of the plan remains in effect, but could occur under a future 
version of the plan if wolf managers believe this will benefit the species.

not be problematic 
ress wolf-livestock 
y, etc, will need to 
cceptance in areas 
r areas.  Some 
n of depredating 

f agency-related 
ay consider not 

 in each of the 
elax the 
f breeding pairs 
view).  Or WDFW 
ieved for 3 
2 out of 3 years).
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

I suggest running a population viability analysis (
whether the proposed numbers of breeding pairs
rather than relying completely on negotiations be
conservation and livestock/hunting communities.
initiated using the computer program VORTEX to
question. I’ve used this program before and it is p
Alternatively, the plan could rely on the prior ana
prior to wolf reintroduction in Idaho and Wyoming
10 breeding pairs maintained for 3 years in each
when the population is integrated into a larger m
neighboring states.

PVA) to explore 
 is defensible 
tween the 
  A PVA can be 
 explore the 
retty user friendly. 

lysis by the USFW 
.  They stated that 

 state was sufficient 
etapopulation with 

A remark was added to chapter 3, section B, subsection "Numbers and 
Distribution," that a formal population viability analysis (PVA) could be 
employed in the future to refine and update the plan's 
conservation/recovery objectives.  The PVA could use data collected 
from the Washington's recolonizing wolf population to make its 
projections.

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

A population of 15 breeding pairs in Washington 
dependant on immigration from outside the state
genetic viability.  If WDFW follows the original US
then at least 10 breeding pairs for 3 years, with c
neighboring populations, are needed for recovery
population of 15 breeding pairs will likely still be d
immigration from outside the state for long-term g
one follows the original USFWS guidelines, then
10 breeding pairs for 3 years with, connectivity to
populations. This quote from the federal register 
minority report states “ The EIS indicated that the
goal was, at best, a minimum recovery goal, and
were warranted on the basis of more recent infor
distribution, connectivity, and numbers. This revi
at a minimum, the recovery goal should be, ``Thi
breeding pairs comprising some 300+ wolves in 
population that exists as partially isolated sets of
with genetic exchange between subpopulations s
probability of long-term persistence'' (USFWS 19
There would have to be documented genetic exc
Cascades and eastern WA before a lower numbe
than 15 could be deemed viable, unless a recent
otherwise. 

will likely still be 
 for long-term 
FWS guidelines, 
onnectivity to 
 in Washington. A 
ependant on 
enetic viability. If 

 it looks like at least 
 neighboring 
as cited by the 
 1987 recovery 

 that modifications 

The plan now calls for Washington's wolf population to be managed as 
part of the broader regional wolf metapopulation comprising Idaho, 
Montana, British Columbia, Oregon, and Wyoming rather than as a 
stand-alone population within Washington’s borders.  To accomplish 
this, Chapter 3, section A, has been rewritten to place substantially 
greater emphasis on connectivity to promote wolf immigration into 
Washington from neighboring source populations in other states and 
British Columbia, to promote movement of individuals within 
Washington, and to promote genetic exchange.  A new objective has 
been added to chapter 12 addressing the need to manage for 
connectivity (task 7).  Language has also been added to task 10.1 to 
address the need for improved coordination between natural resource 

mation about wolf 
ew concluded that, 
rty or more 
a metapopulation (a 
 subpopulations) 
hould have a high 
94, pp. 6:75). 
hange between the 
r of breeding pairs 

 PVA proved 

agencies, other government and non-government entities, and other 
states and provinces to enhance connectivity for wolves.  
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

It is great that you include a definition for viable, 
written if it will be difficult to uphold in court when
delist.  As you are aware, the USFWS was sued 
show gene flow among the recovered population
and Wyoming.  It is one thing to monitor size and
time, but how much thought has been given to “g
over time” (pg. 60…lines 28-30)?  Can we accura
heterozygosity over time?  Also, what is long-term
years, 100 years, 200 years?  Has someone run
viability analysis for wolves somewhere else?  An
the assumptions of the model?  Are they relevan
think WDFW is walking on thin ice if it uses terms
genetic variation unless they are explicitly define
the management of wolves in Washington.

but I wonder as 
 WDFW tries to 
over their ability to 
 in Idaho, Montana, 
 distribution over 
enetic variation 
tely track 
 viability?  Is it 50 

 a population 
d, if so what are 

t to Washington?  I 
 like viability and 

d as they relate to 

Genetic variation within wolf populations has been tracked at several 
locations (Yellowstone, Scandinavia) and could be done in Washington 
in the future.  Task 11.2 in chapter 12 calls for genetic relationships and 
variation within the Washington population to be monitored  Population 
viability analyses (PVA) have been done for several wolf populations.  
However, because of the many differences in habitat quality, prey 
availability, human densities, and perhaps other important factors 
among populations and the lack of specific wolf data for Washington, a 
PVA is unlikely to provide meaningful results for Washington at this 
time.

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

Does this mean a viable population in just WA, o
packs or pairs in neighboring states or provinces
considering viability at the state level, then the nu
propose for downlisting and delisting are conside
what is written on page 36…lines 11-29, at least 
are needed to ensure long-term viability.  I think 
made clearer.  

r does this include 
?  If you are 
mbers you 
rably off.  Based on 
30 breeding pairs 
this point should be 

The plan now more clearly calls for Washington's wolf population to be 
managed as part of the broader regional wolf metapopulation 
comprising Idaho, Montana, British Columbia, Oregon, and Wyoming 
rather than as a stand-alone population within Washington’s borders.  
As such, it would not be necessary for Washington to have 30 
successful breeding pairs of wolves to achieve long-term viability.

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

A big issue is how to determine when specific nu

d 
present.  This will be highly controversial, and lik
estimates at best, and the uncertainty is always a
figures will always be questioned and are subjec

mbers of packs are The monitoring level called for in the plan should be adequate for 
ely will be minimum 
n issue.   The 

t to litigation.       

counting the number of successful breeding pairs in Washington and for 
determining when downlisting and delisting thresholds have been met.  
Wolf population sizes determined through similar levels of monitoring in 
Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming have not been subject to litigation.

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

It is difficult for me to comment on the adequacy 
objectives and recovery triggers identified in the 
familiar with wolf habitats in Washington.  From a
standpoint, my perception is a population consist
pairs existing in a relatively managed landscape 
minimum for viability and would probably require
management to insure continued persistence.  W
Washington could support a population above th
level is another question, but certainly maintainin
above the 15 breeding pair level would afford mo
flexibility and would be more cost-effective.  

of population 
plan as I am not 
 pure population 
ing of 15 breeding 
would be a bare 
 intensive 
hether 

e 15 breeding pair 
g a population 
re management 

The plan now more clearly calls for Washington's wolf population to be 
managed as part of the broader regional wolf metapopulation 
comprising Idaho, Montana, British Columbia, Oregon, and Wyoming 
rather than as a stand-alone population within Washington’s borders.  
This should help ensure the long-term viability of a wolf population in 
Washington after delisting occurs at 15 successful breeding pairs.
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

I support the concept a few larger rather than ma
management zones.  Delineation of the 3 wolf re
outlined in the plan appears appropriate.  Ideally
zones should be delineated based on similarities
use, land ownership, prey base, and levels and t
anticipated conflicts.

ny smaller wolf 
covery regions as 
, management 
 in habitat, land 
ype(s) of 

Several peer reveiwers suggested separating the Southern Cascades 
and Northwest Coast region into two recovery regions.  This change 
was not made, but this is one of the alternatives presented in the draft 
environmental impact statement.  

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The state definition of recovering a species in a s
its range can be relatively subjective.  In my opin
viable wolf population in Washington that is not t
extirpation within the foreseeable future does not
presence of breeding wolf pairs in all three-recov
certainly desirable from a long-term wildlife mana
perspective, but is not necessary to meet the def
“recovery”. The eastern zone alone is probably b
“significant” and the establishment of a viable po
enough to result in a long term, sustainable wolf 
future, largely because of the direct interconnect
British Columbia populations.  I recommend the p
breeding pairs in two zones, which should be rela
achieve given the current status of a breeding pa
Cascade zone and that the eastern zone is likely
most significant recolonization levels as they com

ignificant portion of 
ion, maintaining a 
hreatened with 
 require the 
ery zones.  This is 
gement 
inition for 
iologically 
pulation there is 
population into the 
ion with Idaho and 
resence of 
tively easy to 
ir in the northern 
 to support the 
e in from Idaho.

WDFW believes that wolves must be present in certain minimum 
numbers (expressed in successful breeding pairs) in at least three 
recovery regions for a specified length of time to meet the legal 
requirement for recovery across a significant portion of the species' 
original range in the state.  No single recovery region likely holds 
enough habitat to support a viable wolf population and would not 
constitute a significant portion of the range within the state.  
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

Legal protection for wolves whether they are liste
or in the protected categories (threatened and se
classified as a game species revolves around ho
killed and by whom.  All of these categories prov
based on population management objectives, an
Fish and Wildlife Commission consideration, pub
final approval. I recommend going directly from t
status because: a) of the overlapping protections
penalties for killing protected species or killing ga
season (they are all a gross misdemeanor), and 
populations increase once the endangered thres
crossed (minimum of 16% increase per year incr
of time required (minimum of 1-2 years) for the p
make the classification change from threatened t
easily result in surpassing population objectives 
from threatened to sensitive and then to reclassif
it will reduce the number of status reports (staff t
and public reviews required to make a change, a
to game status does not mean that wolves are no
consideration of management needs to preserve
perpetuate the population. The Sensitive classific
that the population level is vulnerable and needs
management or removal of threats.  Classificatio
animal means that wildlife may only be hunted by
Commission, which addresses (removes) the ma
wolves.

d as endangered 
nsitive) or 
w they may be 
ide protection, are 
d are subject to 
lic process, and 
hreatened to game 
 and consistent 
me species out of 
how quickly wolf 
hold has been 
ease), b) the length 
ublic process to 
o game should 
for down listing 
ication as game, c) 
ime and expense) 
nd 4) reclassifying 
t subject to careful 

, protect, and 
ation only means 

 cooperative 
n as a game 

Standard procedure for delisting a state endangered species in 
Washington is to downlist it first to threatened and then to sensitive as 
its population recovers.  However, if population recovery occurs rapidly, 
then it may be appropriate to skip one or more of the intermediate 
classifications.  The recommendation here to go directly from 
threatened to delisted status would likely not withstand public scrutiny, 
unless wolf numbers were large enough to justifiably support the 
process (see statement in chapter 3, section B, subsection "Numbers 
and Distribution," which addresses this situation).  Additionally, it should 
be noted that legal protection and management of state listed species 
revolves around achieving certain levels of recovery and addressing 
threats; decisions to manage a species on the basis of reducing the 
amount of staff time and reports prepared by natural resource agencies 
are not a consideration.

 rule of the 
in threat for 

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The recovery goals to move from state endanger
sensitive to delisted are modest given wolf biolog
light of permanent habitat modifications imposed
settlement, human population density, and the cu
ownership/and use patterns, they are reasonable
Given an adequate food supply, which will likely 
livestock depredation, and adequate regulation o
mortality, these goals should result in a self-susta
Despite the level of genetic heterozygosity that s
in the species, I encourage WDFW to consider a
principles of conservation biology (e.g., patch siz
etc) since wolf subpopulations in each of the thre
recovery zones will likely be small.

ed to threatened to 
y.  However, in 
 by human 
rrent land 
 and pragmatic.  

include some 
f human-caused 
ining population.  

eems to be inherent 
ll relevant 
e, founder effects, 
e Washington 

Chapter 3, section A, has been rewritten and now includes considerably 
more information conservation principles such as connectivity, genetic 
viability, and potential habitat suitability.  Increased emphasis on 
connectivity will promote wolf immigration into Washington from 
neighboring source populations in other states and British Columbia, 
promote movement of individuals within Washington, and promote 
genetic exchange.  Several new tasks have been added to chapter 12 
addressing the need to manage for connectivity (task 7) and the 
possible need to use translocation as a genetic management tool (task 
3.6).  Activities associated with these and other tasks should help 
ensure the long-term viability of a wolf population in Washington after 
delisting occurs.
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3 39 41 Th t WDFW d di ti

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

It is important to be realistic that not all packs of 
will meet the criteria of a “breeding pair” as defin
Washington Plan.  As such, more packs will be r
recovery goals that based on breeding pairs.  Th
more do not meet the breeding pair standard can
unpredictable stochastic or environmental events
kills a breeding adult, disease outbreak results in
the pack didn’t den despite the presence of two a
sex) or the result of an intentional human act (ille
control to resolve a conflict with livestock).  Furth
Montana experience is that even well-established
that have been around for a few years) do not m
pair criteria consistently year after year.  In some
of Montana’s packs of 4 or more do not qualify a
In and of itself, the disparity should not be an iss
that additional “packs” are required to meet the r
three consecutive areas in any one of the wolf re
And additional packs can result in more frequent
also mean that additional packs could harbor add
that could lead to new packs forming either within
recovery area or in a different recovery area.

four or more wolves 
ed in the 
equired to achieve 
at packs of four or 
 be the result of 
 (e.g. vehicle strike 
 poor pup survival, 
dults of opposite 
gal killing or lethal 
ermore, the 
 packs (i.e. those 

eet the breeding 
 years, about 40% 
s a breeding pair.  
ue.  But it can mean 
ecovery goals for 
covery regions.  
 conflicts.  It could 
itional dispersers 
 an existing 

Examination of data from Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming shows that 
more packs than breeding pairs are often present in wolf populations, 
especially as population size increases.  A new paragraph has been 
added to chapter 3, section B, that estimates the number of wolves that 
may be present in Washington at the time that 6, 12, and 15 successful 
breeding pairs of wolves are present.  These estimates take into 
consideration that some packs will be present that do not meet the 
definition of successful breeding pairs.

3 page 39 41page - , 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

The current WDFW target numbers and distribution

d 

e curren   target numbers an  stribu
reclassification in Washington appear adequate. 
consistent with the minimum state wolf managem
15 breeding pairs and 150 wolves per state] for M
and Wyoming.  In addition, no wolf population in 
world has gone extinct at such levels unless it wa
extirpated by people.  The combination of succes
pairs, state-wide distribution, human-assisted mi
management, not capping the wolf population at 
levels, and initiating relocations to assist in early 
demographic diversity are consistent with sound 
and conservation principles.

for No response was necessaryon for 
 They are largely 
ent goals [at least 
ontana, Idaho, 

recent history in the 
s deliberately 
sful wolf breeding 

gration 
artificially low 
genetic and 
scientific biological 

No response was necessary.
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

I recommend adding an estimation of the numbe
expected to be present in the population for each
breeding pairs.  The Northern Rocky Mtns region
per breeding pair, but wolf packs that live largely
have fewer members on average.  In theory a su
pair could represent only 4 wolves, while in the N
Mtns a successful breeding pair has typically con
wolves.  Clarifying the numbers of wolves will he
exactly what numbers of wolves are being mana
Uncertainly almost always invites unnecessary c
speculation about management intent.  

rs of wolves 
 level of successful 
 uses 10 animals 
 on deer tend to 
ccessful breeding 
orthern Rocky 
tains about 14 

lp the public know 
ged for.  
ontroversy and 

This information was added to this subsection.

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The goal of only two successful breeding pairs e
Cascades and Eastern Washington recovery reg
modest, but might be difficult to maintain given th
fragmented nature of suitable wolf habitat in thos
two breeding pairs per region and because neith
to have any large unfragmented areas of suitable
core refugia, careful attention should be paid to a
human-caused mortality to avoid constantly delis
these population segments under Washington la
populations have natural fluctuations and a wolf 
with only two breeding pairs could be quite susce
zero in a short period of time.  This might be part
having wolf packs in those areas of Washington 
the relatively low levels of and highly fragmented
wolf habitat in those areas] and would not threate
viability of Washington’s wolf population.  Howev
should be clear that occasional migration manag
result of its modest recovery objectives and distr
habitat in the state, and that natural dispersal is u
fulfill the long-term maintenance of Washington’s
Although unlikely, I would suggest more discussi
issues relating to the wolf recovery goals and cle
migration management will be used if and when 
relating to wolf population demographics or gene

ach in the Northern 
ions appears 
e limited and highly 
e areas.  At only 
er region appears 
 habitat to provide 
llowable levels of 
ting and relisting 
w.  All wildlife 
population segment 
ptible to going to 
 of the reality of 

Although the Northern Cascades and Eastern Washington recovery 
regions contain more fragmented habitat than Idaho, Montana, and 
Wyoming, they nevertheless hold substantial amounts of potentially 
suitable habitat for wolves, as shown in the four habitat modeling maps 
that now appear in chapter 3, section A.  Based on these maps, both 
regions should be able to support more than 2 pairs.  This should 
reduce concerns about populations in these regions hovering at or near 
the objectives for downlisting and delisting, thereby possibly causing a 
need to delist and relist the species multiple times as numbers fluctuate. 
More information was added to task 2.2.1 regarding steps that can be 
taken to avoid excessive lethal control.  Considerably more information 
has been added to chapter 3, section A, regarding the science behind 

[especially given 
 natural of suitable 
n the overall 

er, the wolf plan 
ement is a likely 
ibution of suitable 
nlikely to solely 
 wolf population.  
on of the biological 
arly explain that 
any concerns 
tics arise.

conservation planning, and the plan includes a new task (3.6) in chapter 
12 for conducting, if necessary, occasional translocations of individual 
wolves for genetic management of wolf populations in the state.
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

The numbers of breeding pairs proposed for dow
Washington to game animal status (15) would be
acceptable, dependent on management, if this re
panmictic population or at least a subdivided, bu
population. But given that these 15 breeding pair
among three recovery regions with potentially we
among and within regions, it is likely that the num
Southern Cascades and Northwest Coast recove
insufficient for the statewide population to be dee
viable” as defined by the plan. It should be noted
recently upheld that for the Northern Rocky Moun
metapopulation formed by three populations eac
breeding pairs and genetic interchange among a
need to be met for federal delisting. In this case, 
subpopulations is panmictic or nearly so. 

nlisting wolves in 
 marginally 
presented a 

t well-connected 
s are to be split 
ak connectivity 
bers for the 
ry region would be 
med “permanently 
 that Judge Molloy 
tain Region a 

h having at least 15 
ll populations would 
each of the three 

The presence of multiple isolated wolf populations in Washington would 
present a challenge in managing the species.  To overcome this 
potential problem, the revised version of the wolf plan places greater 
emphasis on managing habitat connectivity to benefit genetic exchange 
among wolf populations within Washington as well as with those outside 
the state.  Also, the plan now includes a new task (3.6) in chapter 12 for 
conducting, if necessary, occasional translocations of individual wolves 
within the state to improve the genetic diversity of isolated populations.
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 50. If  used   by et   

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

I suggest that WDFW include among its criteria f
game animal status that the statewide wolf popu
maintained at a genetically effective population s
50 that also meets the distributional minimums p
plan. An effective population size of 50 would lim
heterozygosity at neutral loci and the rate of incre
to 1% per generation in the absence of genetical
immigration from outside the state. This would al
equivalent to the minimum demographic requirem
in the each of the three states in the Northern Ro
region (NRM), but without the condition of geneti
adjacent core populations. VonHoldt et al. (2007
of effective to census population size (N e / N ) to
the wolves in Yellowstone National Park using pe
et al. (2006) estimated an N e / N  of 0.42 based o
data and coalescent models for Finnish wolves. A
conditions for wolves in Washington likely will no
these situations exactly, the estimate by VonHold
more likely to reflect conditions in Washington, a
subpopulations. For a single panmictic populatio
suggest a census population size of about 167 w
roughly 17 breeding pairs, may be sufficient to pr
around 50. If one used the estimate by Aspi et aaround one the estimate  Aspi al
suggest a census population size of around 119.
is subdivided, however, the effective size of the o
likely to be less than that for a non-subdivided po
census size (Wang and Caballero 1999). If there
connectivity between the component subpopulat
size of a subdivided population may be much les
similar sized (N) population that is not subdivided
substantial levels of genetic interchange among

or delisting to 
lation be 
ize (N e) of at least 
resented in the 
it the loss of 
ase of inbreeding 

ly effective 
so be roughly 
ents for delisting 

cky Mountains 
c interchange with 
) estimated the ratio 
 be about 0.30 for 
digree data. Aspi 
n microsatellite 
lthough the 

t mirror either of 
t et al. (2007) is 

t least for individual 
n, this would 
olves, or very 
ovide an N e of 

l. (2006) this would 

Brief mention of effective population size as it relates to wolves has 
been added to chapter 3, section A.  The current delisting criteria of 15 
successful breeding pairs used in the plan is close to the 17 breeding 
pairs needed for an isolated population as suggested by this reviewer.  
The plan includes much additional discussion on the importance of 
maintaining connectivity among subpopulations of wolves in 
Washington and includes a new task in chapter 12 (task 7) for 
enhancing habitat connectivity within the state and with neighboring 
jurisdictions to benefit wolves.  The plan also states now that the long-
term viability of the Washington’s wolf population will, in part, be 
dependent on maintaining adequate connectivity to the broader regional 
wolf metapopulation comprising Idaho, Montana, British Columbia, and 
Oregon.

. (2006) this would
 When a population 
verall population is 
pulation of similar 
 is poor 
ions, the effective 
s than that for a 
, or one that has 

subpopulations
3 page 39-41, 

subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

Although the southern Cascades plus the northe
Colockum area may be able to support 17 breed
maintaining substantial populations in the Willapa
Olympic Peninsula would allow a much greater le
an effective size of 50 would be maintained over
allow much greater management flexibility to add
conflicts, manage deer and elk populations, and 
harvests of wolves.

rn portion of the 
ing pairs, 
 Hills and the 
vel of certainty that 

 time. It would also 
ress wolf-livestock 
in supporting legal 

The presence of additional successful breeding pairs of wolves in areas 
little discussed in the plan (e.g., the Olympic Peninsula and Willapa 
Hills) would provide a higher likelihood of maintaining an effective 
population size in Washington over time.
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3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"

d 

In short, I think it is unlikely that a population of 1
distributed as stated in the plan would be perman
defined in the plan. In addition, a “significant port
historical range” may lack wolves. But given the 
manage for a cushion of wolves to prevent the ne
and the state’s intent to manage for a harvestabl
it is reasonably possible that a viable population 
maintained in Washington, including maintaining
population size of 50 or more. Actions that would
likelihood of establishing and maintaining a viabl
Washington include: 1) establishing substantial p
wolves in the Willapa Hills and the Olympic Penin
southern Cascades; and 2) facilitating bidirection
wolves between the southern Cascades and the 
populations.

5 breeding pairs, 
ently viable as 
ion of the species’ 
state’s intent to 
ed for relisting, 

e surplus of wolves 
of wolves would be 
 an effective 
 increase the 
e population in 
opulations of 
sula as well as the 
al movement of 
two coastal 

As stated in chapter 3, section B, the 15 successful breeding pairs 
required for delisting the wolf population is not a cap at which the 
population will be managed.  WDFW does not anticipate that the 
population will remain at this size and that it will grow to some larger 
undetermined size that would improve long-term viability.  

3 page 39-41, 
subsection 
"Numbers an
Distribution"; 
44, lines 27-3

d 
page 
2

I understand the reasoning behind this proposal,
nonsensical and will become a source of expens
Washington could learn a bit from what has happ
states where wolves were reintroduced.  The Ida
Commission over-rode recommendations of the 
decided to harvest more wolves when delisted th
recommended.  Wyoming insisted on designating
predator and having unlimited killing over most o
Problems about connectivity between recovery a
The New York Times and other news outlets too
these actions and a federal judge decided that th
wolves by these states was inadequate to delist.
delisting wolves based on numbers of packs has
and is now irrelevant. While an in-state working g
attention to the in-state constituencies it represen
will be reviewed by an international audience.  D
of packs for different stages of classification as th
continue the pattern that the other states used, m
the same consequences.  Far better to use the o
recommendation of WDFW biologists.

 but it is biologically 
ive litigation.  
ened in the three 
ho Fish and Game 
biologists and 
an were 
 the wolf a 

f the state.  

As stated in the revised plan (chapter 3, section B, paragraph 1), 
reestablishment of a large predator that will likely cause conflicts with 
segments of the public requires the use of conservation/recovery 
objectives that are both biologically and socially acceptable.  For this 
reason, WDFW convened the Wolf Working Group to provide 
recommendations on recovering and managing wolves in Washington.  
The many conservation and management recommendations appearing 
in the plan come not just from the WWG, but also from a combination of 

reas persisted.  
k due notice of 
e management of 
  And the criteria for 
 been far exceeded 
roup naturally pays 
ts, this draft plan 

esignating numbers 
is plan does will 
ost probably with 

riginal 

other sources including current scientific knowledge about wolves in 
other locations, general wildlife conservation principles, and input from 
scientific peer review.  As wolves resettle in Washington and more 
information becomes available on their biology, distribution, interactions 
with humans, and other appropriate topics reflecting population viability, 
this information will be available to refine and update the 
conservation/recovery objectives appearing in the plan (chapter 3, 
section B).

3 page 39-44, 
sections B, C

In general, the incremental, 4-step approach to d
Washington, accounting for minimum numbers a
appears sound.

elisting wolves in 
nd distribution, 

No response was necessary.
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3 page 40 The USFWS believes that population trend and d
suitable habitat are the most important factors in
welfare of wolves in Washington over time.  At th
that it is difficult to identify the numbers to use fo
reclassification for downlisting the gray wolf from
threatened, from threatened to sensitive, and del
sensitive to game animal status.  We are still in t
evaluating what numbers may be appropriate an
to take a position at this time.

istribution within 
 assessing the 
is time we agree 
r state 
 endangered to 
isting from 
he process of 
d are not prepared 

No response was necessary.

3 page 40 One thing not clear and should probably be spell
recovery objectives section is how many wolves 
delisting objectives represent in terms of overall 
animals.  I think readers will be left wondering ho
wolves are being managing for under the various
delisting.  

ed out in the 
do the delisting and 
numbers of 
w many total 
 trigger points for 

This information was added to section B.

3 page 40, last
paragraph

 Move paragraph forward in this section. This change was made.

3 page 40, line
28

 19, It's unclear to me how this works.  Are these "wil
counted toward any of the three zones?  These "
breeding pairs need to be better explained. 

dcards" to be 
anywhere" 

The language about "wildcard" successful breeding pairs was clarified to 
specifically state that they can be distributed in any of the three recovery 
regions.

3 page 40, line
28

 19, Are these successful breeding pairs in addition to
each recovery region?  Could all of these breedin
in one recovery region?

 those called for in 
g pairs be located 

No changes were made in response to this comment.  We consider the 
statements to be sufficiently self-explanatory.  All of these additional 
breeding pairs could be located in one recovery region and still meet the 
downlisting or delisting goals called for here.

3 page 40, line 30 It is unclear if the 18 breeding pairs can be locate
state.  Also, I think this would be clearer if the “18
requirement” were placed in a fifth bullet under c
read, “ Or, when 18 successful breeding pairs ar
anywhere in the state in any given year”. 

d anywhere in the 
 without a 3-year 

ondition 3.  It could 
e documented 

Information about the distribution requirements of the 18 breeding pairs 
was added.  Although 18 breeding pairs would most likely be recorded 
after 15 pairs had been reached first, it is conceivable that numbers 
could jump from a smaller number to 18 in a single year.  Thus, the 18 
breeding pair remark should stand alone and was not placed under 
heading 3 on this page. 
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3 page 40, line 4-28 It is evident that much thought and discussion we
recovery objectives.  At face value, the 6-12-15 b
formula for downlisting and delisting seems simp
application of specific and relatively small numbe
breeding pairs for each zone adds significant ma
complication.   Page 38, L9-10, states that future
be predicted, and I agree.  To an extent, wolves 
suitable habitats which allow them to persist.  Th
plan acknowledge that 6 breeding pairs might oc
particular zone before the minimum number is re
two zones?  If so, would this meet the distribution
delisting (page 37, L9-10)?   To add flexibility, it m
separate recovery objectives from management 
WDFW would still pursue translocation to other z
population management practice, but if 6 BP's ar
zone(s) and doing well, consider downlisting).  I u
concept depends on agreements made by the W
Washington ESA law.  

nt toward these 
reeding pair 
le.  However, the 
rs (e.g., 2) of 
nagement 
 distribution cannot 
will determine 
erefore, does the 
cur and persist in a 
ached in the other 
 criteria for 
ight be wise to 

objectives (e.g., 
ones as a 
e in a particular 
nderstand that this 
WG as well as 

For downlisting from endangered to threatened to occur, the plan 
requires that 2 successful breeding pairs of wolves must be present in 
both the Eastern Washington and Northern Cascades recovery regions 
as well as 2 successful breeding pairs in the Southern 
Cascades/Northwest Coast recovery region, for a total of 6 pairs.  If all 6 
pairs were located in a single region, this would not meet the downlisting 
requirements set forth in the plan.  This means that in reality more than 
6 breeding pairs may be present in the state before downlisting to 
threatened can occur.  This situation similarly exists with the numbers 
needed for downlisting to sensitive and to delisted status.  The 
distributional requirements included in the plan are necessary so that 
the legal requirements for recovering listed species to a significant 
portion of their historical distributions (under WAC 232-12-297) can be 
met. 

3 page 40, line 4-28 This part of the plan should mention connectivity
Columbia as a way for overcoming the low numb
breeding pairs called for in this section.

 with British 
ers of successful 

Greater emphasis on maintaining population connectivity with 
neighboring states and British Columbia has been added to this chapter.

3 page 40, 
numbered 
sentences 1,
and 3

The word "documented" should be inserted in fro
breeding pair" in each bullet to indicate that bree

 2, determined by specific protocols.

nt of "successful 
ding success will be 

This information was added instead to a paragraph inserted in front of 
these sentences.

3 page 40, 
numbered 
sentences 2, 3

I read this to mean that for this criteria to be met 
breeding pairs that would have existed for 6 cons
other words you can’t skip from endangered to s
years if 12 pairs existed for three years. Similarly
from endangered to delisted game animal status
pairs were successful for 3 consecutive years.

there would be 6 
ecutive years.  In 

ensitive in three 
 you could not go 
 in three years if 15 

The current wording does not prevent skipping one or more listed 
stages (e.g., going directly from endangered to sensitive), if all the 
recovery criteria are met.

3 page 40-41 It would be helpful to present an estimate, proba
numbers, of the total number of wolves that woul
when we have 6, 12, and 15 successful breeding
This could be extrapolated from work done in oth
would help to display that the number of breeding
represents a smaller part of the total wolf popula

bly a range of 
d be expected 
 pairs of wolves. 
er states and 
 pairs usually only 

tion.

This information has been added to chapter 3, section B, subsection 
"Numbers and Distribution."
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3 page 40-41 The numbers presented as conservation/recover
be explicitly presented as numbers derived throu
process and are not biological estimates of a via
population for wolves. Biological models of popu
viability/sustainability would likely result in much 
wolves, especially considering the level of human
that may occur. The plan should include a sectio
how the conservation/recovery objectives meet t
of a “viable wolf population”. It may be prudent to
of “socially acceptable” conservation/recovery ob
important at this stage in the recovery process in
“social tolerance” of wolves in Washington. 

y objectives should 
gh a collaborative 
ble or sustainable 
lation 
higher numbers of 
 caused mortality 

n that discusses 
he overall objective 
 discuss how a set 
jectives is 
 order to promote 

A new opening paragraph in chapter 3, section B, subsection "Numbers 
and Distribution," better describes how the plan's conservation/recovery 
objectives were derived and states that the objectives represent an 
effort to be both biologically and socially acceptable.  Additional 
information on the Wolf Working Group discussions held on this subject 
appear in current appendix G.  This clearly shows that the objectives 
were identified mainly through a collaborative process and do not 
represent strict biological estimates of a viable or sustainable population 
for wolves for the state.

3 page 40-41 There seems to be a disconnect in the "Numbers
page 36 concerning the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se
assessment of what a self-sustaining population 
(30 or more breeding pairs comprising some 300
metapopulation) and the numbers that were iden
Washington plan. In the "Numbers" section, the d
discusses that conclusion, then the paragraph en
from the FWS saying that experts strongly suppo
pair/300 wolves metapopulation approach, AND 
viability was enhanced by higher (500 or more w
lower population levels (300). What we didn't see
to that conclusion in the rationale for why the pai
selected for the WA plan. What is the assumed m
the WA wolves will be part of, and what is the Wa
contribution? There is reference to wolves disper
Idaho and Montana, but no specifics on assumed
the plan into the 30 pair/300 wolves metapopulat
There needs to be stronger rationale on how the
were identified given what the FWS concluded w
viability.

" discussion on 
rvice (FWS) 

of wolves would be 
+ wolves in a 
tified in the draft 
ocument 
ds with a quote 
rted the 30 
also concluded that 
olves) rather than 

The USFWS and Wisconsin recovery goals have been included in the 
plan to give readers background information on the number of wolves 
thought to be needed in a self-sustaining isolated population.  WDFW 
acknowledges that its recovery objectives with the associated time and 
distribution requirements are lower than those presented for these other 
populations, but the wolf plan now recognizes Washington's wolf 
population must be connected to adjacent populations in Idaho, British 
Columbia, and Oregon to be self-sustaining.  The plan has been edited 
to more clearly indicate that its conservation/recovery objectives are 
based on negotiations within the Wolf Working Group and other factors, 

 was any tie back 
r numbers were 
etapopulation that 
shington 

sing into WA from 
 numbers that ties 

ion for viability. 
 recovery objectives 
as needed for 

but we believe these are acceptable because of the distribution and 
reproductive requirements that have been included.  
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3 page 41, par 2 I believe this provision significantly increases the
relist because populations were managed/contro
before they can really establish on the landscape
population to step through the different status sta
population to exist on a landscape over time is st
wanted a system that would allow a species to sk
then you might have to go to 6 years of success.
seems too short to establish a footing on the land

 risk of having to 
lled too soon, 
.  By requiring the 
ges, the ability of a 
rengthened. If you 
ip a step (or two), 

  Three years 
scape.

The intent of the conservation/recovery objectives presented in chapter 
3, section B, is to achieve a stepwise downlisting and delisting process 
(i.e., from endangered to threatened to sensitive to delisted status).  
However, the plan contains a provision that allows one or more steps to 
be skipped in the event of rapid recovery, as long as all other recovery 
conservation/recovery criteria have been met. Skipping  recovery stages 
could present a short-term risk for maintaining the wolf population.  
However, the growth of the population is anticipated to be slow, 
especially in reaching the distribution goals set forth, which will give 
wolves ample time to establish on the landscape.

3 page 41, 
subsection 
"Conservatio
Tools"

n 

More management tools than listed here must ex
translocation, relocation, and relisting.  For exam
dealing with problem animals, mistaken identity w
research, prey and habitat distribution, etc.  You 
subsequent sections about other tools and simpl
are important tools while wolves remain listed.

ist in addition to 
ple, what about 
ith coyote hunters, 

should refer to 
y mention that they 

Additional conservation tools have been listed in the introductory 
paragraph of this subsection, with reference given to the chapters in 
which each is discussed.

3 page 41, 
subsection 
"Conservatio
Tools"

n 

It seems that acquisition or protection of corridor
the primary conservation tool to allow for wolf dis
establishment.

 habitat should be 
persal and re-

This recommendation has been included in the revised introductory 
paragraph of this subsection.

3 page 41, 
subsection 
"Conservatio
Tools"

This section appears incomplete. It addresses on
relocation, and relisting, but fails to mention the t

n the recovery effort, i.e. protecting wolves from m
disturbance, monitoring, and providing a prey ba
should either be expanded or referenced to the c
of conservation actions described in chapter 12.

ly translocation, 
ools at the heart of 

Additional conservation tools have been listed in the introductory 
paragraph of this subsection, with reference given to the chapters in 

ortality and 
se. This section 
omplete discussion 

which each is discussed.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

I feel that translocation can be an excellent tool a
supported as a conservation tool, but it will be dif
I feel the plan doesn’t go far enough in describing
example, when will translocation be initiated and
occur prior to translocation? How much agreeme
local regions prior to translocation? It sounds like
group negotiated a variety of topics on a give-an
feel that translocation may not be a functional too
threshold levels.  If the Northern Cascades Reco
to 8 packs, will translocation be initiated? How is
initiate translocation determined? Once WDFW s
translocation process, what hoops will have to be
local interests block the process, will it be seen a
being removed as a management tool? Will the W
reconvened, or will we simply say we tried? Sinc
consensus amongst the Working Group for trans
group should go further in defining when this will
what the process will be to ensure translocation i

nd appears well 
ficult to implement. 
 the process. For 

 what process will 
nt must there be in 
s the working 
d-take basis, but I 
l. There should be 

very Region builds 
 the decision to 
tarts the 
 gone through? If 
s translocation 
orking Group be 

e there is already 
location, then the 
 be initiated and 
s a functional tool. 

Additional information has been added to this subsection regarding the 
planning process for conducting translocation.  Cross reference to 
chapter 12, task 3, is given to alert readers that greater detail on the 
process is provided there.  Improved information on the threshold level 
for conducting the translocation has been added.  This indicates that 
wolves will not be captured and removed from a recovery region until 
the region has exceeded the target population objectives for delisting 
and that removal of wolves would not cause the region’s population to 
fall below those objectives.  Translocation for establishing a new wolf 
population will go through a public review process under SEPA or 
NEPA.  Under this process, important public issues and concerns would 
be identified and used to help with decision making.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

We applaud the plan for including the manageme
translocation of wolves. This management tool c
reduce wolf-livestock conflicts and to meet the re
conservation objectives. Wolf populations in east
a large extent are and in the near future will cont
dependent on dispersal from Idaho and British C
Washington is to have a long term sustainable po
it is critical that populations become established 
the North and particularly the South Cascades.  A
South Cascades has large blocks of public land a
percentage of the state’s elk population.  For the
in particular, having translocation as an available
do offer some suggestions however for improving
of a translocation program. First, this section nee
stronger emphasis on coordination with the land 
agencies (especially the Forest Service) that ma
wolves would be translocated to. The plan should
when translocation would be considered, the cha
sites, identify sites ahead of time, and coordinatio
appropriate land management agency.

nt option of 
an be used to 
covery/ 
ern Washington to 
inue to be 

Additional information has been added to this subsection regarding the 
planning process for conducting translocation.  Cross reference to 
chapter 12, task 3, is given to alert readers that greater detail on the 
process is presented there.  In both locations of the plan, close 
coordination with other appropriate agencies, tribes, non-governmental 

olumbia.  If 
pulation of its own, 

to some extent in 
s mentioned, the 
nd a large 

 South Cascades, 
 tool is critical.  We 
 the effectiveness 
ds to provide a 
management 
nage the lands that 
 provide criteria for 
racteristics of the 
n with the 

groups, and landowners is now mentioned.  Improved information on 
the threshold level for conducting a translocation has been added.  This 
indicates that wolves will not be captured and removed from a recovery 
region until the region has exceeded the target population objectives for 
delisting and that removal of wolves would not cause the region’s 
population to fall below those objectives.  Information on the identity and 
characteristics of translocation sites cannot be provided until they have 
been determined during the feasibility and implementation planning 
process.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

I do not think translocation is necessary. You hav
Alberta, BC, Montana, and Idaho showing that w
areas where they were extirpated fairly rapidly. W
the front line of this expansion and we can expec
expansion over the next decade. I see no reason
process. A slow recovery may make it easier for 
and the agricultural community to change their m
to wolves.

e examples in 
olves recolonize 
ashington is now 
t fairly rapid 
 to hurry the 
your department 
ethods in response 

Translocation is presented mainly as a tool for helping reestablish 
wolves if natural dispersal proves inadequate in Washington.  Because 
of questions about habitat connectivity, it is difficult to predict whether 
natural dispersal alone will lead to the recovery of wolves in the state.  
Translocation received broad support by the Wolf Working Group for 
several reasons, as noted in this subsection.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

If translocations prove necessary, would WDFW 
individual animals or siblings, or pre-selected unr
from different packs? Translocating animals from
within the state poses some significant technical 
suitability; identification, selection, and survival o
animals; genetic founder effects; hard vs. soft rel
underestimated.  

translocate 
elated individuals 
 a small population 
issues (e.g., site 
f translocated 
ease) that may be 

Details on translocation, such as those asked by this reviewer, will be 
determined at a later time and described in the implementation plan 
identified in chapter 12, task 3.2.  It is not necessary to include this level 
of detail in the conservation and management plan.  

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

The draft plan’s provision for translocating wolve
biologically sound, but the procedural and logistic
be better described.

s appears to be 
al details need to 

Additional information has been added to this subsection regarding the 
processes involved in conducting translocation.  Cross reference to 
chapter 12, task 3, is given to alert readers that greater detail appears 
there.  However, detailed information on techniques, logistics, and 
identity of translocation sites is beyond the scope of this plan.  This type 
of information will be provided in the feasibility and implementation plans 
to be prepared in the future.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

Translocation of wolves to enhance recovery in o

n of 
areas is a good idea.  However, what are the trig
Currently the plan does not say under what cond
would be implemented.

ther recovery Improved information on when translocation will be conducted has been 
gers for this?  
itions this tool 

added.  This indicates that translocation will not be implemented unless 
wolves fail to successfully disperse into one or more recovery regions, 
but exceed their delisting objectives in at least one recovery region.  
Captures and removals from the source region must not cause the 
region’s population to fall below delisting objectives.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Is social carrying capacity a consideration when 
translocations are appropriate.  With 35–45% of 
range on public land in the Blue Mtns, we may ap
carrying capacity prior to an actual biological car
Identifying the trigger points of when translocatio
useful, although I understand why a general state
could be valuable.  Also, can a translocation be t
changing distributions of ungulate populations fro
private lands, where damage claims can cost the
sums of money?  Many of the public land winter 
directly adjacent to private lands, which is where
potentially move to with an increasing wolf preda
thinking of “tools” to have if something occurs do
Relocation would work as long as habitat is avail
lands.

deciding when 
the ungulate winter 
proach a social 

rying capacity.  
ns occur might be 
ment like this 

riggered by 
m public land onto 
 agency large 
ranges for elk are 
 elk could 
tion risk. I am just 
wn the road.  
able on public 

Translocation will only be conducted to accomplish the plan's 
conservation/recovery objectives, which call for translocation to be used 
for establishing new populations in recovery regions that wolves have 
failed to reach through natural dispersal, for augmenting small wolf 
populations, or for increasing the genetic diversity of isolated wolf 
populations.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

The draft plan states “Translocation…to unoccup
initiated in a timely manner.”  However, “a timely
defined and no timeline is provided for deciding w
translocation is warranted.

ied areas will be 
 manner” is not 

hether 

As previously described, the decision on whether or not to conduct 
translocation will depend on whether monitoring results show that 
wolves are successfully expanding into at least three of the recovery 
regions.  If translocation is needed, the plan now states that it cannot be 
conducted until wolves have exceeded the target population objectives 
for delisting in at least one recovery region, which will then be used as 
the source region(s) for the translocation.  Wolf removals from the 
source region(s) must not jeopardize its own wolf population (i.e., cause 
it to fall below delisting objectives).  

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Reducing the number of recovery regions could s
regarding wolf translocation efforts should they b
Under the proposed strategy, managers could be
scenario of deciding which of two remaining reco
receive translocated wolves first.  With only two r
the state, such a translocation decision would no

implify decisions 
e necessary.  
 faced with a 
very regions would 
ecovery regions in 
t be necessary.

If faced with this scenario, the feasibility assessment/implementation 
plan (see chapter 12, task 3.2) will provide mangers with the science-
based information needed for deciding which of the recovery regions 
would be best for receiving wolves during the translocation.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Translocation, as described, is expected to play 
achieving recovery objectives.  Page 94, line 25-
Working Group considers translocation a “key to
objectives. The plan does a good job of describin
initiating translocation.  However, the need for fu
efforts before translocation can occur is troubling
planning effort is delayed or cannot be resolved, 
objectives related to distribution may be difficult t
for translocation while wolves are increasing and
range in the state could be very challenging.  Pu
wolves may be very different than they are today
if more specific translocation areas could be iden
needs further work, with some discussion of wha
planning hampers translocation efforts.

an important role in 
27, states the Wolf 
ol” for meeting plan 
g the theory behind 

rther planning 
.  If the required 
wolf recovery 
o achieve. Planning 
 expanding their 
blic perceptions of 
. It would be helpful 
tified.  This subject 
t happens if further 

Additional information has been added to this subsection regarding the 
processes involved in planning and conducting translocation.  Cross 
reference to chapter 12, task 3, is given to alert readers that greater 
detail appears there.  However, detailed information on techniques, 
logistics, and identity of translocation sites is beyond the scope of this 
plan.  This type of information will be provided in the feasibility and 
implementation plans to be prepared in the future.  Planning for 
translocation will start only after it is apparent that natural dispersal into 
one or more of the recovery regions has failed and numbers of breeding 
pairs in the remaining region have exceeded the target population 
objectives for delisting so that removal of wolves does not cause the 
region’s population to fall below those objectives. Because of changing 
natural and anthropogenic conditions, it is premature to plan for 
translocation until a proven need exists.  Under the scenario given by 
this reviewer (i.e., that wolves are increasing and expanding their range 
in the state), translocation would not be necessary.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Our agency's experience with translocations has
early days, we moved wolves in Montana when t
livestock. When released, they took off like rocke
and usually got into trouble again. Translocations
expensive and very labor intensive. Our results w
encouraging. Having said that, we also establish
Idaho by translocating wolves from Canada. Tha
worked quite well. I would consider translocating
seriously consider release sites, age of the wolf, 
proximity to people and livestock, etc. You might
soft releases in more remote areas, rather than j

 been mixed. In the 
hey first killed 
ts in all directions 
 are very 
ere not that 

ed wolves in central 
t reintroduction 

The types of detailed considerations for planning a translocation 
mentioned by this reviewer will be carefully examined in the feasibility 
assesssment/implementation plan mentioned in both chapter 12, task 
3.2, and in a new paragraph added to chapter 3, section B, subsection 
"Translocation of Wolves."

 wolves, but I would 
prey availability, 
 want to consider 
ust hard releases.   

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Once healthy populations are established in a zo
area, dispersal has not been an issue in the Nort
Mountain recovery area and is not expected to b
Washington.  The only reason translocation was 
issue for many members of the Working Group w
achieve delisting criteria and increase flexibility in
problem wolves.  Wolf advocates like the objectiv
results in expanded distribution of wolves.

ne or geographic 
hern Rocky 
e an issue in 
such a significant 
as to more quickly 
 management of 
e because it 

No response was necessary.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

I believe that occasional migration management 
in relocations] is likely to be necessary to mainta
and population demographics in the Northern Ca
Southern Cascades and Northwest Coast recove
wolf numbers in those can only be maintained at
because of conflicts with humans and fragmente
The distribution of suitable wolf habitat in Washin
the Eastern Washington recovery region will be r
dispersing wolves from Idaho and Montana and f
management into that area will almost certainly n
However, the large block of unsuitable habitat in 
will likely preclude significant natural dispersal in
of Washington and migration management will b
Because any population arising in that area will l
from a very limited number of naturally dispersing
probably advantageous to initiate migration mana
areas, as was done in central Idaho, Yellowstone
northwestern Montana (Bangs and Fritts 1996; B
This should be done as soon as practical to start
high genetic diversity initially.  

[human-assisted as 
in genetic diversity 
scades and the 
ry regions if the 
 minimal levels 
d suitable habitat.  
gton suggests that 
outinely visited by 
uture migration 
ot be necessary.  
central Washington 
to the western parts 
e required.  
ikely naturally start 
 migrants, it is 
gement into those 
 National Park, and 
radley et al 2005).  
 the population with 

Occasional translocation of individual wolves to increase the genetic 
diversity of isolated wolf populations (referred to as human-assisted 
migration management by this reviewer) has been added to the plan 
(see chapter 3, section B, subsection "Translocation of Wolves"; 
chapter 12, task 3.6).

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

Once natural recolonization has led to pair forma
Washington and the northern Cascades, wolves 

n of 
g C ,

be translocated  to the southern Cascades. This 
expeditiously, even if this means reducing the po
source regions below two breeding pairs. In addi
consideration should be given to translocating a 
wolves or wolf pairs from populations in Montana
Oregon at this time. The goal would be to establi
founding population of unrelated wolves and faci
increase in population numbers. This process co
the Willapa Hills and the Olympic Peninsula regio
southern Cascades population has increased to 
pairs and natural recolonization leading to pair fo
these areas.

tion in eastern 
or wolf pairs should 

The subsection on translocation in chapter 3, section B, has been 
changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization of wolves may p

should occur 
pulations in the 
tion, serious 
limited number of 
, Idaho, and/or 
sh a diverse 
litate a rapid 
uld be repeated for 
ns once the 

10-15 breeding 
rmation occurs in 

g p y
be slow or difficult for both the southern Cascade Mountain range and 
the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills, thus both regions may receive 
consideration as recipient sites for translocations.  Inclusion of the 
Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills is based on commentary provided by 
peer reviewers.  As stated in chapter 1,reintroduction of wolves from 
other states into Washington will not be considered.  Under current 
circumstances, Washington's founding wolf population is expected to 
have a high level of genetic diversity (see chapter 3, section A).  
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Impacts to livestock producers, as noted in the p
significant for individual producers. I suggest tha
producers concerns could be alleviated (and the 
maintained) if more emphasis was placed on loc
breeding pairs to the Olympic coast (Clallam, Jef
Harbor and Mason counties) where significant am
habitat exist while total numbers of cattle are ver
Table 10) and national forestlands do not contain
(Table 12). Furthermore, as the recent Beschta a
publication reports, the extended period of time w
predation in the Olympics could have had negati
riparian areas and salmon survival.

lan, can be 
t the livestock 
15 pairs 
ating the majority of 
ferson, Grays 
ounts of suitable 

y low (=21,000 – 
 grazing allotments 
nd Ripple 
ithout wolf 

ve impacts to 

The subsection on translocation in chapter 3, section B, has been 
changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization of wolves may 
be slow or difficult for the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills, implying that 
the region could receive consideration as a recipient site for 
translocations.  This addition is based on commentary provided by peer 
reviewers.  Although Beschta and Ripple (2008) reported that the 
absence of wolves has had negative ecological impacts on parts of the 
Olympia Peninsula, further commentary from the National Park Service 
during peer review suggests that additional research is needed to 
confirm these impacts.   

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Wolves play an important historical role for our tr
like to see them reestablished on the Olympic Pe
are stripped of state protection, even if recovery 
elsewhere in the state.  We understand that natu
wolves to the Olympic Peninsula is unlikely, and 
while currently not under consideration, might be
means for restoring them to the Northwest Coast
support translocation to this area should the optio
believe that ecosystems are complete only when
compliment of native species.  Reestablishment 
throughout Washington, including the Olympic P
restore ecosystem functioning by reestablishing 
carnivore and restoring historical predator-prey r

ibe, and we would 
ninsula before they 
goals are met 
ral recolonization of 
that translocation, 
 the only viable 
.  We strongly 
n ever arise.  We 

 they contain a full 
of wolves 
eninsula, will help 

The subsection on translocation in chapter 3, section B, has been 
changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization of wolves may 
be slow or difficult for the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills, implying that 
the region could receive consideration as a recipient site for 
translocations.  This addition is based on commentary provided by peer 
reviewers.  Although Beschta and Ripple (2008) reported that the 
absence of wolves has had negative ecological impacts on parts of the 
Olympia Peninsula, further commentary from the National Park Service 
during peer review suggests that additional research is needed to 
confirm these impacts.   

an important 
elationships.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

I agree with the ability to translocate wolves with
distribution criteria and lessen wolves impact in E
think any attempt will meet strong local oppositio
translocation does indeed occur, that both anti-w
groups will stand beside WDFW to make it work.
translocation can be avoided, for the simple fact 
government putting wolves in peoples' backyards
current situation of wolves coming in on their own
can be blamed.

in the state to meet 
. Washington, but I 

n.  I hope that if 
olf and pro-wolf 
  I hope 
that it becomes the 
, rather than the 
, where no one 

All aspects of translocation, including site selection, will be evaluated in 
the feasibility assessment/implementation plan (chapter 12, task 3.2) 
and will be strongly science-based.  Human and livestock densities, 
which affect wolf survival, will be part of the analyses conducted to 
select a translocation site.  The translocation proposal will go through 
public review under either SEPA or NEPA, where important public 
issues and concerns will be identified and used to help with decision 
making.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Translocation is a useful tool but fraught with pol
Once you translocate or relocate wolves, much o
believe that is the way wolves originally got into t
still suffers from such rumors because of a transl
in 1974.  I see no major impediments to wolf disp
Washington.  Wolves from Minnesota, Wisconsin
have dispersed to Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana, 
York State.  Translocation should be used sparin

itical complications.  
f the public will 
he state.  Michigan 
ocation of 4 wolves 
ersal in 
, and Michigan 
and possibly New 
gly if at all.

All aspects of translocation, including site selection, will be evaluated in 
the feasibility assessment/implementation plan (chapter 12, task 3.2) 
and will be strongly science-based.  Human and livestock densities, 
which affect wolf survival, will be part of the analyses conducted to 
select a translocation site.  The translocation proposal will go through 
public review under either SEPA or NEPA, where important public 
issues and concerns will be identified and used to help with decision 
making.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

Any translocation of wolves will take place in the
opposition.  Does WDFW feel it will be able to m
translocations in the face of this opposition? 

 face of local 
ove forward with 

All aspects of translocation, including site selection, will be evaluated in 
the feasibility assessment/implementation plan (chapter 12, task 3.2) 
and will be strongly science-based.  Human and livestock densities, 
which affect wolf survival, will be part of the analyses conducted to 
select a translocation site.  The translocation proposal will go through 
public review under either SEPA or NEPA, where important public 
issues and concerns will be identified and used to help with decision 
making.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"

n of 

While the Working Group likes the idea of translo
sure how well this will go with the local general p
sheep ranchers.  There seem to be conflicts with
South Cascades were identified for potential tran
are statements about avoiding areas with domes
majority of land identified in the plan in the Yakim
wolf habitat has sheep or cattle grazing. The pro
seems fair and I assume there would be public m
there is a public meeting and strong local opposi
translocate?

cation, I’m not 
ublic, cattlemen, or 
in the plan. The 
slocation, yet there 
tic grazing.  The 
a area as potential 

All aspects of translocation, including site selection, will be evaluated in 
the feasibility assessment/implementation plan (chapter 12, task 3.2) 
and will be strongly science-based.  Human and livestock densities, 
which affect wolf survival, will be part of the analyses conducted to 
select a translocation site.  The translocation proposal will go through 
public review under either SEPA or NEPA, where important public 

cess outlined 
eetings involved. If 

tion, do we still 

issues and concerns will be identified and used to help with decision 
making.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves", pag
46-47, subse
"Translocatio

n of 
es 
ction 
n"

Description of the translocation effort presented o
clouded by the discussion of the Wolf Working G
deliberations regarding translocation on pages 4

n pages 41-42 is 
roup’s 
6-47.

The Wolf Working Group's discussion on conservation/recovery 
objectives (chapter 3, section D) has been moved to current appendix 
G, in part to reduce confusion among some readers over how some of 
the group's discussions fit into the final version of the plan.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"; pag
46-47, subse
"Translocatio

n of 
es 
ction 
n"

There is contradictory language in the plan regar
translocation. On page 42, lines 3-4 it states “…[
be implemented only for areas that wolves have 
through natural dispersal.” But on pages 46-47, i
“Translocation was proposed as a tool if wolves w
dispersing into regions needed for recovery, or if
move wolves from regions that had already achie
recovery objectives to other regions that had not
objectives” (page 46, lines 20-22). This suggests
proposed using translocation not just for initial re
also to facilitate the growth of populations in area
been colonized by natural dispersal. If the secon
simply reporting on the discussions of the Workin
previous statement represents the intent of the p
document needs to be restructured throughout to
distinctions between the plan and the discussion
Group. In any case, the potential role(s) of transl
circumstances under which it will be used, and p
for translocation need to be made clear. But und
appears that the role(s) for translocation currentl
inadequate and need to be expanded (see below

ding the role(s) of 
translocation] will 
failed to reach 
t is stated 

ere not naturally 
 it was desired to 
ved conservation / 

 yet met their 
 the working group 
colonization but 
s that had already 

d statement is 
g Group, and the 
lan, then the 
 make clear the 

s of the Working 
ocations, the 
erhaps the triggers 
er either scenario, it 
y envisioned are 
). 

The role of translocation in the plan has been expanded somewhat to 
read as follows: "the objectives of translocation under this plan are to 
establish new populations in recovery regions that wolves have failed to 
reach through natural dispersal, augment small populations, or increase 
the genetic diversity of isolated populations" (see chapter 3, section B, 
subsection "Translocation of Wolves"). This broader explanation of the 
circumstances under which translocation can be used should address 
the concerns stated by this reviewer.
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3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"; pag
94-95, task 3

n of 
es 

I believe that the translocation section is adequa
determination that wolves can not be translocate
depredated is problematic.  Many packs of wolve
Idaho, and Wyoming are initially discovered due 
This immediately places these packs in the “can 
category.  Available habitat is the key to success
and the primary reason that translocations in Ida
successful than Montana or Wyoming (Bangs et 
establishing population, it is easy to envision a ca
following a depredation can be translocated to ar
conflict and succeed despite their previous trans
Mexican wolf project noted that on average wolv
some depredation history, depredated less and w
breed and reproduce in the wild relative to other 
and IFT 2005; TC-15, TC-21). Translocation of w
appropriate management technique to reduce de
area, while still meeting the recovery criteria outl
addition, these animals can be successful in area
levels of cattle or sheep.  Translocation of wolves
evaluated similar to lethal control aspects of the 
case basis). 

te.  However, the 
d if they have 
s in Montana, 
to a depredation.  
not translocate” 
ful translocation 
ho were more 
al. 1998).  In an 
se where wolves 
eas less prone to 
gressions. The 
es translocated with 
ere more likely to 

animals (AMOC 
olves may be an 
predations in an 

ined in the plan. In 
s with reduced 
 should be 

plan (on a case by 

This comment appears to mix the intentions of translocation and 
relocation, as defined under the Washington plan.  Relocation is one of 
the tools available for resolving wolf-livestock conflicts, especially 
depredation, or other problem situations.  Relocation will involve only 
one or a few wolves, which will be released in "suitable remote habitat 
on public land, generally within the same recovery region."  By contrast, 
translocation will be used for initiating a new wolf population in a new 
recovery area, augmenting small populations, or increasing the genetic 
diversity of isolated populations.  Translocation for establishing a new 
wolf population will involve a larger number of wolves.  Based on this 
reviewer's comment and further consideration, the requirement that 
depredating wolves can not be translocated was removed from the plan 
so that individuals with a sporadic history of depredation might be 
considered.  Selection of individual wolves to be moved during a 
translocation will be done on a case-specific basis.

3 page 41-42, 
subsection 
"Translocatio
Wolves"; pag
94-95, task 3

One aspect of the translocation plan not address
translocation of wolves from an area that is delis

n of 
es 

Wildlife Service) to an area that is listed as enda
the rules that are established on a national level,
not be appropriate for Washington.  A significant
public may not want these translocations to occu
be managed in the endangered area in a similar 
delisted area in Washington based on federal pe
caveat within the plan should suggest translocati
unless the Service has authorized take in these a
the fashion outlined within the plan.

ed is the potential 
ted (per Fish and 

WDFW does not have primary management authority over wolves in 
areas where the species remains federally listed (i.e., this wolf plan (p

ngered.  Pending 
 this may or may 
 component of the 
r unless wolves can 
fashion to the 
rmits.  Thus, some 
ons will not occur 
reas to occur in 

p y ( , p
would not be in effect), thus wolves translocated to a federally listed 
area of the state will be managed by the USFWS.  An effort to 
translocate wolves from a federally delisted location to a federally listed 
location would necessarily require close coordination among WDFW, 
USFWS, and any appropriate land management agencies, as already 
indicated in the plan (chapter 3, section B, subsection "Translocation of 
Wolves"; chapter 12, task 3).  Any translocation proposal will go through 
public review under either SEPA or NEPA, where important public 
issues and concerns will be identified and used to help with decision 
making.  Because wolves would be moved to a location where the 
species was still federally listed, federal wolf managers ultimately would 
be responsible for determining the best responses for addressing 
conflicts involving translocated wolves.  It is unknown whether they 
would follow the same management options described in the 
Washington wolf plan.
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3 page 42, bullet 1 If there are natural impediments to dispersal, how
integrity be maintained over time.  Will translocat
every few years?  Or is it thought that there will b
across these impediments once the population o
meet gene flow needs?

 will genetic 
ions be necessary 
e enough dispersal 
bjectives are met to 

Connectivity of potential translocation sites to other locations with 
wolves will be one of the factors considered in the translocation 
feasibility assessment called for in chapter 12, task 3.2. If a translocated 
wolf population proves to be isolated, then occasional subsequent 
translocation of individual wolves may be necessary to increase the 
genetic diversity of the population (chapter 3, section B, subsection 
"Translocation of Wolves"; chapter 12, task 3.6).

3 page 42, line 17 I don’t understand how wolves could reach carry
whatever that might be, and not produce dispers
eventually find suitable areas.  This statement se
to me and should be left out.

ing capacity, 
ers that could 
ems problematical 

Reasons for not expanding into new areas might include mortality from 
illegal hunting in those areas or poor habitat connectivity between 
recovery areas.  This statement was not removed.

3 page 42, lines 3-4 Rather than saying “If translocation is determined
suggest the plan identify when translocation wou
completion of the NEPA or SEPA process.  My s
once the Northern Cascades or Eastern Washing
at 4 breeding pairs (double the minimum cited fo
packs in excess of those 4 will be targeted for tra

 necessary…”, I 
ld occur, assuming 
uggestion is that 
ton regions arrive 

r delisting) then 
nslocation.

Additional information was added to this subsection regarding the 
processes involved in planning and conducting translocation (also see 
chapter 12, task 3, for greater detail), with the phrase “If translocation is 
determined necessary…" removed.  Determining if translocation should 
occur will start only after it is apparent that natural dispersal into one or 
more of the recovery regions has failed and numbers of breeding pairs 
in the remaining region have exceeded the target population objectives 
for delisting so that removal of wolves does not cause the region’s 
population to fall below those objectives.  Because of changing natural 
and anthropogenic conditions over time, it is premature to plan for 
translocation until a proven need exists.  New language added to the 
plan resembles the recommendation given by this reviewer, but does 
not specify the numbers of breeding pairs needed in a recovery region 
to allow removals for translocation to occur.  However, the 
recommendation to have more than twice the number of successful 
breeding pairs in a recovery region before translocation begins merits 
further discussion.  As suggested in this comment, the presence of a 
sizable buffer in breeding pairs above the plan's objectives is needed.  
This type of planning will be addressed in the feasibility assessment 
mentioned in chapter 12, task 3.

3 page 42, par 1 If natural dispersal fails to occur due to a lack of 
translocating wolves to unoccupied areas could c
problem for that group of animals – and potential
conflict.

corridors, 
reate a dispersal 
ly wolf/human 

As described in chapter 12, task 3.2, a feasibility assessment will be 
made before any translocation is conducted.  Such a study would 
identify areas best suited for receiving wolves and would consider many 
factors, including habitat availability and configuration at potential 
recipient sites.  Sites with poor connectivity may be given lower priority 
for translocation.  However, the ability to occasionally translocate 
individual wolves to promote genetic exchange may alleviate some of 
the concern over reestablishing a population in an isolated but otherwise 
well-suited location.
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3 42 ti t the ti

3 page 42, 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

f 

Do you mean proactively relocate a wolf in a pre
area farther away from livestock before livestock
was initially captured?  You may also be suggest
could serve as some type of aversive conditionin
“proactive” tool, relocation does not seem to be t
the travel capability of the animal, that the wolf w
to the nearest suitable remote habitat and Washi
have much large, remote habitat to begin with an
wolf biology, wolves are social carnivores and de
other wolves (should have pre-determined wheth
resident wolves at the release site?), they have s
go back to where they came from when relocated
years of Northern Rocky Mtn recovery efforts, an
the potential for conflict at the release site (wheth
perceived, the result is the same for the managin
release vs. soft release experience in the norther
program may help the Department gauge potent
Relocation, if not used for the purpose of facilitat
seem a tool of least likelihood of success.  May w
the box, but it should be given low marks for pote
high marks for the intensive level of managemen
potential controversy.

-emptive way to an 
 are killed where it 
ing that relocation 
g tool?  As a 
hat helpful given 
ould only be moved 
ngton does not 
d especially given 
fend space against 
er there are any 
hown a tendency to 
 in the earlier 

d there is always 
er real and 
g agency).  Hard 
n Rockies recovery 
ial outcomes.  
ing dispersal, would 
ant to keep it in 
ntial efficacy and 
t it requires and the 

Additional information on relocation was placed in the plan, both in this 
subsection and in chapter 4, section B.  As pointed out in this comment, 
relocation has a number of drawbacks (see Bradley et al. 2005) that 
should be considered before it is used.  These concerns have been 
added to the plan, along with information stating that relocations are 
probably most suitable as a management tool during the early stages of 
wolf recovery.

3 page 42page , 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

Relocating wolves is also useful but carries the same

f 

Reloca ng wolves is also useful bu  carries  s
political risk as translocation.  In addition, if reloc
depredate in the release area, the state can be b
the depredations.  Relocation should be used sp

type of Relocation would be used in situations where success would be mostame type of 
ated wolves 
lamed for causing 
aringly if at all.

Reloca on would be used in situations where success would be most 
likely, based on the experiences of relocating wolves in other states 
(e.g., see Bradley et al. 2005).

3 page 42, 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

f 

The final plan should better describe how “reloca
done. The draft notes the difference between relo
translocation (page 42). However, it is not clear w
will be restricted to those areas where wolves are
established, or if wolves may be relocated to are
unoccupied. 

tion” would be 
cation and 
hether relocation 
 already 

as currently 

Relocation is not a tool for establishing new populations of wolves, 
although some wolves could be released in unoccupied areas.  The 
emphasis will be to relocate a wolf in suitable habitat on public land 
nearby, generally within the same recovery region.  This clarification 
was added to the text.    

3 page 42, 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

f 

Relocation is a very problematic issue in Oregon
the Oregon plan.  I think the more flexible langua
habitat...") in this draft is excellent and I recomm

 and as written in 
ge (i.e., "suitable 
end not changing it.

No response was necessary.
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3 page 42, 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

f 

I like the idea of relocating wolves as opposed to
However, I am concerned with the costs/benefits
amount of time and effort required to trap a wolf 
Is WDFW willing to dedicate that time, especially
upon officers or district biologists, who already ha
The other issue is will the animal be released into
unoccupied habitat (i.e., what are its chances of 
where a pack already exists)?

 removal.  
 of relocating.  The 
can be extensive. 
 if the duty falls 
ve a full plate?  
 occupied versus 

survival if released 

As called for in the plan, relocations would be done mainly by a wolf 
specialist rather than district biologists or law enforcement officers.  
Relocation is not a tool for establishing new populations of wolves, 
although some wolves could be released in unoccupied areas.  The 
emphasis will be to relocate a wolf in suitable habitat on public land 
nearby, generally within the same recovery region.  These clarifications 
were added to the text.  

3 page 42, 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

f 

Relocation is a good tool for aiding wolf recovery
relocation “is not used to facilitate dispersal,” doe
wolves would only be relocated within the recove
pose a potential threat?  Would depredating wolv
for relocation in order to “immediately resolve a l
Finally, it might not be a good idea to relocate “a
trap set for another species,” as this could separ
breeding pair or otherwise disrupt wolf sociality, t
recovery.

.  Because 
s this mean that 
ry area where they 
es be candidates 

ocalized conflict?”  
 wolf caught in a 
ate a potential 
herefore hindering 

Relocation is not a tool for establishing new populations of wolves, 
although some wolves could be released in unoccupied areas.  The 
emphasis will be to relocate a wolf in suitable habitat on public land 
nearby, generally within the same recovery region.  These clarifications 
were added to the text.  Although it is illegal to use body-gripping traps 
in Washington, if a wolf was accidentally trapped this way, it would likely 
be released on-site or as close as possible.

3 page 42, 
subsection 
"Relocation o
Wolves"

f 

Relocation to the “nearest suitable remote habita
the best place to move a wolf to if it is a concern 
safety/pets.  Also, the “nearest suitable remote h
already be occupied by other wolves (your subse
provide some clarification). 

t” probably is not 
to human 
abitat” might 
quent qualifiers 

Clarifications on relocation have been added to this subsection.  Wolves 
will not be relocated to a site within an existing pack's territory.  The 
term "nearest suitable remote habitat" was replaced with "suitable 
remote habitat."  By definition, the "suitable remote habitat" for relocated 
wolves would rarely, if ever, include locations where human safety might 
regularly be threatened.

3 page 43, line
27

 26- Define intensive monitoring.  How is this differen
monitoring?

t from normal The paragraph was substantially revised, with the sentence referring to 
"intensive monitoring" removed.

3 page 43, line 37 "Healthy" should be defined as including having long-term stability. This information was added.

3 page 43, 
subsection 
"Relisting"

Relisting is obviously warranted as a manageme
wolf population undergo “a rapid decline below th
population objective” for whatever reason(s).  Ho
point does WDFW determine to increase monitor
gradual decline; 10% above the minimum objecti

nt option should the 
e minimum 
wever, at what 
ing efforts for a 
ve, 20%?

This subsection has been revised, with much of the language regarding 
monitoring removed.  Monitoring strategies after delisting will need to be 
designed for detecting changes in wolf abundance, including both slow 
and rapid declines.  Such strategies will also determine when monitoring 
should begin.

3 page 43, 
subsection 
"Relisting"

I would suggest stronger, more proactive langua
relisting triggers than is currently in the plan, esp
long it has taken to establish the fist wolf pack in
extirpation.

ge regarding 
ecially realizing how
 the State since 

This subsection has been revised.

3 page 43, 
subsection 
"Relisting"

This subsection should be deleted. This subsection has been revised.  However, relisting is an important 
protective measure in WDFW's management of a declining species that 
once again qualifies as endangered, threatened, or sensitive under state 
law.
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3 page 43-44, 
section C

Wolf harvest focused in areas of highest wolf-live
also be those with poor connectivity with other po
Washington (e.g. northeastern Washington and t
Although focusing wolf harvest in these areas ma
several levels, it may also reduce immigration fro
and British Columbia. This is one more reason fo
genetically diverse and demographically robust p
established and maintained in the southern Casc
and the Olympic Peninsula.

stock conflict may 
pulations in 
he Okanagan). 
kes sense on 
m Montana, Idaho, 
r ensuring that 
opulations are 
ades, Willapa Hills, 

This is one of a number of issues that will need to be considered in any 
future proposals to hunt wolves in Washington.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

The USFWS supports WDFW’s approach to tran
management to a general hunting season.  A mo
approach to wolf harvest, as proposed by Idaho,
Wyoming in 2007-2008, was challenged by wolf 

sition wolf harvest 
re aggressive 

 Montana, and 
protection groups. 

After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

Again this is a political decision.  A well-establish
of wolves can sustain a high rate of harvest; anim
will constantly protest.  Small wolf populations ca
overharvested, so harvest rates would have to be
regulated.

ed large population 
al rights groups 

n be 
 carefully 

No response was necessary.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

I agree with game animal status after delisting oc
the draft is very vague as to possible harvest stra
triggers that might be used to determine if and w
used.  Recognizing that the Game Management 
be revised to include wolf management, it still se
some more specific parameters and strategies th
the future.  One premise of any plan is that it give
what to expect in the future, and this might be ea
harvest/management strategy agreements could
the Wolf Working Group.

curs.  However, 
tegies, and the 

here harvest is 

The purpose of the plan is to recover and manage wolves while they are 
a listed species in Washington.  The plan is vague on hunting and other 
post-delisting management of wolves because this will be determined in 

Plan would have to 
ems wise to include 
at could be used in 
s people an idea of 
sier if some 
 be reached with 

the future through other public processes.  After further consideration, 
the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, section C, that wolves be 
reclassified as a "game animal" after being delisted, pending approval 
by the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission.  Instead, the plan 
takes a more neutral position and simply says that wolves could be 
reclassified as a game species or remain a nongame species upon 
delisting.  The plan continues to present information on the hunting of 
wolves and states that if hunting is proposed, conservative approaches 
would likely be followed early on to ensure that adequate population 
numbers are being maintained.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

Classification of wolves as a game species after 
idea and consistent with other states. 

delisting is a good After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.
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3 page 43-44, 
section C

A statewide population with just a few hundred a
to be hunted, as might occur after wolves are de
a game animal, even if just a couple permits are 
that someday a wolf permit will be highly prized a
hunters and this will lead to a level of wolf accep
group.  Hunting timing and application can take m
numbers should be variable to account for wolf n
existing level of legal control and poaching. 

nimals is too small 
listed and become 
offered.    I agree 
mong the trophy 

tance from that 
any forms.  Permit 

umbers and 

After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.  The plan continues to present 
information on the hunting of wolves and states that if hunting is 
proposed, conservative approaches would likely be followed to ensure 
that adequate population numbers are maintained.  As discussed, 
reclassification as a game animal does not imply that wolves will be 
immediately hunted.  Hunting could be delayed until the population 
reaches a larger size and might never occur if the population fails to 
reaches an appropriate size.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

Classification of wolves as a game species follow
the provisions currently outlined in the plan, spec
that any proposed harvest would not be intended
population “cap,” and that no harvest, statewide 
remains an option.

ing delisting, given 
ifically the notion 
 as a wolf 

or in select areas, 

After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

Game animal status potentially could be achieve
just 60 wolves (15 breeding pairs if each has onl
is insufficient to even consider hunting.

d at a minimum of 
y 4 members). This 

After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.  The plan continues to present 
information on the hunting of wolves and states that if hunting is 
proposed, conservative approaches would likely be followed to ensure 
that adequate population numbers are maintained.  As discussed, 
reclassification as a game animal does not imply that wolves will be 
immediately hunted.  Hunting could be delayed until the population 
reaches a larger size and might never occur if the population fails to 
reaches an appropriate size.  Also, a population with 15 successful 
breeding pairs will very likely hold more wolves than suggested by this 
reviewer, as projected in the new table 3.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

Any harvest should keep in mind numbers of suc
pairs, genetic flow (connectivity), the 75% of gen
of wolf recovery, wolf-livestock concerns, wolf-un
that order.

cessful breeding 
eral public in favor 
gulate concerns in 

These types of issues would indeed be considered in the review 
process conducted under the agency's Game Management Plan, which 
would evaluate whether wolves should be hunted given the population 
size at that time, and if so, where, when, and at what level hunting would 
occur.
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3 page 43-44, 
section C

The concept of hunting wolves after delisting sho
from the beginning of your program. Hunting is a
management tool and will be very useful to contr
(as well as minimizing livestock depredations) an
credibility with the hunting community. Wolves w
run from this approach.

uld be encouraged 
 legitimate 
ol wolf populations 
d will gain 
ill benefit in the long 

After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.  The plan continues to present 
information on the hunting of wolves and states that if hunting is 
proposed, conservative approaches would likely be followed to ensure 
that adequate population numbers are maintained.

3 page 43-44, 
section C

I agree, at least initially, that conservative contro
entry permit harvest strategies should be employ
response to human harvest can be evaluated.

lled hunt or limited 
ed until wolf 

After further consideration, the plan no longer recommends in chapter 3, 
section C, that wolves be reclassified as a "game animal" after being 
delisted, pending approval by the Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commission.  Instead, the plan takes a more neutral position and simply 
says that wolves could be reclassified as a game species or remain a 
nongame species upon delisting.  The plan continues to present 
information on the hunting of wolves and states that if hunting is 
proposed, conservative approaches would likely be followed to ensure 
that adequate population numbers are maintained.

3 page 43-44, 
section C, lin
46-47

es 
Conflict (livestock depredation) typically occurs d
spring/summer/fall when wolf pelts are not prime
hunting of wolves to reduce conflicts is temporall
providing a hunter with a “keepsake” pelt from a 

uring 
.  That means that 
y out-of-step with 
successful hunt.  

No changes were made in response to this comment.

3 page 44, line 17 Another important factor would have been numb
needed to sustain diverse gene pool.

ers of animals This information was added.

3 page 44, sec
D

tion The Working Group should not be allowed to ma
judgments concerning population viability when t
advanced education and experience dealing with
management.  Their numbers are arbitrary and b
compromise – not on science.  Only wildlife biolo
establishing criteria for promoting a sustainable p

ke scientific 
hey do not possess 
 wildlife 
ased on 
gists should be 
opulation.

Although the conservation/recovery objectives presented in the plan are 
the result of compromise, they were also subjected to scientific peer 
review.  If the conservation/recovery objectives are determined to be 
adequate and appropriate for recovery by the peer reviewers, they will 
be retained in the plan.  However, if they are deemed insufficient, they 
will have to be reevaluated.

3 page 44, sec
D

tion WDFW should not be negotiating final population
use numbers of breeding pairs needed to mainta
population.  Downlisting and delisting objectives 
science-based and determined by experienced w

 levels, but instead 
in a viable wolf 
should be strictly 
ildlife biologists.

Although the conservation/recovery objectives presented in the plan are 
the result of compromise, they were also subjected to scientific peer 
review.  If the conservation/recovery objectives are determined to be 
adequate and appropriate for recovery by the peer reviewers, they will 
be retained in the plan.  However, if they are deemed insufficient, they 
will have to be reevaluated.

3 page 44, sec
D

tion I'm not sure that the Wolf Working Group discuss
main body of the plan.  Placing them in an appen
would be a better location.

ions belong in the 
dix or cover letter 

The summary of Wolf Working Group discussions has been moved to 
current appendix G.
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3 page 44-47, 
section D

All of section D describing Working Group discus
moved to an appendix or cover letter.

sions should be The summary of Wolf Working Group discussions has been moved to 
current appendix G.

3 page 44-47, 
section D

Section D should be moved to an appendix at the end of the plan. The summary of Wolf Working Group discussions has been moved to 
current appendix G.

3 page 45, line 8-11 I don't like the sentence that basically says that a
draft will be a deal breaker.  There is great uncer
constitutes recovery and how wolves will relate to
and how humans will relate to wolves.  I suggest
on pages 44, line 7 through page 47 line 28, be o
next draft.  And it would be extremely gratifying t
adhere to biological reality rather than political co
Otherwise, be prepared for litigation and continue

ny changes in the 
tainty in what 
 human activities 

 that the verbiage 
mitted from the 

o see this plan 
mpromises.  
d controversy. 

No changes were made in response to this comment.  However, the 
entire section containing this material has been moved to current 
appendix G.

3 page 45, par 2 The Stillaguamish Tribe does not support the 3/6
numbers mentioned here.  The tribe supports the
6/12/15 or more for breeding pairs.

/8 breeding pair 
 numbers of 

No response was necessary.

3 page 45-46, 
subsection 
"Recovery 
Regions"

WDFW initially suggested that Washington’s nine
considered for wolf recovery regions for the state
of the Wolf Working Group felt that nine ecoregio
and too complex for addressing wolf distribution 
USFWS supports the nine ecoregions approach 
likely improve wolf distribution in the state. 

 “ecoregions” be 
.  Some members 
ns were too many 
in the state.  The 
because it would 

WDFW originally proposed the use of the state's nine ecoregions in the 
plan's conservation/recovery objectives, but most Wolf Working Group 
members considered their use to be too complicated and strongly 
recommended a simpler geographic arrangement.  While the 
ecoregional approach could result in greater wolf distribution in the 
state, the proposed recovery regions will result in sufficient distribution 
because of their full coverage of the state.  

3 page 46, par 4 Should clarify here whether wolves would be mo
Washington from outside the state.

ved into Clarification was made that no wolves will be translocated into 
Washington from outside the state.

3 page 46-47, 
subsection 
"Translocation"

The USFWS supports translocation of wolves in 
Washington because it would facilitate the estab
at an earlier time.  The Service would be availab
assistance and to ensure compliance with federa

the state of 
lishment of wolves 
le for technical 
l law. 

WDFW appreciates the USFWS's support on this issue and looks 
forward to working with the agency.

3 page 46-47, 
subsection 
"Translocation"

The discussion here states that emphasis will be
wolves to the “southern Cascade Mountains” or “
Cascades” because that is the place most likely 
that may not be recolonized naturally. The docum
clear, however, the extent of the region referred 
Cascades.” Is this term synonymous with the “So
and Northwest Coast” wolf recovery region? If so
should be made consistent. If not, the document 
“southern Cascades.”

 on translocating 
southern 
to support wolves 

ent does not make 
to as the “southern 
uthern Cascades 
, the terminology 
should define 

Language in the translocation subsection in chapter 3, section B, has 
been changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization of 
wolves may be slow or difficult for both the southern Cascade 
Mountains and the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills, thus both areas 
geographic areas may receive consideration as recipient sites for 
translocations.  Clarification was also added to current appendix G to 
indicate that the Wolf Working Group considered the southern 
Cascades as a preferred translocation site rather than the Northwest 
Coast portion of the recovery region.
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3 page 46-47, 
subsection 
"Translocation"

If the term “southern Cascades” does not include
Southern Cascades and Northwest Coast wolf re
the plan should also describe the likelihood of tra
elsewhere within this recovery region. Specificall
should inform the reader of the Department’s inte
wolves to the Olympic Mountains. At the least, th
describe the current status of WDFW's or the Wo
discussions regarding this issue. The Olympics c
largest and most contiguous blocks of estimated
habitat in the state (see Figure 4, page 38), yet th
discussion in the draft does not even mention the
seems like a major oversight.

 the entire 
covery region, then 
nslocating wolves 
y, the final plan 
nt for translocating 
e plan should 
lf Working Group’s 
ontain one of the 
 suitable wolf 
e translocation 
 Olympics. This 

Additional information has been added to chapter 3, section A, showing 
that the Olympic Peninsula and Willapa Hills contain potential suitable 
habitat for wolves.  The subsection on translocation in chapter 3, section 
B, has been changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization 
of wolves may be slow or difficult for the Southern Cascades/Northwest 
Coast region, thus both areas may receive consideration as recipient 
sites for translocations.  Inclusion of the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills 
is based on commentary provided by peer reviewers.  Clarification was 
also added to current appendix G to indicate that the Wolf Working 
Group considered the southern Cascades as a preferred translocation 
site rather than the Northwest Coast portion of the recovery region.

3 page 46-47, 
subsection 
"Translocation"

Why is there no discussion or consideration of tra
Northwest Coast? This makes little biological sen
the greatest distance from possible sources of na
from British Columbia or Idaho, isolated on sever
water, and has limited dispersal potential from re
populations in the Southern Cascades.  Howeve
large blocks of contiguous habitat, much of which
(both state and federal) with a more than adequa
(especially when population estimates for ungula
National Park are added to prey base estimates)
Peninsula is over 50% federal and 60% state and
combined.  Within the park, there would no confl
livestock owners or hunters, and the park alone w
capable of supporting 56 wolves (Ratti et al. 199
to the Olympic Peninsula sooner rather than late
state to reach its recovery goals quicker, acceler
delisting and more flexible management.

nslocation to the 
se.  The coast is 
tural recolonization 
al sides by salt 
covering 
r, it does contain 
 is on public land 
te prey base 
tes within Olympic 
.  The Olympic 
 federal lands 

Additional information has been added to chapter 3, section A, showing 
that the Olympic Peninsula and Willapa Hills contain potential suitable 
habitat for wolves.  The subsection on translocation in chapter 3, section 
B, has been changed to state that natural dispersal and recolonization 
of wolves may be slow or difficult for the Southern Cascades/Northwest 
Coast region, thus both areas may receive consideration as recipient 
sites for translocations.  Inclusion of the Olympic Peninsula/Willapa Hills 
is based on commentary provided by peer reviewers.

ict with either 
as estimated to be 

9). Getting wolves 
r would enable the 
ating the timeline to 

3 page 46-47, 
subsection 
"Translocation"

This does a very good job of discussing the tene
behind translocation.  However, this method, whi
the whole plan, becomes a very manipulative ap
fine, except that on Page 94-95 (Goal 3), it is app
needs to be done and planned before translocati
Determining if... (P94, L19), and preparing a feas
L39), and developing an implementation plan (P9
that this critical aspect of the plan is yet to be det
always cautious of any plan that depends on sub
processes before implementation.

ts and agreements 
ch is so integral to 
proach.  This is 
arent that much 

on is achieved. 
ibility study...(P94, 
5, L5), all indicate 
ermined.  I am 
sequent planning 

The plan identifies the planning steps needed to be taken in the future if 
a proposal is made to translocate wolves.  Adequate planning will be 
required because of the anticipated extreme interest in the project by 
the public.
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4 page 48-54, 
chapter 4, 
sections A, B
C

, and 

This material is well done. No response was necessary.

4 page 48-54, 
sections A, B
C

, and 
I believe the plan gives adequate background inf
livestock interactions, proactive and other manag
compensation programs.

ormation on wolf-
ement tools, and 

No response was necessary.

4 page 48-60 The Wolf-Livestock Conflicts section is my exper
have covered the topics.  Words only go so far, b
count. Honesty and fairness are critical to execut
with a whole lot of common sense. What I have l
years managing wolf problems really can't be wr
Essentially I have one concern, that wolf problem
examined closely and resolved fairly. Is the wolf 
or is politics the problem? Wolf managers have a
ahead and I don't think the road is going to ever 
smoother. Actions speak louder than all of the wo
paper. Politics will be the most deadly enemy of 
Washington state.  The "[nonsense] factor" is the
form of wolf management - when the truth gets d
dishonest people. It will take a strong, steady, pa
honest person to guide decisions about wolf man

tise and I think you 
ut actions are what 
ing a wolf plan, 
earned over the 
itten into a plan. 
 issues are 

really the problem 
 bumpy road 
get 
rds people put on 

wolf recovery in 
 most dangerous 
istorted by 
ssionate, and 
agement. 

WDFW has attempted to develop a fair and balanced conservation and 
management plan for wolves in Washington.  The plan emphasizes 
dealing with conflicts and management responses on a case-by-case 
basis.  

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

Predictions of the expected numbers of livestock
annually by wolves in Washington should be add

 that will be killed 
ed to the chapter.

This information already exists in chapter 14.  A note was added in 
chapter 4 (see new section B) directing readers to chapter 14, section 
B.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

Management options to address wolf depredatio
reasonable, though I would urge that non-lethal t
an important role even after wolves are delisted.

n are fair and 
ools/methods retain 

Non-lethal management techniques will be encouraged in Washington 
as a way of reducing wolf-livestock conflicts.  A statement was added to 
the text indicating that proactive management should continue after 
delisting.
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4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

I worry about the control and compensation porti
know parts of the plan were tightly negotiated, so
much room there is to modify.  I do think the wolf
compensation program could be much more effe
different approach.

on of the plan. I 
 I'm not sure how 
 control and 
ctive by taking a 

WDFW has made some modifications to chapter 4 in response to the 
comments received during peer review.  These changes were made 
without consulting the working group.  They include 1) removal of 
chronic depredation as a consideration for lethal control, 2) including 
relocation as a tool for dealing with conflicts, 3) restricting the use of non-
lethal injurious harassment to state/federal agents during the 
endangered phase, 4) allowing livestock owners with a permit to use 
lethal take for resolving repeated depredation only during the sensitive 
and delisted phases, 5) removing the provision allowing lethal take in 
the act of attacking within 150 yards of a residence and replacing it with 
a broader provision allowing it to occur under certain circumstances, 
and 6) redefining confirmed and probable wolf depredation.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

Working closely with affected livestock producers
generating tolerance for wolves among that segm
Fostering face-to-face and on-the-ground relation
effective approach.

 is important for 
ent of the public.  
ships is the most 

No response was necessary.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

The plan appears to adopt the Northern Rocky M
incremental lethal control.  Unfortunately this mo
to be effective in generating tolerance or reducin
depredations.  In Idaho, for the past 13 years, wo
continue to occur at or above previous levels in t
geographic areas affecting the same producers y
Even when entire packs are removed, in many in
producer suffers similar levels of wolf depredatio
year.  The Northern Rocky Mtns model is costly i
effort and resources, compensation paid for lost 
impacts to producers, with no to minimal benefits
increased tolerance or reduced losses.  Addition
zero tolerance model which does not promote to
intolerance for wolves.  Finally, this model is a pa
and coupled with a compensation package creat
style program that perpetuates the status quo at 
aggravates depredation trends at worse.  Implem
Northern Rocky Mtns model will insure perpetual
actions and drains on agency personnel and fund
livestock losses and impacts to producers, and p
compensation funds.  

tns model for 
del has not proven 
g wolf 
lf depredations 

he same 
ear after year.  

Follow-up communication with this peer reviewer provided clarification 
on this comment.  The reviewer defined "incentive-based" control 
programs for wolves as those that rely much more heavily on requiring 
livestock operators to use agency-provided proactive measures in 
exchange for paying them compensation and using lethal control of 
wolves on their grazing properties.  This type of program offers an 

stances, the same 
ns the very next 
n terms of agency 
livestock and 
 in terms of 
ally, this model is a 
lerance, but 
ssive approach 

es a disincentive-
best and 
enting the 
 management 
ing, perpetual 

erpetual drains on 

alternative to the compensation and lethal control approach currently 
being used to resolve wolf-livestock conflicts in the northern Rocky 
Mountains states.  Language in the wolf plan has been revised to more 
clearly state that producers will be responsible for following best 
management practices in order to receive compensation.  Substitute 
House Bill 1778 also indicates that livestock owners must use self-help 
preventative measures (including non-lethal methods and department-
provided materials) prior to the depredation to be eligible for 
compensation.  Although not specifically mentioned, development of 
incentive-based conflict reduction programs would fall under a new task 
(4.2.8) that was added to the plan.  This task calls for exploring 
opportunities to develop new approaches for reducing wolf-livestock 
conflicts.
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recommended changes to Washington s wildlife damage laws One crop damage and livestock depredation It offers

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

An effective wolf control program should strive to
toward increased tolerance and decreased wolf d
Northern Rocky Mtns model accomplishes neithe
establishing an incentive-based, rather than a dis
control program.  Such a program would include 
agreements (Allotment Plans or Wolf-Livestock I
with individual livestock producers that would pro
(lethal control, compensation, materials and supp
tolerant actions on the part of the producer (imple
proactive approaches, wolf depredation easemen
Developing positive working relationships with pr
generating tolerance for wolves depends on mut
understanding and most importantly reciprocal re
responsibility-free or hand-out style program will 
effective.

 make progress 
epredations. The 
r.  I would suggest 
incentive-based, 
case-specific 
nteraction Plans) 
vide incentives 
lies) for wolf 
mentation of 
ts, etc…).  

oducers and 
ual respect and 
sponsibilities.  A 
be less than 

Follow-up communication with this peer reviewer provided clarification 
on this comment.  The reviewer defined "incentive-based" control 
programs for wolves as those that rely much more heavily on requiring 
livestock operators to use agency-provided proactive measures in 
exchange for paying them compensation and using lethal control of 
wolves on their grazing properties.  This type of program offers an 
alternative to the compensation and lethal control approach currently 
being used to resolve wolf-livestock conflicts in the northern Rocky 
Mountains states.  Language in the wolf plan has been revised to more 
clearly state that producers will be responsible for following best 
management practices in order to receive compensation.  Substitute 
House Bill 1778 also indicates that livestock owners must use self-help 
preventative measures (including non-lethal methods and department-
provided materials) prior to the depredation to be eligible for 
compensation.  Although not specifically mentioned, development of 
incentive-based conflict reduction programs would fall under a new task 
(4.2.8) that was added to the plan.  This task calls for exploring 
opportunities to develop new approaches for reducing wolf-livestock 
conflicts.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4

Recent deliberations by another citizen stakehold
resolve wildlife/human interaction issues have re
recommended changes to Washington's wildlife     
of the more significant recommendations of that 
is to allow the Fish and Wildlife Commission to e
compensation and other measures to mitigate wi
conflicts (a significant part of the mitigation requi
of non-lethal, proactive measures).

ers' group to 
sulted in 
damage laws. One

This comment refers to Substitute House Bill 1778, which was passed in 
the 2009 legislative session and covers payment of compensation for 
wildlife-caused crop damage and livestock depredation. It offers .   

stakeholders group 
stablish criteria for 
ldlife/human 
res demonstration 

wildlife-caused     .    
compensation of up to $200 per sheep, $1,500 per head of cattle, and 
$1,500 per horse for any animal killed or injured by cougars, bears, or 
wolves.  However, payment of compensation is dependent on a 
legislative appropriation each biennium.  Other stipulations include that 
livestock owners must have used self-help preventative measures 
(including non-lethal methods and department-provided materials; a few 
exceptions apply) and have exhausted other compensation options from 
non-profit organizations before becoming eligible to receive payment.  
The compensation portion of SHB 1778 goes into effect July 1, 2010.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4 (an
chapter 12, ta
4)

d 
sk 

This chapter provides standard information on th
thought out.

is topic and is well No response was necessary.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4; pa
95-99, task 4

ge 
The compensation program is a well balanced vi
predation and recognition of the entire scope of p
landowners. This aspect is clearly one of the stre

ew of wolf 
otential costs to 
ngths of this plan. 

No response was necessary.
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4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4; pa
95-99, task 4

ge 
Management options to address wolf depredatio
for most other states/USFWS/USDA.  I don’t see
change.

n seem standard 
 any reason to 

No response was necessary.

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4; pa
95-99, task 4

ge 
The compensation program is obviously designe
ranchers.  However, damage should not be paid 
Grazing on public lands is already well subsidize
paying for losses on private lands and only fair m
funding source needs to be formalized, preferabl
from the legislature. I’m fearful that the legislative
or eliminate general fund money and ask WDFW
for damage. I’m also weary of the legislature cutt
one wildlife program to pay for another (in this ca

d to appease 
on public lands. 
d. I’d suggest only 
arket value. The 
y a dedicated fund 
 process could cut 
 to pick up the tab 
ing funding from 
se, wolf damage).  

Compensation for wolf-caused livestock losses, including losses 
occurring on public lands, has facilitated wolf recovery in other states.  
Compensation is supported by a wide range of stakeholders who do not 
believe that livestock operators should solely bear the burden of wolf 
recovery.  The conservation group Defenders of Wildlife pays 
compensation for wolf kills in the Northern Rocky Mountain states while 
wolves remain listed.  The draft Washington wolf plan advocates 
payment of compensation on public lands to help bring greater public 
tolerance for wolves, but also emphasizes the importance of livestock 
operators taking preventative measures to avoid losses.  A state-
sponsored compensation program will need to be developed and 
approved by the Washington Legislature.  The need for continued 
compensation will be evaluated after delisting, but the program perhaps 
could be phased out at that time. 

4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4; pa
95-99, task 4

ge 
All options to reduce wolf depredation are approp
WDFW will strongly promote preventative measu
on the eventual lethal control that has not gotten
Timothy Kaminski (Craighead Envy Research Ins
the results of lethal wolf control and the resulting
distribution of livestock kills.  The results suggest
depredating wolves, we are likely killing one or b
which then destabilizes the pack's structure.  Thi
pack less able to hunt natural prey and possibly 
hunting through the breakup of the pack and lack
hunting/prey education from the deceased adults
sure if there was a citation for this.  This same ph
in Washington’s cougar population where more h
increased harvest resulted in more conflict as do
animals were killed and replaced them with dispe
are more likely to cause problems.  I am sure som
want immediate lethal control, but I think it could 
negative consequences that we poorly understan
only use lethal control when all other methods ha
exhausted.

riate and I hope 
res.  One thought 
 much attention:  
t) gave a talk on 

 geographical 
ed that as we kill 

Information on this topic was published by Brainerd et al (2008) and has 
been added to the plan under chapter 12, task 2.2.3.

oth breeding adults, 
s results in a wolf 
increases livestock 
 of proper 
 to pups.  I am not 
enomenon occurs 
unting and 
minant older 
rsing juveniles that 
e of the public will 

have long-term 
d.  I hope we will 
ve been 
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4 page 48-60, 
chapter 4; pa
95-99, task 4

ge 
The compensation program seems well thought 
appropriate.  I hope there are good data on norm
from predators and other sources before wolves 
the number of “potential losses” they have.  I ima
ranchers might jump to conclusions with missing
it was from wolves.

out and 
al livestock losses 
arrive to compare 
gine that many 
 livestock and insist 

The potential problem identified in this comment is one of the main 
concerns with compensation for unknown losses.  As indicated in 
chapter 4, section G, and chapter 12, task 4.4.1, this program will be 
developed in the future and will need to address this issue.  Abuses 
could threaten the program.  If serious abuse occurs, the plan states 
that WDFW will need to "work with a balanced advisory group to 
determine the need for an alternative compensation program."

4 page 49, line 9 Should note here that far more livestock die from
to predation.  This is discussed later in Chapter 1
good to include a remark on this here.

 causes unrelated 
4, but it would be 

This information was added.

4 page 49-53, 
subsection 
"Proactive 
Measures"

I hope that proactive measures will be implemen
degree in Washington than in the Northern Rock

ted to a greater 
y Mountain states.

No changes were made in response to this comment.

4 page 49-54, 
section B

Establishing an effective wolf control program ca
tool for generating tolerance among livestock pro
reducing wolf depredations.

n be an effective 
ducers and 

No response was necessary.

4 page 49-54, 
section B

The plan identifies only 2 management tools for r
depredations: proactive measures and lethal con
identifying the various methods discussed under
measures as separate tools: e.g. Husbandry Pra
Deterrents, Relocation, etc… In addition, I would
proactive measures including promoting predato
approaches, depredation compensation, and pur
depredation easements.

educing wolf 
trol.  I suggest 
 proactive 
ctices, Non-Lethal 
 include other 
r friendly market 

This section was redone, as recommended in this comment.

chasing wolf 

4 page 50, table 3 In a footnote to this table or in discussion added 
needs to be noted that the confirmed number of 
likely understate the actual number of losses bec
ranchers do not go through the verification proce
depredations.  

to the report, it 
livestock losses 
ause some 
ss to confirm wolf 

This information already exists in the text (chapter 4, section A).  A 
footnote was added to the table to help clarify this matter for readers.

4 page 51, bullet 8 Will the locations of dens, rendezvous sites, and
areas be made available to ranchers?

 wolf territory core As described in chapter 4, section E and table 7, wolf location 
information will be given to livestock producers using private or public 
lands in all phases of wolf management.

4 page 51, bullet 8 This should be easy to do with cooperation from 
management agencies.

the land No changes were made in response to this comment.

4 page 51, line 15 I'm concerned about using range riders on public
may use ATVs off-road, thereby tearing up native

 lands, where they 
 landscapes.

This concern is beyond the scope of the plan.

4 page 51, line 16 I've heard that donkeys and llamas make good g
but I'm not sure how effective they would be aga

uardian animals, 
inst wolves.

Llamas and donkeys are generally used to protect against coyotes, 
dogs, and smaller predators, but not wolves.
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4 page 51, line
31

s 29- It is important to recognize that non-lethal deterre
only successful in small areas and for limited tim

nts are generally 
e periods.  

A remark was added that non-lethal deterrents are generally successful 
in small areas.  The following paragraph already states that non-lethal 
deterrents are typically considered temporary solutions to depredation.

4 page 51, par 1 Will there be outreach activities to disseminate in
modified husbandry practices to ranchers and fa

formation about 
rmers?

This remark is addressed in chapter 12, task 9.2.

4 page 53, line
15

 11- This remark no longer holds true in Idaho anymo
is no longer considered on a case-by-case basis

re. Lethal removal 
 there.

No changes were made in response to this comment.

4 page 53, line 12 Once wolves were delisted, Wyoming allowed wo
will.  This was not case-by-case, but I think you a
removal while listed in this section.

lves to be shot-at-
re just referring to 

This paragraph applies strictly to lethal removal as a tool for reducing 
wolf depredation, rather than the broader issue of wolf hunting and large-
scale wolf control.  Thus, no changes to the text were made in response 
to this comment.

4 page 53, line
16

 15- With incremental control efforts, it is problematic 
“offender”.  Nowadays any wolf in the area, and s
radio collared, is labeled as guilty. 

to identify the 
pecifically any 

No changes were made in response to this comment.

4 page 53, par 2 Lethal removal of one or two wolves from a pack
livestock seems to be a good first step response
research in other states has suggested that remo
wolves (particularly if they are members of the al
cause a pack to break up and splinter, with wolve
packs or establishing a new one, thus spreading
behavior to new packs and locations.  If the pack
chronic offender (as opposed to a one or two-tim
makes more sense to remove the pack as a who
either through relocation or lethal removal, depen
status and associated procedures at the time.  O
be just spreading the depredation behavior to ne

 that is depredating 
. However, some 
ving one or two 

pha pair), can 
s moving to new 

 the depredation 
 in question is a 
e offender), it 

The information noted in this comment was published in Brainerd et al. 
(2008) and was incorporated into the plan in chapter 12, task 2.2.1.

le where possible, 
ding on your listing 
therwise you may 
w packs.

4 page 54, line
15

 12- This paragraph should be updated with the material provided. This section was updated with the material provided.

4 page 54, line 22 What about mentioning translocation and relocat
management tool in this section.

ion as a Translocation will not be used as a tool for dealing with livestock-
depredating wolves.  However, a paragraph on using relocation to do so 
has been inserted into this section and table 7.

4 page 54, line
25

 24- Do “more flexible approaches” equal lethal contro
management is implemented, and working, durin
these techniques should still be carried forward. 

l?  If non-lethal 
g recovery phases 
 

This sentence was revised to make it clear that both non-lethal and 
lethal control measures will be used as wolf numbers increase toward 
delisting.
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4 page 54, line
26

 25- This is where having an appropriate definition of 
depredation” becomes important.

“chronic Based on internal WDFW review and consideration of peer review 
comments, the plan no longer uses a strict definition of chronic 
depredation for determining when various response options to 
depredations will be conducted.  Response options will be evaluated on 
a case-specific basis and based on consideration of pack history and 
size, pattern of depredations, number of livestock killed, state listed 
status of wolves, extent of proactive management practices being used 
on the property, etc.

4 page 54, par 2 Clarify who operates the Idaho Wolf Depredation
Fund.

 Compensation Clarification was made.

4 page 54, par 2 The Idaho program, as currently administered, is
degrees of fraudulent claims and under-compens
with valid losses while paying some claimants fo

 subject to high 
ates claimants 

r invalid “losses.”  

Chapter 4, section G, of the Washington wolf plan acknowledges the 
need for accountability in the proposed compensation program in order 
to avoid the kinds of problems that have happened in Idaho.  This will be 
especially important when compensating for unknown losses.  If a high 
degree of accountability cannot be accomplished, the plan states that 
WDFW will work with a balanced advisory group "to determine the need 
for an alternative compensation program."

4 page 54, par 2 It might behoove Washington to begin some data
cattle in areas wolves are likely to occupy to try t
levels currently through blood/fecal hormone test

 collection on 
o document “stress” 
s.

As stated in the plan, compensation for unknown losses will only cover 
the loss of livestock where there is no direct evidence of wolf 
depredation.  Lower than expected weight gains in livestock, which 
might be indicated by increases in hormonal stress levels, will not be 
compensated.

4 page 54, par 3 Here is some corrected and updated information
recently created its own Livestock Loss Reductio
Board.  The Board (and the program) was create
Montana Legislature and was appointed by the g
of 2007.  The Montana-based compensation pro
program offered by Defenders of Wildlife irrespec
wolves were delisted and consistent with the Mo
The Montana Legislature appropriated $30,000 a
Wildlife “gifted” Montana $50,000 for a total of $8
the first two years.  The Board prioritized paymen
livestock losses first, but hopes to expand into ot
elements called for in the legislation as funding b

.  Montana has This new information was incorporated into the paragraph.
n and Mitigation 
d by the 2007 
overnor in the fall 
gram replaced a 
tive of whether 

ntana wolf plan.  
nd Defenders of 
0,000 for each of 
ts of direct 

her program 
ecomes available.

4 page 54, par 6 Does wolf location information include den and re
Release of this type of specific information at a ti
wolf packs are concentrated and more vulnerable
as denning season and immediately after, could 
mortality.

ndezvous sites?  
me of year when 
 to mortality, such 

result in unwanted 

WDFW considers the locations of wolf dens and rendezvous sites to be 
sensitive information that would not be released to the public.
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4 page 54, par 6 Depending upon the rate of collection of home ra
WDFW, location information might be of little hel
What about radio tracking receiver loans (althoug
slippery slope)?

nge data by 
p to a producer.  
h this becomes a 

Loans of this type have been made in other states (see Bangs et al. 
2006) and have proven helpful in some wolf-livestock conflict situations.  
This action would be considered on a case-by-case basis in Washington 
in the future.

4 page 54, 
subsection "W
location 
information"

olf 
I would be cautious setting an expectation that W
wolf location data to producers.  This will lead to 
expectation that WDFW knows where all wolves 
will warn producers of wolf presence prior to any
expectation will be very difficult for WDFW to sat
damage the department's credibility and control p
reduce tolerance for wolves.  I would strongly qu

DFW will provide 
a public 
are at all times and 
 depredation.  This 
isfy and could 
rogram and 

alify this statement.

This paragraph has been revised to indicate that WDFW will notify 
livestock producers when wolves are known to be living nearby.  
However, the reference about providing producers with the locations of 
radio-collared wolves was removed.

4 page 54, 
subsection "W
location 
information"

olf 
Constantly providing livestock producers with wo
productive. We have tried it in all 3 northern Roc
end up creating a monster with an insatiable app
that WDFW doesn’t do this with bears, coyotes, o
wolves different from other predators, you consta
notion that unless you always know where wolve
are up to, wolves will be problematic. This is a ve
to manage wolves. If you work with ranchers and
quickly, everyone will calm down and adjust to ha
area. You want to manage wolves just like any o
though other interest groups will continually try to
about them. WDFW needs to be the voice of calm
the storm.

lf locations is not 
ky Mtn states. You 
etite. My guess is 
r lions. By treating 
ntly re-enforce the 
s are and what they 
ry unrealistic way 
 resolve conflicts 
ving wolves in the 

ther predator, even 
 make a big deal 

This paragraph has been revised to indicate that WDFW will notify 
livestock producers when wolves are known to be living nearby.  
However, the reference about providing producers with the locations of 
radio-collared wolves was removed.

 in the midst of 

4 page 54-55, t
6

able Relocation of wolves should be considered as a 
for dealing with wolves involved in livestock depr

management tool 
edation.

This tool was added to the text and table, but would only be 
implemented on a case-by-case basis.

4 page 54-56, 
section D

What if a particular tribe's management options a
wolf/livestock depredation varies from those in T
Would compensation be allowed if a tribal memb
it was state endangered (and assuming wolves w
federally)?

ddressing 
able 6 (page 55). 
er took a wolf while 
ere delisted 

Tribes may choose to manage wolves differently than WDFW, but the 
agency nevertheless would be willing to work with any tribe if this aided 
the overall recovery of wolves.  Tribal members with livestock 
depredations occurring off-reservation will likely be eligible for 
compensation, but it is unclear under state law whether tribal members 
and non-tribal members with depredations on reservation lands would 
be eligible.  Based on these considerations, it was decided not to 
include specific language on this issue in the plan and to assume that 
individual incidents will be settled on a case-by-case basis.
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4 page 54-56, 
section D

In my opinion, because compensation programs 
lethal take of any kind should be allowed on publ
are endangered.  In fact, I would not be in favor o
public land in general as long as the wolf is not a
priority given to livestock production over other v
imbalance of public loss for private gain, which s
basis of public land management.

will be in place, no 
ic land while wolves 
f lethal take on 

 game animal.  The 
alues promotes the 
hould not be the 

Under the current strategies described in table 7, only one situation 
exists for lethal take of wolves on public land during the endangered and 
threatened phases.  This involves take by state or federal agents, but a 
decision to use this action would occur only after other management 
options have been exhausted and discussion has occurred among 
appropriate agencies.  During the endangered, threatened, and 
sensitive phases, the provision to allow lethal take by "landowners, 
family members, or authorized employees" if a wolf is in the act of 
attacking (biting, wounding, or killing) livestock applies only to private 
land, not public land.

4 page 54-56, 
section D

Beanbag munitions are ineffective. I would stick to rubber bullets. Follow-up inquiries regarding the effectiveness of beanbag munitions 
were made with a wolf specialist formerly at USDS Wildlife Services.  
He reported that beanbags have been rarely put to use in the field in the 
Northern Rocky Mountain states, but believed this tool should remain in 
the plan.  Thus, WDFW did not remove references about beanbags 
from the plan.

4 page 54-60, 
sections D, E, F

In the early stages of your program, always attem
techniques to minimize wolf-livestock problems, 
you have chronically depredating wolves, your pr
disproportionately dragged down by a few proble
success of your program will be determined by h
balance wolf recovery with establishing your cred
livestock community by resolving conflicts. Estab
criteria for confirming livestock depredations. Ma
reporting forms are user-friendly and easy to fill o
people because they have the best perspective t
call. Will you use preponderance of evidence or m
not?  Depredation calls should be simple and no
categories such as “confirmed”; “probable”; or “u

pt nonlethal 
but be realistic. If 
ogram will be 
m wolves. The 
ow well you 
ibility among the 
lish a clear set of 

The specifics on the many points raised in this comment are included in 
chapter 4, sections E, F, and G, and in chapter 12, task 4.

ke sure your 
ut. Trust your field 
o make the correct 

ore likely than 
t complicated. Use 
nknown”. 

4 page 54-64, 
section D

Some questions may need to be clarified.  Would
state/federal agents be incremental or would it be
entire pack?  What guidance would be provided 
agents for how/where to carry out lethal control w
duration of lethal control authorization or the perm
livestock owners?  While perhaps too much deta
plan, they are truly legitimate details that may inf
effectiveness of the response and public accepta
“lethal take in the act of attacking," does this requ
contact or simply chasing with apparent intent to
guidance already provided in Washington statute

 lethal control by 
 elimination of an 

to state/federal 
ork?  What is the 
its issued to 

il to include in a 
luence the 
nce.   Regarding 
ire physical 

 attack?  Is 
s?    

Responses to wolf depredation on livestock, including use of lethal 
control, will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, thus it is not 
appropriate to provide detailed clarification or guidance in the plan on 
how or when a certain management response might be applied.  During 
the recovery phases, the emphasis will be on conservative and 
incremental approaches.  Use of lethal control would be sanctioned only 
after other management options have been exhausted and discussion 
has occurred among all appropriate agencies.  The plan defines "in the 
act of attacking" as "actively biting, wounding, or killing" (see chapter 4, 
section E, and glossary).  No guidance is provided on this matter in 
Washington statutes.
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4 page 54-64, 
section D

The 150-yard requirement seems to suggest tha
can kill a wolf attacking a cow only if the attack is
150 yards of a primary residence – correct?  At 1
would be unlawful?  The take would be lawful if t
chasing the cow with the intent to kill the cow wit
residence?  That distance requirement within the
of property/livestock seems onerous, unrealistic,
for many reasons.  Furthermore, if the desired ou
remove wolves known to be depredating livestoc
whether a private citizen kills the wolf (and within
residence) or a government agent kills the wolf (i
identified) someplace else at a later date?  In my
livestock owners have not abused the flexibility a
federal regulations in the experimental area of M
opportunity to “catch” a wolf actually attacking liv
a wolf is caught in the act of attacking livestock, i
that the “right” wolf is killed in the act than if a go
has to take up the situation after the fact.

t a livestock owner 
 occurring within 
60 yards, the take 
he wolf were 
hin 150 yards of a 
 context of defense 
 and unnecessary 
tcome is to lethally 
k, does it matter 
 150 yards of a 
f it can actually be 
 experience, 
fforded by the 
ontana.  The 
estock is rare and if 
t is more efficient 
vernment agent 

The lethal take of a wolf at 160 yards while in the act of attacking 
(actively biting, wounding, or killing) would be unlawful.  Because the  
150-yard requirement could be problematic to enforce, it has been 
repaced by "caught in the act" in the plan.

4 page 54-64, 
section D

It is appropriate to have a graduated increase in 
flexibility to take a wolf that would be commensu
in the wolf population.  I suggest no take in the a
endangered anywhere (only harassment) but to a
for state threatened on private lands (delete the 1
requirement).  No change to sensitive and deliste
recently adopted administrative rules, including d
will guide decisions about wolf-livestock conflict r
consistent with though provide greater detail than
Montana plan.

the amount of 
rate with increases 
ct for state 
llow take in the act 
50 yard 

WDFW shares this concern over potential abuse of the provision 
allowing lethal take "in the act of attacking" during both the endangered 
and threatened phases.  However, under these phases, a safeguard 
exists requiring that the provision be "rescinded if used inappropriately 
or more than 2 incidents occur annually statewide."  

d.  Montana has 
efinitions, which 
esolution that are 
 outlined in the 
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t t /f d l t ” I i k th h b i i i

4 page 55, table 6 I suggest that lethal take of wolves in the act of a
on private land is allowed by landowners, livesto
members and authorized employees on private l
endangered and threatened phases, and that it is
landowners, livestock owners, family members, a
employees anywhere during sensitive and game
This is for several reasons: (a) it will be difficult to
150 yards of residence, (b) the provisions are pre
to allow individuals to protect private property on
only within 150 yards of their house, (c) it creates
confusion, a person would have to see that a wo
attacking livestock and then determine the distan
and judge the appropriateness of the action, and
people see wolves attacking livestock during the
that it is unnecessarily regulate this aspect.  Furt
allowing take of wolves in the act of attacking a d
is important at all phases.  The point is if a wolf c
land and starts causing problems then a person 
animals from harm, and pets are at least as valu

ttacking livestock 
ck owners, family 
and during 
 allowed by 
nd authorized 

 animal phases.  
 regulate within 
sumably in place 

 private land, not 
 unnecessary 

lf is in the act of 
ce from the house 
 (d) rarely do 
 day so I believe 
hermore, I think 
og on private land 
omes to private 
should protect their 
ed as livestock.  

For these types of reasons, the 150-yard provision was removed from 
the text and replaced with a simpler "in the act of attacking" (biting, 
wounding, or killing) provision.

4 page 55, table 6 I have concerns about the step-down approach f
wolves when they are listed as endangered or th
lethal take of wolves involved in chronic depreda
incidents in 12 months): Endangered - “Allowed a
t t /f d l t ” I thi k th h ld bs a e e era  agen s,   th n  ere s ould e mor

developed for lethal take.  How would Forest Ser
defined using the criteria of one or more properti
incidents on one entire forest, would it be a grazi
Under Endangered, I think WDFW should consid
lethal take on public lands.  On private lands, it c
state and federal agents if non-lethal did not wor
Threatened, I think WDFW should consider no le
lands also unless under extreme conditions.  I'd 
lethal take on private lands by livestock owners w
OK with the Sensitive and Game Animal criteria.

or lethal take of 
reatened.  Under 
tion (2 or more 
nywhere by 

ifi it i

Under the current strategies described in this table, only one situation 
exists for lethal take of wolves on public land during the endangered and 
threatened phases.  This involves take by state or federal managers, 
but a decision to use this tool would occur only after other management 

ti h b h t d d di i h d lle spec f c criter a 
vice lands be 
es?  Would it be 2 
ng allotment?  
er not allowing 
ould be used by 
k. While 
thal take on public 
consider allowing 
ith a permit. I am 

 

options have been exhausted and discussion has occurred among all 
appropriate agencies (e.g., the Forest Service when the depredation 
occurred on its land).  During the endangered, threatened, and sensitive 
phases, the provision to allow lethal take by "landowners, family 
members, or authorized employees" if a wolf is in the act of attacking 
(biting, wounding, or killing) livestock applies only to private land, not 
public land.  A strict definition of chronic depredation is no longer used 
in the plan, removing concerns over its application on Forest Service 
and other agency lands.   

4 page 55, table 6 What is the basis for issuing a lethal take permit 
owners?

to livestock Under the plan, WDFW can issue a permit for lethal take of wolves to a 
livestock owner.  However, the permit will be issued only after a case-by-
case evaluation of all relevant circumstances has been made.
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i k h 2 d d ti t

4 page 55, tabl
page 56, line

e 6; 
 12

What is the basis for a 2-strikes rule for lethal rem
Mexican wolves, the standard is 3 strikes before 
removal (usually non-lethal). It is also 3 strikes b
in the Northern Rocky Mtn region. Management 
populations of wolves, such as those which are l
Washington before and after downlisting to game
readily have large demographic effects when it c
other sources of natural and human-caused mor
threshold for lethal removal from 3 to 2 strikes m
significant decreases in population growth rates 
populations. If a 2-strikes policy is to be pursued
provide a quantitative analysis demonstrating a n
in policy and exploring the demographic costs to
Such an analysis could be based on data from th
Mtn wolf populations. How often do wolves with 2
get 3 or more strikes? Under what circumstances
strikes accumulate a third? What are the costs (e
livestock lost) associated with a third strike? Wha
demographic costs to removal at 2 strikes?

oval? For 
permanent 
efore lethal removal 
removals in small 
ikely to occupy 
 animal status can 

omes on top of 
tality. Reducing the 
ay result in 
in affected 
, WDFW should 
eed for this change 

 wolf populations. 
e Northern Rocky 
 strikes go on to 
 do wolves with 2 
.g. numbers of 
t would be the wolf 

A strict definition of chronic depredation has been removed from the 
plan.  As described in the text, the need to conduct lethal removal to 
resolve a depredation problem will be considered on a case-specific 
basis using pack history and size, pattern of depredations, number of 
livestock killed, state listed status of wolves, extent of proactive 
management practices being used on the property, and other factors.

4 page 56, bullet 1 I like that this limits removal of wolves to ground-based methods. Current language in the plan does not preclude aerial shooting as a 
lethal control measure.  However, WDFW will not engage in this form of 
control.

4 page 56, line 12 The remark about depredations occurring on one
i Eith k h 2 d d tis unnecessary. Either a pac  as  epre a on
not.

 or more properties 
t

Based on internal WDFW review and consideration of peer review 
t th l l t i t d fi iti f h is on any proper y or comments, the plan no longer uses a strict definition of chronic 

depredation for determining when various response options to 
depredations will be conducted.  Thus, the remark referring to 
depredation taking place on two or more occasions on one or more 
properties was removed from the text.

4 page 56, line
32

 29- Does wounding include a situation where wolves
through a fence, thereby injuring it?

 might run livestock As stated in the plan, lethal take in the act of attacking can only be used 
when a wolf is seen "biting, wounding, or killing" livestock. Chasing or 
pursuing livestock does not justify the use of lethal take.  Therefore, 
livestock injured from colliding with a fence while being chased by a 
wolf, but having no wounds resulting from direct contact with a wolf, is 
not a sufficient reason for using lethal take in the act of attacking.  In 
contrast to this situation, a livestock owner with livestock injured from 
colliding with a fence while being chased a wolf would qualify for 
compensation under certain circumstances (see chapter 4, section G, 
subsection "Compensation"), provided that there is strong supporting 
evidence that wolves were involved in causing the injury.
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4 page 56, line
36

 29- Since when is anybody who is confronted with a 
or livestock over 150 yards from a residence not 
Why make a person who kills a wolf in the act of 
yards from a residence subject to arrest?  I sugg
distance from a residence be omitted.

wolf attacking a pet 
going to respond?  
attacking a pet 151 
est that the 

The provision requiring that lethal take occur within 150 yards of a 
residence has been changed.  Lethal take in the act of attacking (biting, 
wounding, or killing) by landowners, family members, and authorized 
employees can now occur anywhere on private land while wolves are 
state listed as endangered, threatened, or sensitive, and anywhere on 
private and public land after state delisting.  The distance requirement 
for being within 150 yards of the residence was removed because of 
doubts over whether it could be enforced.

4 page 56, line
39

 38- Does "anywhere" here mean beyond the 150 yards? The provision requiring that lethal take occur within 150 yards of a 
residence has been changed.  Lethal take in the act of attacking (biting, 
wounding, or killing) by landowners, family members, and authorized 
employees can now occur anywhere on private land while wolves are 
state listed as endangered, threatened, or sensitive, and anywhere on 
private and public land after state delisting.  The distance requirement 
for being within 150 yards of the residence was removed because of 
doubts over whether it could be enforced.

4 page 56, line
41

 39- Does this mean that a motorist driving by could k
John Doe’s horse on John Doe’s property?

ill a wolf attacking This would not be allowed.  This provision of the plan has been edited.  
The plan states in chapter 4, section E, that only livestock owners, 
family members, and authorized employees are allowed to use lethal 
take in the act of attacking livestock on private land they own or lease 
while wolves are state listed as endangered, threatened, or sensitive.  
During the endangered and threatened phases, this provision will be 
rescinded if used inappropriately or if more than 2 incidents occur 
annually statewide.  After wolves are delisted, lethal take in the act of 
attacking livestock will continue to be restricted to livestock owners, 
family members, and authorized employees, but will be allowed on both 
private and public land they own or lease.

4 page 56, line
41

 40- The plan states that “…wolves could be killed in 
livestock or pets by a person anywhere”. This se
to result in relisting. Some level of regulation will 
enforced, otherwise livestock or pet owners using
practices could be killing wolves legally.

the act of attacking 
ems like a sure why 
need to be 
 poor husbandry 

This statement was changed to clarify that after delisting occurs, lethal 
take in the act of attacking by a livestock owner can is allowable only on 
private or public land that the person owns or leases.

4 page 56, line 4-6 Should insert "provided that the harassment occu
designated allotment" here.

rs on their legally This material was added.

4 page 56, par 2 Clarify why a permit and training in the use of rub
needed before using any type of non-lethal injuri

ber bullets is 
ous harassment.

Sentence was reworded.
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4 page 56, par 3 The USFWS agrees that lethal take of depredatin
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.  In some 
radio-collaring, and monitoring depredating wolf(
removal would provide locations of wolf(s) and fa
efforts.  This approach would also provide import
including seasonal movement patterns, behavior
and den locations.

g wolves should 
cases, trapping, 
s) instead of lethal 
cilitate non-lethal 
ant information, 
, and rendezvous 

No response was necessary.

4 page 56, par 3 The plan should state that lethal control will likely
at small population levels.  In addition, the plan s
that whatever method is most appropriate for qui
problem will be utilized, including aerial control.  

 be necessary even 
hould state plainly 
ck resolution of the 

A remark was inserted into the plan stating that lethal take of wolves 
could be implemented even at small population levels.  A second 
statement was also added indicating that, when necessary, the most 
appropriate method of lethal take will be used for quickly resolving a 
conflict.  Aerial shooting was not specifically named as a control method 
that could be employed.  WDFW will not engage in this form of control.

4 page 56, par 6 How will the provision for allowing lethal take in t
within 150 yards from a residence be enforced?

he act of attacking The provision requiring that lethal take occur within 150 yards of a 
residence has been changed.  Lethal take in the act of attacking (biting, 
wounding, or killing) by landowners, family members, and authorized 
employees can now occur anywhere on private land while wolves are 
state listed as endangered, threatened, or sensitive, and anywhere on 
private and public land after state delisting.  The distance requirement 
for being within 150 yards of the residence was removed because of 
doubts over whether it could be enforced.

4 page 56, 
subsection "L
take for chron
depredation"

I don’t like the definition of “chronic” used in this 
ethal 
ic 

occurrences in a 12-month period. I consulted 5 
and found the following 2 definitions that seem to
1) “marked by long duration or frequent occurren
to a habit or pattern of behavior for a long time.” 
subjectivity in determining what might constitute 
occurrence” and/or “for a long time,” my own opin
within 12 months hardly qualify.  If a pack depred
1/3/10, and 12/31/10 they would be deemed chro
3 depredations in the span of 2 years, because t
within 12 months.  In my opinion, this example co
called chronic, yet this pack would then be labele
ever-running 12-month timeframe doesn’t allow t
behavior.  I think the scorecard should operate d
biological, or grazing year, and the pack gets a n
If a pack is truly a chronic problem, it will repeat o
twice per period.

plan, i.e., 2 or more The plan no longer uses the term, "chronic" depredation.  Response 
on-line dictionaries 
 fit this scenario:  
ce” and 2) “subject 
 While there is 
“frequent 
ion is that 2 events 
ated on 1/2/09, 
nic despite having 

he latter 2 occurred 
uld hardly be 
d as such.  The 
ime off for good 
uring a calendar, 
ew start each year. 
ffend more than 

options will be evaluated on a case-specific basis and based on 
consideration of pack history and size, pattern of depredations, number 
of livestock killed, state listed status of wolves, extent of proactive 
management practices being used on the property, etc.
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4 page 56, 
subsection "L
take for chron
depredation"

ethal 
ic 

There is a double standard for wolves and livesto
Southwest and the Northern Rocky Mtn regions. 
livestock often lead to lethal removals of wolves,
losses of livestock to coyotes, bears, and cougar
“unpunished.” Loss of a calf or two to wolves can
whereas loss of several calves to other predators
doing business. Perhaps WDFW in its managem
minimize this double standard by working to redu
to non-wolf predators in wolf country.

ck in the 
Low losses of 
 whereas far larger 
s go relatively 
 seem intolerable, 
 is just the cost of 
ent can seek to 
ce livestock losses 

The plan notes that livestock producers lose far more livestock to other 
predators and causes than to wolves.   

4 page 56, 
subsection "L
take in the ac
attacking"

ethal 
t of 

I do not believe a provision for take on public lan
attacking dogs should be in place at any phase b
provisions would leave open the possibility of pe
dogs on wolves, similar to what is done with coyo

d for wolves 
ecause these 

ople utilizing decoy 
te hunting.

The plan has been edited to include a provision for lethal take of wolves 
seen in the act of attacking of domestic dogs, which will be allowed by 
anyone on private or public land after wolves are downlisted to state 
sensitive status.  The plan states that "wolves taken under this provision 
shall be reported to WDFW within 24 hours" (with one exception) and 
that "preservation of physical evidence from the attack scene for 
inspection by WDFW is required.  Wolves killed in the act of attacking 
cannot be intentionally baited, fed, or deliberately attracted."  

4 page 56, 
subsections f
lethal take

or 
Regarding lethal take, sometimes it is difficult to 
involved.  I would define “chronic depredation” in
producer(s) rather than pack.  Definition of a chro
pack seems liberal.  Two depredations could occ
period, labeling the pack a chronic depredator, e
depredated for the entire previous year.  Using th
knowing what we do about depredation patterns 
majority of wolf packs in Washington will be labe
depredators.  This is a zero tolerance approach t
which promotes intolerance for wolves.  I think it 
include history (multi-year) and proper context (p
year-long depredations vs. seasonal vs. incident
numbers, etc…) in this definition.

tell which pack(s) is 
 terms of affected 
nic depredating 
ur over a two-day 

The plan no longer uses the term, "chronic" depredation.  Response 
options will be evaluated on a case-specific basis and based on 
consideration of pack history and size, pattern of depredations, number 
of livestock killed, state listed status of wolves, extent of proactive 

ven if they have not 
is definition and 
of wolves, the 
led as chronic 
o depredation 
is important to 
ack size/status, 
al, etc.., loss 

management practices being used on the property, etc.

4 page 56, 
subsections f
lethal take

or 
Regarding lethal take, what are the incentives to
reduce depredations in return for lethal control of
wolves?  What is the reciprocal responsibility tha
working relationships, mutual respect, and tolera

 the producers to 
 depredating 
t generates positive 
nce?

Livestock owners have a responsibility to reduce wolf-livestock conflicts 
through improved husbandry practices and other proactive measures, or 
they risk being ineligible to receive compensation for subsequent 
depredations (see chapter 4, section G).
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4 page 57, line 36 In the discussion of contributions that WDFW “al
unclear just what this means.  I think that it refers
currently used to address deer and elk damage t
ventures.  If this is the money that the Plan is ref
that it would be appropriate to state that this fund
and demand regularly outstrips the availability of

ready provides”, its 
 to monies 
o agricultural 
erencing, I believe 
ing is not secure 
 these funds.

This information was added.

4 page 57, par 1 The USFWS believes that compensation for wolf
depredations will increase support by livestock p
establishment of wolves in Washington.  There c
federal program to compensate livestock produc
losses.  

-related livestock 
roducers for the 
urrently is no 
ers for wolf-related 

Compensation for wolf-related livestock losses has never been provided 
by the federal government, but has instead been paid by Defenders of 
Wildlife or various state programs in some states.  Defenders of Wildlife 
will continue to pay compensation for losses in Washington, including 
delisted areas of the state.  The plan calls for development of a state-
sponsored compensation program to be established for state-managed 
areas after approval of the plan.

4 page 57-58 The compensation section should indicate wheth
producers will be eligible for compensation.  Sim
members grazing their livestock on tribal lands b

er tribal livestock 
ilarly, will non-tribal 
e eligible?

Tribal members with livestock depredations occurring off-reservation will 
likely be eligible for compensation, but it is unclear under state law 
whether tribal members and non-tribal members with depredations on 
reservation lands would be eligible.  Based on these considerations, it 
was decided not to include specific language on this issue in the plan 
and to assume that individual incidents will be settled on a case-by-case 
basis.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

WDFW currently does not pay for livestock losse
predator in Washington. Why are wolves differen
considering the number of losses associated with
predators?  

s from any other 
t, especially 

A new law (Substitute House Bill 1778) passed in 2009 will allow some 
compensation for losses caused by other predators in Washington.  In 

 common the past, compensation was not provided for non-listed predators in part 
because livestock owners have greater freedom to deal with these 
species, especially coyotes.  In the case of wolves, which were formerly 
endangered, compensation has been an important tool for promoting 
recovery in neighboring states. Compensation is to benefit wolf recovery 
in Washington as well.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

I do not think that the approach to pay 1.5-2 time
worth is fair to the taxpayers of Washington or th
whoever will be funding the compensation fund. 
or sheep is what it is worth, it is government was
beyond the value of an object to replace it. This w
WDFW spending additional time on depredations
not to be wolf related as livestock owners attemp
compensation.

s what an animal is 
e sportsmen, 
 The value of a cow 
te to spend money 
ill also result in 
 that are known 
t to collect 

The proposal to compensate at 2 and 1.5 times for confirmed and 
probable livestock losses on grazing sites of 100 or more acres has 
been changed to payment of 2 times the value of confirmed cattle kills 
and full value for probable cattle kills on grazing sites of 100 or more 
acres.  As described in the plan, this is intended to cover additional 
undocumented wolf-caused losses of cattle on larger grazing sites to 
build greater tolerance for wolves among producers.   Livestock owners 
with other species of livestock or using smaller parcels are unlikely to 
experience losses of this type and therefore do not qualify for this higher 
level of payment.  Accountability is an important part of the 
compensation program and abuses could threaten the program.
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4 page 57-60, 
section F

The plan appears heavily skewed towards the liv
potentially will over-compensate that industry. It a
1.5x compensation is in place when wolves depr
and there are potentially others depredated lives
owner didn’t find. This overvalues an individual a
beneficial to the livestock owner when depredatio
that this is a conflict of interest for the landowner
something of mine was stolen or destroyed and I
double value for it. The plan also allows compen
no direct evidence of depredation. This again see
can be taken advantage of. Is this consistent with
Defenders of Wildlife?  I believe that compensati
is a conflict of interest for WDFW. The agency pu
lands for wildlife and wildlife should have priority.
grazing on WDFW lands should be considered p
the livestock owner when doing business on thos
for depredation on other public lands should be e
since those lands are typically under multiple use
which includes habitat for wildlife. 

estock industry and 
ppears that 2x and 

edate one animal 
tock, which the 
nimal making it 
n occurs. It seems 

. I would love it if 
 was able to gain 
sation when there is 
ms like a point that 
 other states or 

on on WDFW land 
rchased those 
 Depredation while 
art of the cost of 
e lands. Payment 
xcluded as well 
 management, 

The proposal to compensate at 2 and 1.5 times for confirmed and 
probable livestock losses on grazing sites of 100 or more acres has 
been changed to payment of 2 times the value of confirmed cattle kills 
and full value for probable cattle kills on grazing sites of 100 or more 
acres.  As described in the plan, this is intended to cover additional 
undocumented wolf-caused losses of cattle on larger grazing sites to 
build greater tolerance for wolves among producers.  Livestock owners 
with other species of livestock or using smaller parcels are unlikely to 
experience losses of this type and therefore do not qualify for this higher 
level of payment.  Development of a compensation program for 
unknown losses will also be done to increase tolerance for wolves 
among producers.  Accountability is an important part of the overall 
compensation program and abuses could threaten the program.  If 
abuses occur in the program to compensate for unknown losses, then 
WDFW will work with a balanced advisory group to determine the need 
for an alternative compensation program for this type of loss.  
Defenders of Wildlife's compensation program in the northern Rocky 
Mountain states has always paid for losses on both private and public 
lands in order to build broader support for wolves among ranching 
communities.  WDFW currently has no policy in place allowing the 
control of predators in response to livestock depredations on WDFW 
lands.  Depredations rarely if ever occur on WDFW lands under current 
circumstances.  The wolf plan recommends that compensation be paid 
for confirmed and probable wolf depredations occurring on public lands, 
which would include WDFW lands.  The compensation program for 
unknown losses will be developed at a later date, when it would be 
decided whether or not to include WDFW lands.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

I think it is difficult to justify compensating for unk
regardless of the formula used.  Ranchers I have
past, including Rod Dennis (his family owns the a
Clerc Creek Drainage in Pend Oreille County), u
there are several ways to lose livestock in the wo
depredation, especially wolf depredation.  I unde
social juggling act, but I believe WDFW will lose 
appears that the plan is considered to be too frie
industry.

nown losses 
 spoken with in the 
llotment in the Le 

nderstand that 
ods other than 
rstand that this is a 
a lot of support if it 
ndly to the livestock 

The potential for abuse is one of the main concerns with compensation 
for unknown losses.  As indicated in chapter 4, section G, and chapter 
12, task 4.4.3, the program for compensating for unknown losses will be 
developed in the future and will need to address the issue of abuse.  
Abuses could threaten the program.  If serious abuse occurs, the plan 
states that WDFW will need to "work with a balanced advisory group to 
determine the need for an alternative compensation program."

4 page 57-60, 
section F

What happens if WDFW cannot secure funding f
compensation?

or this level of Compensation is contingent upon receiving funding.  There would be no 
compensation program without funding.
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4 page 57-60, 
section F

Compensation, and accountability from the produ
confirming agency, is important, but should not b
means of appeasing the livestock industry.  In th
Mountain states, it has often been difficult to get 
evidence on some of the more questionable case
provided no claims should be paid.  I think the st
more vigilant and demanding of top-quality evide
confirming agency before paying out for wolf dam
without strictly enforcing that “livestock owners m
reasonable use of non-lethal control methods an
practices that do not unnecessarily attract wolves
compensation should be allowed; the state shou
land management agency incorporate language 
the annual operating plan for allotments.  Enforce
management practices is very appropriate for pri
but more difficult for cattle grazing public land all
land allotees, in my opinion, often get the best of
livestock losses are reimbursed if determined to 
confirmed/probable wolf-kills, and if those wolves
as chronic depredators they will ultimately be elim
incentive would the allotee have to improve his/h
practices with possibly as few as 2 calf losses (c
depredation)?

cer and the 
e interpreted as a 
e Northern Rocky 
well-documented 
s, and until that is 

ate should be much 
nce by the 
ages.  Also, 
ust demonstrate 
d animal husbandry 
,” no 

ld seek to have the 
of this nature into 
ment of best 

vate landowners, 
otments.  Public 
 both worlds; their 
be 
 become classed 
inated- what 

er husbandry 
hronic 

High quality determinations of depredation are critical to the success of 
any compensation program.  Adequate training will be important in 
making correct determinations.  It is anticipated that WDFW wolf 
specialists will make the majority of determinations.  Use of preventative 
measures and good husbandry methods by livestock operators will be 
important to prevent situations leading to depredation.  

4 page 57-60, 
section F

I’m not in favor of compensating producers of 10
especially private landowners, at 2x and 1.5x val
and probable losses, respectively.  Producers kn
out at the beginning of the grazing season, what 
end of the grazing season, and what historic leve
necessarily due to predators), therefore:  (turned
historic loss = expected return.  Any losses abov
expected return would be compensated at a one
will still overcompensate because not all livestoc
be assigned as wolf-caused losses.   

0-acre+ parcels, 
ue for confirmed 
ow what they turn 
they collect at the 
ls of loss are (not 
 out – collected) – 
e and beyond 
-to-one rate, which 
k not returning can 

This comment confuses payment for known and probable losses on 
100+ acre parcels with compensation for unknown losses.  Most of this 
comment pertains to compensation for unknown losses, which will be 
developed after approval of this plan.  It should be noted that the plan 
states that compensation for unknown losses shall not be redundant 
with payment for known and probable losses.
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4 page 57-60, 
section F

Unknown losses should not be compensated.  Th
impression that wolves may be more damaging t
case.  If significant numbers of livestock are “mis
producer should be able to document that throug
ground monitoring, if not in the first year of exces
certainly in the succeeding year(s).  

is gives the 
han is actually the 
sing,” the livestock 
h increased on-the-
sive losses, 

Livestock losses caused by wolves represent just a small percentage of 
overall predator losses in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.  The 
Washington wolf plan recommends paying compensation for unknown 
losses to foster tolerance for wolf recovery among livestock producers in 
the state.  Details of the program will be developed after approval of the 
plan.  The plan acknowledges the need for accountability in paying 
compensation for unknown losses to avoid the kinds of problems that 
have happened in a similar program in Idaho.  If a high degree of 
accountability cannot be accomplished, the plan states that WDFW will 
work with a balanced advisory group "to determine the need for an 
alternative compensation program."

4 page 57-60, 
section F

Compensation should be established under state
by the state to avoid political conflicts of interests
come with pro-wolf conservation groups.  Wyomi
negative feelings from ranchers about compensa
groups. Many livestock producers felt that they w
blackmailed by pro-wolf groups. Numerous ranch
not accept payment rather than deal with private
mentions ranchers being paid twice the value of 
value seems arbitrary. If you choose to compens
more than the actual value of the livestock, I wou
on historical losses. Based on limited research d
records, Wyoming compensates ranchers for wo
of confirmed kills to the number of missing livesto
calves or sheep, the rancher is paid for up to 7 a
calf or sheep for every confirmed depredation. If 
cattle, then the rancher is paid on a 1:1 ratio.

 statute and paid 
 that inevitably 
ng has a history of 
tion from private 
ere being 
ers preferred to 

 groups. Your plan 
lost livestock. That 
ate ranchers for 
ld base payment 
ata and ranchers' 
lf losses on a ratio 

Details of a state compensation program will be developed after 
approval of the plan.  While some ranchers may not accept payments 
from Defenders of Wildlife, ranchers in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming 
have accepted more than a million dollars in compensation from the 
group since 1987.  

ck. If wolves kill 
dditional missing 
wolves kill adult 

4 page 57-60, 
section F

Establishing a compensation program for wolf-ca
losses can be an effective tolerance building tool
some of the impacts to livestock producers.

used livestock 
 while mitigating 

No response was necessary.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

The structure of a compensation program is all im
its purposes, which are to generate tolerance for
mitigate impacts.  An effective compensation pro
mutual respect, accountability, fairness in applica
responsibilities.

portant to insure 
 wolves and 
gram is built on 
tion, and reciprocal 

No response was necessary.
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ll i th k d ll t b f l i ti t l

4 page 57-60, 
section F

The compensation program outlined in the plan a
the Northern Rocky Mtns model, which, unfortun
not the best model to follow.  Although this mode
some monetary compensation for livestock losse
evidence that it has increased tolerance for wolv
suggest an incentive-based wolf control program
reciprocal responsibility approach implemented t
producer agreements (Allotment Plans or Wolf/L
Plans) that would use compensation as one ince
tolerance and reduce depredations.

ppears to follow 
ately, is probably 
l has provided 
s, there is no 
es.  I would instead 
 based on a 
hrough formal 
ivestock Interaction 
ntive to promote 

Follow-up communication with this peer reviewer provided clarification 
on this comment.  The reviewer defined "incentive-based" control 
programs for wolves as those that rely much more heavily on requiring 
livestock operators to use agency-provided proactive measures in 
exchange for paying them compensation and using lethal control of 
wolves on their grazing properties.  This type of program offers an 
alternative to the compensation and lethal control approach currently 
being used to resolve wolf-livestock conflicts in the northern Rocky 
Mountains states.  Language in the wolf plan has been revised to more 
clearly state that producers will be responsible for following best 
management practices in order to receive compensation.  Substitute 
House Bill 1778 also indicates that livestock owners must use self-help 
preventative measures (including non-lethal methods and department-
provided materials) prior to the depredation to be eligible for 
compensation.  Although not specifically mentioned, development of 
incentive-based conflict reduction programs would fall under a new task 
(4.2.8) that was added to the plan.  This task calls for exploring 
opportunities to develop new approaches for reducing wolf-livestock 
conflicts.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

I feel the compensation program as established i
effectively achieve the intended goal of fostering
the compensation program is too liberal, particula
and unverified loss element of the program.  I be

ill i th k d ill t b f l iwi  m ss e mar  an  wi  no  e success u  n g
for wolves.  Because this program places no resp
burden on producers to adjust to wolves and help
depredations, provides compensation for factors
documented or verified, and has little oversight, i
misuse and fraud.  The program will be perceive
entitlement shifting the focus to how best to take
benefits (monetary return) and neglecting its purp
tolerance and reduce deprecations).  An effective
program must have accountability and be part of
agreements outlining clear reciprocal responsibil
business arrangement, WDFW must benefit som
compensation.  What are WDFW benefits for pro
compensation to producers as the program is cu
the plan?

n the plan will not 
 tolerance.  I fear 
rly the unknown 

lieve this program 
ti t l

Follow-up communication with this peer reviewer provided clarification 
on this comment.  The reviewer defined "incentive-based" control 
programs for wolves as those that rely much more heavily on requiring 
livestock operators to use agency-provided proactive measures in 

h f i th ti d i l th l t l fenera ng o erance 
onsibilities or 
 reduce 

 that can not be 
t will surely invite 
d as a government 
 advantage of its 
ose (generate 
 compensation 

 incentive-based 
ities.  As in any 
ehow for providing 
viding 
rrently structured in 

exchange for paying them compensation and using lethal control of 
wolves on their grazing properties.  This type of program offers an 
alternative to the compensation and lethal control approach currently 
being used to resolve wolf-livestock conflicts in the northern Rocky 
Mountains states.  Language in the wolf plan has been revised to more 
clearly state that producers will be responsible for following best 
management practices in order to receive compensation.  Substitute 
House Bill 1778 also indicates that livestock owners must use self-help 
preventative measures (including non-lethal methods and department-
provided materials) prior to the depredation to be eligible for 
compensation.  Although not specifically mentioned, development of 
incentive-based conflict reduction programs would fall under a new task 
(4.2.8) that was added to the plan.  This task calls for exploring 
opportunities to develop new approaches for reducing wolf-livestock 
conflicts.
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4 page 57-60, 
section F

I would be reluctant to establish an arbitrary com
you have Washington specific data.  The 2:1 rati
for private lands larger than 100 acres.  This min
too small.  A producer should know exactly what
acreages this small.  It is important to remember
ranches or allotments is only a minor determinan
probability.  Much more important are factors suc
remoteness, forest cover, terrain, animal husban
and number of livestock.  Basing compensation r
geographic area alone is too simplistic and not a
plan element will invite misuse and fraudulent cla

pensation ratio until 
o is not appropriate 
imum acreage is 
 his losses are on 
 that size of 
t of detection 
h as access, 
dry practices, type 
atios on 
ppropriate.  This 
ims.

The selection of 100 acres as the size for which a producer should be 
able to detect all losses was made by the Wolf Working Group.  Factors 
such as access, remoteness, forest cover, terrain, animal husbandry 
practices, type and number of livestock are probably more important 
than parcel size in detection probability.  Parcel size was used in the 
plan as a simple proxy for these other factors because of the difficulty in 
incorporating them into a two-tier compensation program.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

Compensation ratios for probable losses are high
misuse of the program.  To be consistent with co
figure should be 1:1.  Why are probable losses c
higher relative rate than confirmed losses, when 
definition, have a lower probability of actually bei

 and will also invite 
nfirmed losses, this 
ompensated for a 
probable losses, be 
ng killed by wolves?

The compensation rate for probable losses on large grazing areas was 
changed to provide payment for two animals at half the current market 
value, as recommended by this reviewer, for cattle only.  Previously, the 
plan had recommended that compensation be paid for three animals at 
half the current market value and covered all types of livestock.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

Compensation ratios should be specific to type o
example, compensation ratios should be 1:1 for d
losses.  Compensation ratios should only be app
roundup.  What happens if a producer is compen
of 10 calves, when he is only missing 5 total afte
Compensation ratios should not be applied beyo
documented missing livestock accounting for nor
loss.  How will WDFW validate numbers on, num
missing through the grazing season?  If WDFW w
compensating for missing livestock, there must b
the claims.

f livestock.  For 
omestic sheep 

lied until after fall 
sated for the loss 
r round-up?  

This comment confuses payment for known and probable losses with 
compensation for unknown losses.  Most of this comment pertains to 
compensation for unknown losses, which will be developed after 
approval of this plan.  It should be noted that the plan states that 
compensation for unknown losses shall not be redundant with payment 

nd actual 
mal non-wolf death 
bers off, numbers 
ill be 

e a way to validate 

for known and probable losses.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

Accountability for veterinary costs and other indir
loss, nervousness, additional staff time, etc…) w
It will be extremely difficult to document and valid
veterinary and other indirect costs, again opening
of this program.  How will WDFW administer this
compensation program should be administered m
insurance business.  You must be able to validat
the program fairly across clients.  Otherwise, the
high probability of entertaining fraudulent claims 
taking funds away from valid claims) and could b
clients as being unfairly administered.   Such a p
generate tolerance for wolves, only intolerance fo
and the compensation program.

ect costs (weight 
ill be a nightmare.  
ate claims for 
 the door to abuse 

 program?  The 
uch like an 

e claims to apply 
 program has a 
(wasting funds and 
e criticized by its 
rogram will not 
r wolves, WDFW, 

Veterinary costs for livestock injured by wolves are covered by 
Defenders of Wildlife and have not been an administrative problem in 
managing their compensation program to our knowledge, thus this is not 
expected to be a problem in Washington.  The other concerns listed in 
this comment (weight loss, nervousness, additional staff time, etc) are 
not covered under the compensation program described in the plan.  
Accountability is identified in the plan as being critical to the success of 
the compensation program, with establishment of a review board being 
proposed to ensure a high degree of accountability.
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4 page 57-60, 
section F

Regarding eligibility for compensation, at a minim
producer must have a history of verified (by WDF
presence and confirmed wolf depredation on his 
as verified presence and confirmed wolf depreda
claim, 2) criteria for confirmed and probable wolf
(Idaho Wildlife Services has guidelines/definition
I would not include tooth punctures, broken bone
feeding patterns as these criteria are not or minim
I would include a) photo documentation of all evi
scene, attack sites, kill site, drag marks) used to 
determination, b) use of a standardized depredat
and c) most importantly a full necropsy to determ
patterns.  An absence of hemorrhaging should tr
call.

um, 1) the 
W) past wolf 
livestock, as well 
tion the year of the 
 kills are too liberal 
s that may help), 3) 
s, or wolf-like 
ally diagnostic, 4) 

dence (chase 
make a 
ion report form,  
ine hemorrhaging 
igger a non-wolf 

We've adjusted and clarified language in the plan regarding the criteria 
for assigning confirmed and probable wolf depredation.  This new 
language is taken from the definitions used by USDA Wildlife Services 
in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.  Use of a standardized reporting 
form, photos, and necropsies will be required during depredation 
investigations in Washington.

4 page 57-60, 
section F

I am confused about compensation for unknown 
indicates producers will be eligible for unknown l
at least 2 depredations.  Will producers that are c
confirmed and/or probable losses also be compe
unknown losses?  This seems like double counti

losses.  The plan 
osses in areas with 
ompensated for 
nsated for 
ng to me.  

As stated in the plan, no redundancy is allowed between the two types 
of compensation.  

4 page 57-60, 
section F

Basing unknown losses on a 5-year running aver
as the historic non-wolf loss rate will remain the s
the first wolf depredation claim is authorized.  Th
above historic levels will be attributed to wolves, 
loss rate will always remain the same; there will b
year average after the first wolf claim.  How are y
account for non-wolf related losses and annual fl
losses for missing livestock?

age is problematic 
ame forever once 
at is, all losses 

The plan states that the design of the compensation program for 
unknown losses will need to be developed.  Because of this reviewer's 
concern, the statement in the plan regarding the use of data from the 

so the non-wolf 
e no running 5 
ou going to 
uctuations in these 

"most recent five years" was changed to "perhaps the most recent five 
years."  This reflects that the program details have not yet been 
developed.
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4 page 57-60, 
section F

The Washington Compensation Review Board m
of WDFW staff.  Balanced conservation and lives
should be welcomed as ad hoc members to prov
transparency.  The two WDFW specialists and p
agents (if they are involved in depredation invest
voting members of the Review Board.  I can not 
latter point enough.  These are the folks that wor
producers day in and day out.  These are the folk
to validate claims.  It is important to remember, th
will know all affected producers.  They will know 
are having wolf problems and which are not.  The
members on the Review Board.  This is a WDFW
spending WDFW funds.  It must be administered
protect its interests, insure accountability, and as
application.

ust be composed 
tock interests 
ide program 
ossible WS field 
igations) must be 
emphasize this 
k with affected 
s that will be able 
e wolf specialists 

which producers 
y must be voting 
 program 
 by WDFW to 
sure fairness of 

Mention of a Washington Compensation Review Board has been 
removed from the plan except to say that some sort of multi-interest 
review board may be needed to assess the validity of claims seeking 
compensation for unknown losses.  A review board would not be 
involved in matters concerning payment of compensation for confirmed 
and probable kills, which will be paid automatically.  Whether or not a 
review board contains WDFW staff will be determined at a later time.

4 page 58, 
compensation

Tribal lands should be included in the text for parts 1a and 1b. State law provides no direct legal authority for paying or not paying 
compensation for depredation losses on tribal lands, thus it is unclear 
whether such payments can be made.  WDFW does not provide 
compensation for other wildlife-related conflicts on tribal lands, and 
there is no requirement to do so under the new wildlife compensation 
legislation (Substitute House Bill 1778) that was passed in 2009.

4 page 58, line
20

s 19- I don’t like use of the word “suspected” here. "Suspected" was changed to "probable."

4 page 58, lines 6-8 This is written in a way that makes it sounds like 
are giving their permission to allow wolves to rec
wouldn’t want to get paid by the government?

livestock producers 
over.  Also, who 

The wording of this sentence was changed in response to this 
comment.
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4 page 58-59, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

A compensation program that is fair, affordable, 
along way in developing social tolerance for wolv
The program outlined in the plan is well thought o
The only concern is how to pay for such a progra
more detailed assessment of how this compensa
be paid for and sustained over time is needed. A
program full of empty promises would do more h
social tolerance than one that is less expensive b
sustainable and reliable.  While the 2 times value
value compensation proposed for confirmed and
kills may make sense based on Oakleaf’s resear
2006) and suggestions concerning ratios of confi
unconfirmed livestock kills, payment for unrecove
losses (i.e. missing cattle) in addition to the prop
confirmed and probable losses seems excessive
seen as such by many people.  The survey ques
on public support for livestock compensation has
approval margin (56%); it would seem wise not to
general public as overdoing the livestock compen
Other states that pay wolf livestock damage com
confirmed kills and in some cases probable kills.
other states that pay for unrecovered or unknown

and effective will go 
es in Washington. 
ut by the group. 
m. It seems like a 
tion package can 
 compensation 
arm in developing 
ut more 
 and 1.5 times 
 probable livestock 
ch (Oakleaf et al. 
rmed to 
red or unknown 

osed payment for 
, and will likely be 
tion that you quote 
 a pretty narrow 
 be seen by the 
sation issue.  

pensation pay for 
 I am unaware of 
 livestock losses.  

It is unknown whether a program paying compensation for unknown 
losses can be successful.  a program of this type in Idaho has 
encountered problems with lack of adequate funding and abuse.  

4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

I disagree with 100 acres defined as large and su
acres, equivalent to a full section.

ggest using 640 The selection of 100 acres as the size for which a producer should be 
able to detect all losses was made by the Wolf Working Group.  Factors 
such as access, remoteness, forest cover, terrain, animal husbandry 
practices, type and number of livestock are probably more important 
than parcel size in detection probability.  Parcel size was used in the 
plan as a simple proxy for these other factors because of the difficulty in 
incorporating them into a two-tier compensation program.
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4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

WDFW convened a stakeholder group to develop
for resolving wildlife conflicts with agriculture.  A 
proposed caps for compensation on cattle and o
suggest the wolf plan defer to the caps proposed
Federal crop insurance programs typically pay 85
for lost/damaged crops.  Intent of these crop insu
to maintain cash flow, not ensure profit. Paying m
value creates incentives to make claims or manip
such as directing your sick/old cattle to areas of w
numbers of claims could require significant amou
agency personnel and, the agency is paying the 
investigations.  I’m sure the insurance industry co
describe the effect that paying more than market
would impact their business.

 recommendations 
draft RCW 
ther livestock.  I 
 in the draft RCW.  
-90% of the value 
rance programs is 
ore than market 
ulate the system, 
olf activity. Large 

nts of time from 
cost for 
uld clearly 

 value for losses 

The initial portion of this comment refers to Substitute House Bill 1778, 
which was passed in the 2009 legislative session and covers payment 
of compensation for wildlife-caused crop damage and livestock 
depredation.  It offers compensation of up to $200 per sheep, $1,500 
per head of cattle, and $1,500 per horse for any animal killed or injured 
by cougars, bears, or wolves.  However, payment of compensation is 
dependent on a legislative appropriation each biennium.  Other 
stipulations include that livestock owners must have used self-help 
preventative measures (including non-lethal methods and department-
provided materials; a few exceptions apply) and have exhausted other 
compensation options from non-profit organizations before becoming 
eligible to receive payment.  The compensation portion of SHB 1778 
goes into effect July 1, 2010.  The second part of this comment refers to 
the wolf plan's intent to pay more than the value of confirmed and 
probable livestock losses related to wolf predation on land parcels 100 
or more acres in size.  This part of the wolf plan has been changed to 
cover cattle losses only on larger land parcels and now states that 
payment for each confirmed loss will be made for two animals at the 
current market value and for each probable loss payment will be made 
for two animals at half the current market value.  The intention of this 
part of the compensation program is twofold.  First, unlike producers of 
sheep and other livestock, cattle producers are more likely to 
experience unverifiable losses on larger parcels, where finding all 
depredations becomes difficult.  Second, it is hoped that this level of 
payment will build greater tolerance for wolves among livestock 
producers in general in Washington.     

4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

As an example of an alternative compensation p
be more effective in Washington, Israel (Nemtzo
Damage Prevention news No. 6, 2003) and othe
that funding preventative programs was more eff
compensation. Israel also required a deductible b
compensation. For herds less than 200 animals i
animal was not compensated for. Larger operatio
higher deductible.

rogram that might 
v in Carnivore 
r countries found 
ective than offering 
efore providing 

n size, the first 
ns required a 

Information from Nemtzov (2003) was not added to the plan because 
evidence from the Northern Rocky Mountain states suggests that 
proactive deterrents and compensation work best when used together.  
However, in one small area of Israel, Nemtzov (2003) reported that the 
farming cooperative paying most of the costs related to wolf 
management concluded that paying for expanded use of proactive 
deterrents was more effective in dealing with the problem of wolf 
depredation than paying compensation.

4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

I suggest that livestock producers who illegally ki
wildlife violations to occur on their private/leased
thereafter be prohibited from receiving compensa

ll wolves or allow 
 lands should 
tion.

WDFW does not place this type of prohibition on other forms of wildlife 
compensation, thus it would not be applied to those receiving 
compensation for wolf-caused losses.
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4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

I suggest that compensation should not be paid o
where grazing has not occurred prior approval of
new grazing allotment is opened up afterwards, t
factor in the expense of dealing with wolves into 

n public lands 
 this plan. Thus, if a 
he bidders should 
their business plan.

The plan recommends that compensation be paid on public land, 
regardless of the circumstances, including whether wolves were present 
prior to the opening of a new allotment.  When new allotments are 
opened in areas with wolves, it will be important that the responsible 
land management agency, WDFW, and others work with the permittees 
to incorporate best management practices for avoiding conflicts with 
wolves.  

4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

I suggest that unused compensation funds shoul
preventative (proactive) measures.

d be directed to New legislation that covers compensation for all types of wildlife 
damage is capped at $150,000 (including $120,000 from the state 
wildlife fund and $30,000 from the general fund).  This level of funding is 
probably not sufficient to cover all wildlife damage, thus it is not 
anticipated that there will be unused funds from this source.  In addition 
to this funding, the plan recommends that additional funding sources be 
developed for verified and unknown losses and for implementing 
proactive measures.  These sources of funding may or may not be 
separate from each other.

4 page 58-60, 
subsection 
"Compensation"

I suggest that reduced compensation be given to
(e.g., those earning more than $250,000 in yearl
defined by USDA).

 larger operators 
y gross sales as 

This stipulation would add another layer of complexity to development 
and implementation of a workable compensation program, thus it was 
not added to the plan.

4 page 59, line 12 It would seem appropriate to include a reduction 
financial gain that the owner received from the sa
carcass or other products. For example, if a cow
attack and the meat or hide can be recovered, th
of the livestock should not be paid by the compe

in payment for any 
le of a salvageable 

 is injured in a wolf 
en the entire value 

This information was added.

nsation fund. 

4 page 59, line 24 Develop a standard that the hotline is checked a
24 hours.

t least once every This information was added to chapter 12, task 4.3.2.

4 page 59, line 33 What category would include an instance where 
that wolves had fed on/scavenged a carcass, bu
animal's death was uncertain.

evidence indicated 
t  the cause of the 

Instances where the cause of death was uncertain would fall under the 
new category of "unconfirmed cause of death."  Depending on the 
evidence present, clear examples of wolf scavenging on a carcass 
could fall under any of four categories: confirmed non-wolf depredation, 
unconfirmed depredation, non-depredation, or unconfirmed cause of 
death.

4 page 59, line 39 These criteria seem extremely vulnerable to abuse. We've adjusted and clarified language in the plan regarding the criteria 
for assigning confirmed and probable wolf depredation.  This new 
language is taken from the definitions used by USDA Wildlife Services 
in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.  Use of a standardized reporting 
form, photos, and necropsies will be required during depredation 
investigations in Washington.  Depredation investigations will be made 
by trained personnel from WDFW or USDA Wildlife Services, thus 
determinations of probable wolf depredation should not be vulnerable to 
abuse.
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4 page 59, line 7 I suggest covering compensation here up to the 
injured animal.

market value of the This information was added.

4 page 59, lines 7-9 Shouldn't the loss of herding and guarding dogs 
for as well?

be compensated Guarding/herding animals are included under the definition of livestock 
(see glossary) in this plan, thus compensation will be paid for their 
losses.  Additional wording was added chapter 4, section G, to clarify 
this.

4 page 59, par 4 The USFWS has been monitoring the Washingto
since February 2007.  It has been used primarily
observation reports.  If it is going to be used in th
suspected wolf depredations, agency personnel 
monitor it on a regular basis including weekends
recommend that phone contact number(s) be inc
hotline recorder for making suspected wolf depre
This process should be similar to the way other w
and violations are reported. 

n Wolf Hotline 
 for wolf 
e future to report 
would have to 
 and holidays.  We 
luded on the 
dation reports.  
ildlife emergencies 

Chapter 12, task 4.3.2, refers readers interested in the hotline to the 
response guidelines in appendix I and the WDFW wolf website for 
current hotline telephone numbers, reporting guidelines, and associated 
information.

4 page 59, 
subsection 
"Eligibility"

A fifth category should be added to cover non-depredation events. This new category was added, as was a sixth category for unconfirmed 
cause of death.

4 page 60, line
39

s 37- I have the concern that down the road the ranchi
compensation for other predator losses, which ob
outweigh anything wolves can do.  Once the com
opened, what will stop it at wolves?

ng lobby will want 
viously far 
pensation door is 

A new law (Substitute House Bill 1778) passed in 2009 will provide 
compensation for some of the losses caused by other predators in 
Washington.

4 page 60, par 1 The set of recommended management practices
compensation needs to be defined or referred to

 for continued Language was inserted indicating that best management practices 
 in this section. include removal of dead and dying livestock and other proactive 

measures. 
4 page 60, par 1 It needs to be defined who determines reasonab

Washington Compensation Review Board.
le, i.e., the The phrase "reasonable attempt" was removed from the text.

4 page 60, par 1 Somewhere in the report it needs to be specified
Board is appointed.

 how the Review Mention of a Washington Compensation Review Board has been 
removed from the plan.  Language was added indicating that a multi-
interest review board could be established to improve accountability, 
etc.

4 page 60, par 2 This seems extremely likely to be abused.  Herd 
minimal due to disease, etc and loss of animals m
factors other than wolves.

health may be 
ay be due to 

A compensation program for unknown losses must have a high degree 
of verifiability or else the program will fail.  If a program can not be 
developed that minimizes abuse, then WDFW and an advisory group 
will look at alternatives.  No changes to the text were made in response 
to this comment.
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4 page 60, par 4 Why are citizens unfamiliar with wolf predation 
techniques/signs/behavior being allowed to deter
signs are?  These criteria should be established 
who specialize in wolves.

mine what the 
by wildlife biologists 

Mention of a Washington Compensation Review Board has been 
removed from the plan except to say that some sort of multi-interest 
review board may be needed to assess the validity of claims seeking 
compensation for unknown losses.  Members of such a review board 
would not conduct field investigation themselves, which will instead by 
performed by trained personnel from WDFW or USDA Wildlife Services.  
No changes to the text were made in response to this comment.

4 page 60, 
subsection 2

What is the data source for historic losses?  Hop
documentation exists beyond handwritten notes 
operator.  These documents are easily generated
historic losses than the first year wolves show up

efully some formal 
provided by an 
 to show lower 
.

The plan has been changed to recommend that WDFW work with a 
multi-interest stakeholder group to establish the compensation program 
for unknown losses.  They will work together to develop the program, 
including development of a method to validate historic losses as a 
baseline, demonstration of current year losses, criteria for excluding 
payment for unusual levels of death losses from non-wolf-related 
sources (e.g., other predators, weather, disease), and determining the 
best method for reviewing and validating claims.

5 page 61, par 2 Should indicate that moose are a major prey species in much of BC. This information was added.

5 page 61, par 2 Should note that wolf predation can affect small p
bighorn sheep (and other species).

opulations of This information was added to page 63.

5 page 61-64, 
sections A and B

This material is well done. No response was necessary.

5 page 61-64, 
sections A an

Predator & prey relationships.  You did a great jo
d B right that it's a mess when you want to make con

bottom line that you did not mention; interpreting
between studies probably comes from where to p
carrying capacity (K). If prey are at or close to K,
doesn't mean much, or is compensatory; if prey a
wolf predation means a lot and is additive.  That 
thru all those studies you mentioned and why the
different results.  Where are prey relative to K? M
one knows, that's a hard thing to determine. The
which you refer in the plan is a classic example, 
killing predators won't do much. 

b here and you are This information was added to section A.
clusions, but one 
 the differences 
rey sit relative to 

 then wolf predation 
re below K, then 

will be the thread 
y came up with 
ost of the time no 

 Clearwater to 
elk prob at K so 

5 page 61-75, 
chapter 5

I believe the plan gives adequate background inf
prey interactions and the status of Washington's 

ormation on wolf-
ungulate species.

No response was necessary.

5 page 61-75, 
chapter 5

Predictions of the expected numbers of elk and d
killed annually by wolves in Washington should b
chapter.

eer that will be 
e added to the 

This information already exists in chapter 14.  A note was added in 
chapter 5 (see new section C) directing readers to chapter 14, section 
C.
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5 page 61-75, 
chapter 5; pa
99-101, task 

ge 
5

You might want to develop strategies that describ
address the impacts of wolves on specific ungula
segments. This would apply to listed and delisted

e how you will 
te herds or herd 
 wolves.

Language was added to chapter 12, task 5.4, stating that development 
of site-specific strategies may be necessary if research determines that 
wolf predation is causing excessive harm to specific ungulate 
populations.

5 page 62, line 35 Human disturbance/development should be adde
influencing prey populations.

d as another factor This information was added.

5 page 62, line 35 Disease, loss of habitat due to human developm
collisions remove large numbers of prey species
especially deer.

ent, and vehicle 
 annually as well, 

These factors were added to the sentence.

5 page 62, pars 2, 3 These two paragraphs touch on improving the ge
species by removing weak animals.  Should this 
huge bonus for bringing wolves back into the eco
more to say and reference in regards to this issu

ne pool of prey 
be highlighted as a 
system?  Is there 

e?

The plan mentions (chapter 6, section D) that removal of "weak" prey by 
wolves can to lead to increased herd productivity, but we unaware of 
scientific evidence that it can "improve" the gene pools of prey 
populations.  No changes to the text were made in response to this 
comment.

5 page 63, line
31

s 29- Sentence is confusing or should be deleted. Sentence was reworded.

5 page 63, line
42

s 41- I think it would be important to indicate that there
in decline where there are no wolves. I believe o
Elkhorn Mountains.

 are elk populations 
ne area is the 

This information was added to this paragraph.

5 page 63, par 3 A key issue in regards to disease/genetic inferior
animals that have inferior genes/immune system
be killed first, thereby improving/strengthening th
theory, not sure what research has been done to
Genetically inferior ungulates have not been disc
section.

ity would be:  
s would be likely to 
e gene pool (in 
 support this).  

The plan mentions (chapter 6, section D) that removal of "weak" prey by 
wolves can to lead to increased herd productivity, but we unaware of 
scientific evidence that it can "improve" the gene pools of prey 
populations.  No changes to the text were made in response to this 

ussed in this comment.

5 page 64, line
43

 42- This section discusses a post-hunting-season po
the state.  At least for the Mt. St. Helens elk herd
population are calculated using the Sex-Age-Kill 
which estimates a pre-season population.  This m
reconstructs the population based on the numbe
human hunters annually and various age and se
method generates a hypothetical population that
as a September 1 estimate of the elk population.

pulation of elk in 
, estimations of 
modeling method, 
odel essentially 

r of males killed by 
x ratios.  This 
 might be thought of 

The text was edited to remove the term "post-hunting season."  Further 
inquiries with WDFW staff revealed that some herds are surveyed 
before the hunting season, while others are surveyed afterwards.  Thus, 
reference to time of survey period was eliminated here.

5 page 64, line 43 The text refers to an estimate of the statewide el
fails to recognize elk that may reside nearly entir
reservations or within national parks.  This is me
figure 7 and Table 7.  It would be appropriate to m
the text as well.

k population but 
ely on tribal 
ntioned later in 

ention these elk in 

This information was added.
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5 page 64, par 1 Is it possible elk numbers inflated artificially since
wolves during the past 100 years?  Elk have like
they did not historically exist in large numbers du
to predation.  Now that wolves are present again
populations be contracting to historic levels (pre-

 the extirpation of 
ly moved into areas 
e to vulnerabilities 
, might elk/ungulate 
Europeans).

A remark about elk numbers being artificially high in the northern portion 
of Yellowstone National Park was added.  WDFW is not familiar with 
any information describing elk numbers in Yellowstone or other areas 
before European settlement.  Similarly, we do not know of any evidence 
suggesting that recent elk numbers in Yellowstone or other areas are 
declining to levels consistent with pre-European settlement population 
sizes.

5 page 65, figure 7 The Mt. St. Helens elk herd area should be show
the western two-thirds of Klickitat county (essent
388) Also, the figure incorrectly shows the Yakim
Reservation extending southward into nearly the
Klickitat County. The reservation only covers a v
the northern central portion of the county, perhap
area of the county. 

n to include about 
ially GMUs 578 and 
a Indian 
 northern half of 
ery narrow slice of 
s 5% of the total 

The figure was corrected.

5 page 65, lines 5-7 It is important to distinguish the differences betw
westside habitat conditions. On the eastside, fire
past several decades has reduced forage availab
However, large high severity fires are creating si
early successional forest, offsetting reductions in
This is not the case on the westside.

een eastside and 
 exclusion over the 
ility in some areas. 

gnificant areas of 
 timber harvest. 

This information was added.

5 page 65, par 2 There are potential concerns about wolf predatio
caribou.

n on mountain This is addressed in chapter 6, section C.

5 page 66, table 7 Olympic National Park has estimated 3,060 living
park boundaries.

 year-round  inside This information was added.

5 page 66, table 7 The current post-season population of elk on the
range  is about 4000 and 9500 for the Colockum 
Yakima herds respectively.  I’m not sure what the
estimate is for Hanford (I’d guess 700-800).  The
season populations are higher.   

 surveyed winter 
herd and main 
 population 
 actual and pre-

Numbers for these herds were updated.

5 page 66, table 8 It would be valuable to include data from the rece
Mountains study.

nt 2003-2006 Blue Additional information was incorporated from an older study of calf 
mortality in the Blue Mountains.  Information from the 2003-2006 study 
will be added if it is summarized and made available before the 
completion of the wolf plan.

5 page 66, tabl
and 8

es 7 Suggest moving these tables to before individual herd summaries. This change was made so that the text for all 10 elk herds was linked 
together.

5 page 67, par 4 There are also an estimated 5,000 elk on the Yakama Reservation.  This estimate for the reservation was confirmed and was added to the 
text.

5 page 67, par 4 WDFW now feeds about 70% of the Yakima herd
number is expected to continue to increase to pe
the next 8 years.

 annually.  The 
rhaps 75-80% in 

The information referenced here was added to Section D of this chapter.

5 page 68, line 26 This is a pre-season estimate. No change was made
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5 page 68, line 29 Northern Clark County should be removed from t
lots of elk.  Very few elk are there and this is in a
managed for elk.

he list of areas with 
n area not 

This correction was made.

5 page 68, line 35 The three bullets under this heading are too simp
GMUs are managed with general seasons for “an
groups (including modern firearms), three GMUs
under a permit-only basis for all user groups, arc
allowed to take antlerless animals with general s
GMUs, etc. 

lified.  Several 
y elk” for all user 

 are managed 
hery hunters are 
eason tags in many 

These corrections were made.  Based on this comment, revisions were 
made to remarks on harvest management for the other nine elk herds.

5 page 68, line 42 Olympic National Park has estimated 3,060 living
park boundaries.

 year-round  inside This information was added.

5 page 69, line 18 It’s not really correct to say that Washington has 
deer.  Mule deer and white-tailed deer are classi
species with blacktails usually considered a subs
deer and Columbian whitetails considered a subs
in general.  Specifically, mule deer are Odocoileu
blacktails called Odocoileus hemionus columbian
are called Odocoileus virginianus with Columbia
called Odocoileus virginianus leucurus .  It might
mentioning that mule deer and blacktails readily 
each other along the eastern slope of the Cascad
the SE Cascades – Klickitat Co.). Hybrid individu
essentially impossible to classify as one or the ot

four subspecies of 
fied as distinct 
pecies of mule 
pecies of whitetails 
s hemionus, with 
us and whitetails 

n white-tailed deer 
 also be worth 
cross-breed with 
es (especially in 

als that are 
her are common.

The four subspecies are: mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus hemionus ), 
black-tailed deer (O. h. columbianus ), white-tailed deer (O. virginianus 
ochrourus ), and Columbian white-tailed deer (O. v. leucurus ).  A 
statement about mule deer and black-tailed deer hybridizing with one 
another was added to the subsection on black-tailed deer.

5 page 69, line 26 This generalized statement about reduced emph
in misleading. On the east-side fires are creating
successional forest conditions.

asis on clearcutting 
 plenty of early-

This information was added.

5 page 69, line 8 “This is Washington’s least known elk herd”.  I’m
statement means.  In size it ranks 4th out of 10 a
and it’s certainly known to lots of people in south
Washington.  Maybe what is meant here is that t
management plan for the herd.

 not sure what this 
ccording to Table 7 
western 
here isn’t a current 

This statement was removed and replaced with some additional text.

5 page 70, line 15 It would be appropriate to list pronghorn as havin
capacity equal to whitetails, i.e. when nutrition is 
ovulate and become pregnant as fawns and twin
among females of at least 1½ years of age.

g reproductive 
good, females can 
ning is common 

The sentence noting this in the plan was changed to say that white-
tailed deer have "one of the highest" reproductive capacities among 
North American ungulates.

5 page 71, line
25, 28

s 23, Text should be corrected to read "at least three a
side".

ntler points on one This correction was made at these locations and elsewhere regarding 
elk.
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5 page 72, figure 9 The map of moose distribution should be update
shown in the Game Mgmt Plan, 2009-2015.

d to match that The moose range map in the Game Management Plan, 2009-2015, 
depicts projected distribution of moose in the state based on habitat 
considerations rather than actual occurrence.  Thus, it too is potentially 
flawed.  Upon further discussion with staff of the WDFW Game Division, 
a new map of moose distribution was generated.  This has been added 
to the plan.

5 page 72, figure 9 The map should show that the Blue Mtns has a n
moose population.

ew and expanding This information was added.

5 page 72, figu
par 4

re 9, Figure should show that moose are present in O
Text should indicate that moose are occasionally
Co.

kanogan County.  
 present in Chelan 

Figure caption has been corrected to state that the figure depicts the 
primary range of moose in Washington.  Chelan County was added to 
the text.

5 page 72, line 11 It’s not correct to say general muzzleloader seas
In fact most are restricted to bucks only.  Those i
harvest is allowed are primarily those GMUs ass
and suburban areas (near Puget Sound and the 

ons are either sex.  
n which antlerless 
ociated with urban 
I-5 Corridor).

This correction was made.

5 page 72, line 11 Also, this table fails to list the 4-day general mod
buck season held each November in essentially 
Washington.

ern firearm late 
all of Western 

This correction was made.

5 page 72, line 11 The muzzleloader season for black-tailed deer sh
indicate that it is mostly for bucks only, not either

ould be clarified to 
-sex.

This correction was made.

5 page 72, line 9 Its not correct to say that all archery seasons are
half of the open blacktail archery hunts are restri

 either sex, roughly 
cted to bucks only.

This correction was made.

5 page 72, par 2 It is hard to imagine that the low targets set for d
delisting wolves in the plan will have any negativ
deer herds.

ownlisting and 
e impacts on elk or 

This same conclusion appears in chapter 12, section C.

5 page 72, par 4 Should note presence of increased moose numbers in Blue Mtns. This information was added.
5 page 73, line 4 Not sure whether any far-reaching judgments on

are appropriate considering that climate change 
landscape dramatically over the next few decade

 habitat condition 
may affect the 
s.

The extent of near-term climate change impacts to habitat are often 
difficult to predict.  Because of this, this sentence was not changed 
significantly, but the wording was altered slightly to include some minor 
uncertainty.

5 page 73, par 2 Is genetic isolation of bighorn sheep herds also a problem? Inbreeding associated with genetic isolation has not been identified to 
date as a problem for herds in the state (D. Ware, pers. comm.).
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5 page 73, par 2 Bighorn sheep data should be updated.  In my di
over 800 bighorns (900 if you include Yakama R
herd is 275 animals (173 stated maximum in wol
reports indicate another 700-800 bighorns in the 
I doubt other states have our situation. Two of th
surrounded by elk fences. On Clemans, 150-200
during the winter on a flat next to a corner in the 
are opportunistic and might use the fences to tak
Hopefully the sheep will avoid the area and stay 
terrain.  This would increase the cost of managin
Clemans Mountain bighorns are counted at the f
frequently trap and remove animals via feeding. 
~100 animals in recent years for translocation an
feeding means lots of helicopter flying.

strict, there are 
es.).  The largest 
f plan).  The 2006 
state (~1600 total).  
e herds are partially 
 bighorns are fed 
elk fence. Wolves 
e bighorns. 
in better escape 
g the herds. 
eed site.  We also 
  We’ve taken out 
d research.  No 

Numbers of bighorn sheep in the state and individual herds were 
updated.

5 page 74, figure Map needs to be updated. An improved map was inserted.
5 page 74, figure 11 Cliff Rice has a better figure for Mtn. Goat distrib

example, it includes goats that live on Mt. Adams
Helens (~30).

ution.  For 
 (~200) and Mt. St. 

A new figure was inserted to depict distribution.

5 page 74, figure 11 The figure should show that mountain goats occu
National Park

r in Olympic The figure already shows some of the park as being occupied, but has 
been further updated.

5 page 74, figure 11 The map should show that the Blue Mtns has a n
population in the Wenaha-Tucannon Wilderness
Columbia and southern Garfield counties over th

ew mountain goat 
 in southeastern 
e last 3 years.

This information was added.

5 page 74, figu
legend

re Legend needs to reflect that distribution is approximate. Corrected.

5 page 74, line 19 This title doesn’t make sense for the text that foll
goes into a detailed discussion of fencing and wi
I think it would be better to either change the title
discussion to include relevant aspects of WDFW
respond to agricultural damage, how wolves cou
deer and elk damage is currently dealt with, etc.

ows.  The section 
nter-feeding of elk.  
 or expand the 
’s requirement to 
ld impact this, how 

The title of this section was changed.  The section was also somewhat 
reorganized and given additional information to provide better 
discussion of the topic.

5 page 74, line 22 Fencing and supplemental feeding of elk have no
only methods of dealing with deer and elk damag
important tool is the establishment of hunting sea
either kill individual local problem animals or sup
elk population over a broad geographic area to p
Compensation to landowners is also given, spec
opportunities are given to landowners, and privat
areas are established, hazing is sometimes used

t been WDFW’s 
e.  Another very 
sons designed to 

press the deer or 
reclude damage.  
ial hunting 
e lands hunting 
, etc.

This information is correct, but was considered unnecessary for this 
discussion and therefore was not added.

5 page 74, lines 1-2 Should indicate that mountain goats are also incr
National Park

easing in Olympic This information was added.
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5 page 74, par 1 Are domestic sheep and goats a problem becaus
related issues?

e of disease- There is currently little overlap in Washington between domestic goats 
and sheep and mountain goats, and disease problems of this type are 
not known to exist (C. Rice, pers. comm.).  However, this may have 
been more of a concern in the past when more overlap occurred 
between these species.

5 page 74, par 3 Although very hard to predict, the plan should giv
discussion on the damage and management cos
likely incur in response to wolf-elk interactions at
stations.  For example, increased manpower and
result as elk feeders chase elk with hay. If elk go
fences; damage, complaints and harvest will incr
also be increased costs with surveying elk and m
objective of measuring elk populations.  To main
confidence in estimates, flight time will need to in
stratifying and numbers of units flown).

e further 
ts that WDFW will 
 winter feeding 
 trucking costs will 
 through the 
ease.  There will 
eeting the 
tain high 
crease (pre-survey 

Information on these concerns was added to this section after it was 
reorganized.

5 page 74-75, 
section D

The Yakima elk herd’s winter distribution is inten
through use of feeding stations to reduce elk/cro
If the wolves find the feeding stations, the elk wil
and disperse into agricultural lands.  This issue s
discussed and fleshed out in the plan.

tionally controlled 
p damage issues.  
l possibly scatter 
hould be more fully 

A new task (task 5.3) was created in chapter 12 to address this 
problem.

5 page 74-75, 
section D

I am concerned that wolves have a high likelihoo
off of public winter range in the Blue Mountains a
lands.  This would likely result in a significant inc
damage and potentially increase the likelihood o
encountering livestock.  Would this be a situation
for relocation of the wolves outside of the immed
suitable nearby habitat was not available.  For ex
wolves from the Blues being relocated in the Cas

d of displacing elk 
nd onto private 
rease in agricultural 

Concerns related to the first portion of this comment were added to 
section D and to chapter 12, task 5.3.  Language has been added to 
chapter 3, section B, indicating that relocation of wolves will generally 

f wolves 
 that would qualify 
iate region if 
ample, might 
cades?

occur within the same recovery region.  Thus, if necessary, wolves from 
the Blue Mountains would probably be relocated into other areas of the 
Eastern Washington recovery region (i.e., northeastern Washington) 
rather than into the Cascades.

5 page 74-75, 
section D

I expect increased agricultural damage from elk a
become established.  The cost of fixing the broke
minimal compared to what could happen outside
includes broken stock fence and irrigation equipm

fter wolves 
n elk fence is 

 the fence.  This 
ent.

The plan identifies agricultural damage as a possible outcome of wolf 
presence in certain areas, but notes that this and increased fence 
breaching by ungulates has not been noted in Wyoming.  Furthermore, 
no damage reports of this type have been published for Idaho or 
Montana.  A task (5.3) has been added to chapter 12 indicating that 
damage situations of this type in Washington will be evaluated on a 
case-specific basis to determine if management responses are needed 
and, if so, what the responses should be.  In some cases, it may be 
desirable to develop a response plan in advance to address an 
anticipated conflict.

5 page 75, line 21 An increased potential for disease transmission s
minimal concern given that elk are already congr
feeding site.

eems like a 
egated at the 

The remark about increased potential for disease transmission was 
deleted.
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6 page 76-78, 
section A

I believe the fragmented nature of suitable wolf h
overall sporadic distribution of wolf packs over m
make it highly unlikely that wolves will have a sig
numbers of coyotes.  

abitat and likely 
ost of Washington 
nificant effect on 

A sentence was added to the end of paragraph 1, chapter 6, indicating 
that wolf benefits to ecosystems are likely density dependent and that 
smaller wolf populations will probably create fewer benefits than larger 
populations.  This would also apply to reductions in coyote abundance.

6 page 76-80, 
chapter 6

I believe the plan gives adequate background inf
interactions with non-prey, listed species, and ec

ormation on wolf 
osystems.

No response was necessary.

6 page 76-80, 
chapter 6

This material is well done. No response was necessary.

6 page 76-80, 
chapter 6

Despite the Plan’s prediction that wolves are not
on mountain caribou extensively, there should be
mechanisms in place to deal with this prospect.  
currently done, radio-collared caribou emitting a 
should be examined for cause of death as soon a
wolf predation is determined to be cause of death
wolves should be undertaken.

 expected to prey 
 some 

As probably is 
mortality signal 
s practicable.  If 
, efforts to relocate 

More background information on wolf interactions with mountain caribou 
was added to chapter 6.  Also, in chapter 12, task 7, mountain caribou 
were highlighted as a species for which it may be desirable to develop a 
response plan in advance to address an anticipated conflict.  As noted 
there, potential response options might include relocation of wolves.

6 page 77, par 4 Explain why protected areas may be different in 
coyote interactions.

regards to wolf- Clarification was made.

6 page 78, line
46

 44- Localized reductions of specific wolf packs were 
successfully elsewhere in British Columbia in the
Wildlife managers have been and are currently u
management techniques for cougars within the c
area.

attempted 
 late 1980s.   
sing similar 
aribou recovery 

Several minor changes to the text were made to address this comment.

6 page 78, par 4 Wouldn't turkey vultures benefit as well from sca
carcasses?

venging on wolf Vultures were added to the species list here, although they typically are 
not among the species described in relevant studies from the northern 
Rockies.

6 page 78, par 5 Because wolves are an important predator of mo
parts of British Columbia, the USFWS recommen
develop, in coordination with the USFWS, a cont
should wolves become an issue for mountain car

untain caribou in 
ds that the state 
ingency plan 
ibou recovery.

A note was added to chapter 12, task 7, identifying mountain caribou as 
a species for which a response plan may be needed.

6 page 78, par 6 Despite the low wolf recovery targets in the East
recovery region, wolf relocation may be necessa
mountain caribou is documented.

ern Washington 
ry if predation on 

In chapter 12, task 7, mountain caribou are highlighted as a species for 
which it may be desirable to develop a response plan in advance to 
address an anticipated conflict.  As noted there, potential response 
options might include relocation of wolves.
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6 page 79-80, 
section D

I would suggest not overplaying the cascading ef
Washington's ecosystems because (1) such effe
populations of wolves and (2) such effects are us
only in pristine areas such as national parks and
They would have few consequences in monocult
grazing areas, and most other degraded ecosyst
can and thrive in such places.  In other words, th
only be important in a tiny part of the state.

fects of wolves on 
cts require high 
ually important 

 wildernesses.  
ures, livestock 
ems, even though 
ese effects would 

Two additions were made to Section D to reflect these comments, 
although the addition reflecting the second comment was made more 
equivocal than the reviewer's statement.

6 page 79-80, 
section D

I believe the fragmented nature of suitable wolf h
overall sporadic distribution of wolf packs over m
make it highly unlikely that wolves will produce n
ecosystem effects.

abitat and likely 
ost of Washington 
oticeable 

A sentence was added to the end of paragraph 1, chapter 6, indicating 
that wolf benefits to ecosystems are likely density dependent and that 
smaller wolf populations will probably create fewer benefits than larger 
populations.

6 page 80, par 2 Caution should be exercised in using the conclus
and Ripple (2008) paper without collaborating re
depth analysis of historical elk populations, and o
between cervid herbivory, floodplain tree regene
dynamics.

ions of the Beschta 
search and more in 
f the interactions 

ration, and fluvial 

The information in this paragraph was made more tentative, with a 
caveat added that additional research is needed to confirm the results of 
Beschta and Ripple (2008).

7 page 81-85, 
chapter 7

I believe the plan gives adequate background inf
safety, interactions with domestic dogs, and hybr

ormation on human 
id/pet wolf issues.

No response was necessary.

7 page 81-85, 
chapter 7

This material is well done. No response was necessary.

7 page 81-85, 
chapter 7

One would think that wolves attacking or chasing
150 yards of a primary residence (see chapter 4,
trigger a strident concern for human safety more
of the wolf.  As a large carnivore, wolves can and
people.  Wolves also have the capacity to becom
Generally, wolves seem to tolerate very close pro
and dwellings and that tolerance is much higher 
people.  It is incumbent upon people and agency
allow wolves to become comfortable in close pro

 livestock within 
 section E) would 
 so than the welfare 
 do habituate to 
e food conditioned. 
ximity to people 

for the wolf than for 
 managers to not 
ximity to people.

Habituation is addressed in chapter 12, task 6.

7 page 81-85, 
chapter 7; pa
101-103, task

ge 
 6

The education/outreach section of the plan that d
human conflicts is good.  However, any wolf that
habituated to people or shows any aggression to
should be lethally removed immediately. This do
people with dogs that may encounter wolves. To
wolves will be a serious detraction to your progra

eals with wolf-
 becomes 
ward humans 
es not apply to 
lerating habituated 
m.

Task 6.1.3 in chapter 12 was updated to include that immediate lethal 
control will be used in judged necessary.

7 page 83, line 21 Natural resource workers should be added as an
may encounter wolves in the wild.

other group that This information was added.

7 page 83, par 5 Sentence about feeding wolves from cars, etc is redundant. Sentence was removed.
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8 page 86, cha
8

pter To me, it seems inappropriate to declare in the p
restrictions or land management changes might 
establishment of wolves in Washington.  In fact, 
discusses a desire for habitat improvements for w
improvements could include restrictions on such 
densities, herbicide use, grazing (AUM) appropri
clearcuts, etc.  Furthermore, intensive land uses 
resort development, road or rock-pit establishme
establishment (dam building), etc., could all nega
and prey habitat directly.  Presumably, WDFW w
such land uses within occupied wolf habitat.  Var
plans, rules, laws, regulations, management plan
management plans, etc. could all be initiated or m
that either improve or are detrimental to wolf or w
Presumably, WDFW would argue for pro-wildlife 
the development of such plans, etc.

lan that no land use 
result from re-
section 5.2.1 

olf prey.  Such 
things as road 
ations, size of 
such as mining, ski-
nt, reservoir 
tively affect wolf 
ould argue against 
ious landscape 
s, forest 
odified in ways 

olf prey habitat.  
decision-making in 

As stated in chapter 8, wolves are habitat generalists with large 
territories.  Because of these traits, restrictions on human development 
and other land use practices have not been needed to achieve wolf 
recovery in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.  This is expected to be the 
case in Washington too.  WDFW uses sound science and conservation 
principles when evaluating and making recommendations on 
development proposals that will impact wildlife in the state.  Proposals of 
this type would be evaluated on the basis of their impacts to a variety of 
species rather than just wolves.  Actions to recover wolves typically 
focus on reducing sources of mortality (both legal and illegal) and 
maintaining an adequate prey base, rather than loss of habitat.

8 page 86, cha
8

pter The plan implies that private lands will be of little
recovery in Washington.  It is likely that private la
private forestlands) will be important habitat for w
Washington.  Prey densities are often higher in th
elevation private forests than on areas of higher 
lands.  This situation is made more relevant due 
relatively small amount of land (smallest of the w
to begin with.  The maintenance of viable forestry
industries located primarily at the fringe of the pu
important aspect of maintaining wolf habitat into 
contrast, the conversion of such lands into uses 
housing or industrial areas would come at the de
and their prey. 

 importance for wolf 
nds (especially 
olves in 
e relatively lower 

elevation public 
to Washington’s 
estern wolf states) 

It is expected that wolves will primarily occupy public lands in 
Washington.  This is further indicated by some of the habitat modeling 
presented in chapter 3, section A.  However, private lands undoubtedly 
will be used by wolves in Washington, as noted in nearby states, where 
wolves commonly occur on lands of mixed ownerships (i.e., public, 
private, and corporate-owned lands).  Private forest and agricultural 
lands located at the fringe of the public lands can provide important 

 and agricultural 
blic lands will be an 
the future.  In 
such as residential 
triment of wolves 

habitat for wildlife.  Human activities on these lands are not expected to 
be affected by the presence of wolves.

8 page 86, par 
and 6

2 These are conflicting statements and should be r
Statement 1: “Thus, there have been no restrictio
practices, road use, timber management and log
access, or other activities due to the presence of
exception of some temporary area closures near
national parks only.”  Statement 2: “The only exc
been potential take involving a den site.  For exa
planned a controlled burn in April, the U.S. Fish a
would have asked the agency to wait until the wo
the affected den later that summer.”

evised accordingly. 
ns on grazing 

ging, mining, public 
 wolves, with the 
 den sites in 
eption would have 
mple, if an agency 
nd Wildlife Service 
lves were out of 

WDFW believes the statements being compared in this comment do not 
conflict with one another, but has made a wording change to improve 
clarity.  The statements are based on management responses to wolves 
made in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. 
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8 page 86, par 3 Should consider adding a paragraph explaining t
follow prey to lower elevations in the winter.  Unf
human habitation occurs in valleys and lowlands
interactions may increase in the winter months.  
to retain undeveloped land in some of these lowl
habitat for wildlife in winter months.

hat wolves will 
ortunately, more 
, so wolf-human 
Also, it may be wise 
ands to provide 

Language was changed to clarify that wolves will use a variety of land 
ownerships in Washington.  Information was also added here and in 
Chapters 2 and 3 that wolves in some locations may travel to lower 
elevations during the winter in response to the seasonal movements of 
their prey.

8 page 86-87, 
chapter 8

I believe the plan gives adequate background inf
federal, state, and private land management issu

ormation on 
es. 

No response was necessary.

8 page 86-87, 
chapter 8

This material is well done. No response was necessary.

8 page 86-87, 
chapter 8

Requiring minimal (if any) land-use restrictions w
with other agencies and land users. The only res
some protection near active den sites.

ill reduce conflicts 
triction might be 

No response was necessary.

8 page 86-87, 
sections A and B

Probably the key issue that will need to be dealt 
federal lands is the administration of grazing perm
important land management issue that will requir
between state and federal agencies yet it is not d
section. Suggest adding this to the section.

with on state and 
its. This is an 

e coordination 
iscussed in this 

Language about the administration of grazing permits was added to 
section A.

8 page 87, par 
4

2, 3, The USWFS agrees that rules applying to timber
and private lands should be reviewed and revise

 harvest on state 
d accordingly.

No response was necessary.

8 page 87, par 
4

2, 3, The USWFS agrees that when appropriate, priva
should be asked to temporarily delay an activity n
the denning period, especially when wolves rema

te landowners 
ear a den during 
in state listed. 

No response was necessary.

8 page 87, par 3 Does WDFW require permits to perform various 
activities (drain wetland, alter riparian areas, etc)
responsible for halting activities that interfere with
species on private land?

land altering 
?  Is USFWS 
 endangered 

The sentence stating that WDFW has no legal authority over private 
lands was corrected to include issuance of hydraulic permits, which are 
required for any construction activity that will use, divert, obstruct, or 
change the bed or flow of state waters (excluding artificial 
watercourses).  USFWS administers the federal Endangered Species 
Act, which contains provisions to prevent activities damaging to 
endangered species on private lands, but the agency has never put any 
wolf-related restrictions on private landowners in Idaho, Montana, and 
Wyoming. 

8 page 87, pars
and 2

 1 This seems like an appropriate place to mention 
WDFW does own and have full management aut

the lands that 
hority over.  

This information was added.
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9 page 88, cha
9; page 103-1
task 8

pter 
08, 

As part of your outreach program, I would strong
a two-way effort. As WDFW personnel go out int
communities and talk about wolves, they should 
considerable time listening to local residents to b
real and perceived concerns of having wolves in 
Train your people well before your begin any pub
Misinformation and perceived bias (i.e., pro- or a
from your personnel will not benefit your outreac
provide factual information and have your progra
transparent, even when you make mistakes.

ly suggest that it be 
o different 
also spend 
etter understand 
their neighborhood. 
lic education effort. 
nti-wolf sentiments) 
h efforts. Always 
m be absolutely 

These comments were incorporated by adding new sentences to 
chapter 9, paragraphs 3 and 4.

9 page 88, line 14 From the tribal perspective, other rationale for wo
ethical and cultural reasons.

lf recovery include These rationale are recognized or have now been added to earlier 
chapters of the plan.  However, for this particular sentence, ethical and 
cultural rationale have not been a significant component of outreach 
efforts before and during wolf recovery in Montana, Idaho, and 
Wyoming  to our knowledge.

9 page 88, line
28

 27- The USWFS agrees that an strong outreach cam
increase support by livestock producers and hun
and WDFW are currently coordinating future effo
activities in northeast Washington.

paign is likely to 
ters.  The USWFS 
rts for outreach 

No response was necessary.

9 page 88, line 37 Does information dissemination include data sha
agencies?

ring with other This comment is addressed in chapter 12, task 10, which calls for 
coordination and communication among agencies and other parties 
involved in wolf conservation and management.  This would include 
data sharing, where appropriate.

12a page 91, line 19 Should state that ungulate populations should be
continue to provide current statewide levels of ha
and adequate prey for wolves.

 managed so as to 
rvest for hunters 

This addition was made.

12a page 91-110,
chapter 12

 I recommend re-ordering the objectives and strat
chapter to establish priorities for funding and to e
important strategies are implemented first.  This 
prioritizing current staff activities.

egies in this 
nsure that the most 
may also mean re-

The objectives and strategies presented in chapter 12 are listed by 
chapter order rather than by priority.  Prioritization of the strategies and 
tasks appears in the implementation schedule, which has been added to 
chapter 13.

12a page 91-110,
chapter 12

 I have been very deliberate in my recommended
of objectives and priorities of strategies within ob
critical, regardless of bringing in new funds to ac
objectives for wolves. I think several strategies c
the plan may not be considered critical to achiev

 edits for the priority 
jectives. This is 
hieve recovery 
urrently identified in 
e recovery. 

Prioritization of the plan's different strategies and tasks appears in the 
implementation schedule, which has been added to chapter 13.  
Strategies and tasks of greatest priority (referred to as Priority 1) are 
defined in chapter 13 as actions needed to monitor the population and 
prevent the extinction of wolves in Washington.  Priority 2 actions are 
those needed to prevent a significant decline in population size or 
habitat quality, or some other significant negative impact short of 
extirpation.  Priority 3 actions are all other actions necessary to meet 
recovery objectives.
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12a page 91-93, t
1

ask There is much debate on how much radio collarin
Monitoring of wolf survival rates is the best thing 
but no one does this, instead they use collars to 
around.  I commend you for embracing this techn
more thing on collars and survival: know what kin
putting a collar onto.  If the wolf is involved with l
lower survival and you should expect that.  If a w
monitoring purposes, it should have a higher sur
survival rate) as theoretically it should have fewe
humans.  If wolves collared for monitoring have l
have problems sustaining the wolf population.  T
the N Rockies, where wolves in northwest Monta
monitoring have lower survival and that populatio
trouble and probably now maintained thru disper
Idaho so it alone is not self-sustaining.  Your pop
are going to be like this as well.

g should be done. 
to use collars for, 
follow wolves 
ology. But one 
d of wolf you are 

ivestock, it will have 
olf is collared for 
vival (>80% annual 
r conflicts with 
ow survival you will 
his is the story in 
na collared for 
n is always in 
sal from wolves in 
ulation dynamics 

Because wolves are still in the very early stages of reestablishment in 
Washington, we believe that baseline data on movements, home 
ranges, etc gathered through radio-collaring will still have great value 
because this type of information doesn't currently exist for the state.  
Survival rates of collared wolves will also be assessed during these 
studies. 

12a page 91-93, t
1

ask Both federal agencies and WDFW should be res
level of monitoring as well as depredation evalua
with current staffing levels in WDFW, only a mini
could be put in place.  I suggest the plan makes 
additional funding will be needed for WDFW to a
goals.

ponsible for some 
tion.  I think that 
mal monitoring plan 
it clear that 
chieve monitoring 

The plan already indicates that all aspects of the plan are dependent on 
sufficient levels of funding.  The plan states that additional staff will be 
needed to address conservation and management of wolves in 
Washington.

12a page 91-93, t
1

ask The plan should perhaps also discuss less intrus
methods of monitoring breeding pair numbers as
recovery progress.  Trying to capture and radio-m
will be extremely resource intensive, probably mo
Rockies, give the rough topography of the Casca
propensity of our animals to spend significant tim
country. It might be possible to find rendezvous s
scat for DNA analysis, and/or deploy cameras to
production.  If you know how many reproduction 
and how many pups exist in early summer, you c
estimate pup survival and pack persistence the f
based on data from other areas.  While I agree th
around the first of the year gives the best informa
quite expensive and time consuming to achieve, 
biologically necessary.  Just because they did so
Rockies doesn't mean that Washington is stuck w
methodology and can't explore other options.  Ho
understand that it may be an unavoidable require
particularly in the early going.

ive and less costly Greater use of techniques other than radio telemetry, where 
 a metric to assess 
onitor 15 packs 
re so than in the 
des and the 
e in the back 
ites and collect 

 document pup 
attempts there are 
an probably 
ollowing Dec 31 
at seeing the pack 
tion, this may be 
and may not be 
mething in the 
ith that 
wever, I also 
ment politically, 

appropriate, has been added to several parts of this task.
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12a page 92, task
1.1.2

 The USFWS recommends the following revision:
and Wildlife Service, in cooperation with WDFW,
telephone hotline (1-888-584-9038) for the public
activity and sightings in Washington (see Append
will be maintained by WDFW when the wolf is fed

  “The U.S. Fish 
 maintains a 
 to report wolf 
ix H).” This hotline 
erally delisted.

The information regarding hotlines under this task (now task 1.2.2) and 
task 4.3.2 was edited to make it more general.  Specific phone numbers 
were not included because these may change in the future.  Readers 
are now referred to the response guidelines in appendix I and the 
WDFW wolf website for more information on reporting suspected 
depredations.

12a page 92, task
1.2.1

 Genetic testing and pit tags can also be used to 
(as wolves often lose both radio-collars and ear t

identify individuals 
ags).

This information was added.

12a page 92, task
1.2.1

 Ear tagging has been discontinued on most wolf 
not provide additional information. Rarely do peo
tag and it has caused some infections in the ears

projects and does 
ple actually see the 
 of wolves.

Reference to ear tagging was removed from the text.

12a page 92, task
1.2.1

 Two or three radio collars per pack is feasible wi
undue effort and overburdening the pack.  

thout exerting No response was necessary.

12a page 92, task
1.2.1, and pa
107, task 10.

 
ge 
1

These two objectives are somewhat in conflict w
1.2.1 indicates that “An attempt will be made to t
member of each pack via radio collars using sate
record large-scale movements.”  My assumption
to juvenile wolves and recording dispersal events
demonstrate large scale dispersal movement. Ta
“Transmitters with satellite capability will be used
to obtain continuous monitoring of individuals an
there is some uncertainty and simply stating that
satellite capability will be used for monitoring pro
to determine when their use is most effective giv
priorities in an area. 

ith each other. Task 
rack at least one 
llite technology to 

 is that this relates 
.  Packs rarely 
sk 10.1 states 
 whenever possible 
d packs.”  I guess 
 transmitters with 

A minor wording change was made to the first task (now task 1.3.1) to 
address this comment.

tocols through time 
en the research 

12a page 92, task
1.2.3

 Will we have research in mind to maximize the b
documenting home ranges, mortality, reproductiv
selection, locations of den sites and rendezvous 

iological benefits of 
e success, habitat 
sites, etc.?  

No change was made to the plan.  All research conducted or sponsored 
by WDFW will provide important biological data that can be used for 
managing wolves in Washington.

12a page 93, task
1.2.5

 Upon delisting, the federal ESA requires annual 
reporting for a five year period.  WDFW should c
USFWS when developing a monitoring plan.

monitoring and 
oordinate with the 

A remark on this was added to the second paragraph under task 1.

12a page 93, task 1.3 After delisting, monitoring will switch from countin
packs.  What will be our population objectives for
packs?

g breeding pairs to 
 the number of 

No change was made to the plan.  The plan does not address 
population objectives after delisting other than to say (chapter 3, section 
C) that if the species is reclassified as a game animal, then statewide 
management goals will be established to preserve, protect, perpetuate, 
and manage wolves and their habitats to ensure a healthy, productive 
population with long-term stability.
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12a page 93, task 1.3 Recently, Mitchell et al. (2008) provided an altern
determine the number of breeding pairs based o
number of packs as determined from aerial surve
incorporated this more cost effective technique fo
subsequent delisting recommendations into my e

ative technique to 
n pack size and 
ys. I have 
r monitoring and 
dits of the plan.

Use of an indirect population estimator, such as that in Mitchell et al. 
(2008), has been incorporated into task 1.4 as an alternative method for 
determining population size after delisting.

12a page 93, task
2.2.1

 The issue is not so much enforcement, but prosecution. No response was necessary.

12a page 93, task
2.2.2

 Will WDFW be exempt from the restriction again
Washington, so that they can conduct trapping e
not, how will they go about capture of wolves?  

st foot-hold traps in 
fforts for wolves?  If 

The restriction (WAC 232-12-141) on the use of body-gripping traps, 
including foot-hold traps, in Washington allows several types of these 
traps to be used by WDFW with a permit from the WDFW director.  Leg-
hold traps can be used 1) to conduct wildlife research, 2) to protect 
threatened and endangered species, and 3) to "abate damages caused 
to private property, domestic animals, livestock or timber, that cannot be 
reasonably abated by nonlethal control tools."

12a page 94, task
2.2.3

 Need to add that federal land managers who adm
permits would be very important in terms of prov
livestock permit tees.

inister the grazing 
iding information to 

A new task (4.2.4) was added to address this comment.

12a page 94, task 2.3 Whether or not to implement protective measure
sites would likely be situational.

s around wolf den This information was added.

12a page 94, task 3 The USFWS agrees with the translocation strategy. No response was necessary.
12a page 94, task 3.2 The state and federal land managers that are res

management of the land the wolves could be tran
be an upfront participant in this study.

ponsible for the 
slocated to should 

This information was added.

12a page 94-95, t
3 

ask Is it a feasibility study or proposal, to me they imp
different things? (pg 94 line 39, page 95 line17)  
how much thought will be put into the growth rate
wolves versus natural recolonizing wolves?  If yo
MT, ID, and WY, you can look at the natural reco
northwest MT and observe a slow and steady gro
1997); however, about two years after the reintro
WY (which would be similar to a translocation in 
growth rate increases dramatically.  My point is h
will be put into these translocations?  Are robust 
available that can predict population growth into 
prepared to handle the potentially high growth ra
an introduction?  When and at how many individu
population stabilize?

ly two totally 
Along these lines 
s of introduced 
u look at data from 
lonization of 
wth rate (1986-
ductions in ID and 
WA) the population 
ow much thought 
population models 
the future?  Are we 
tes displayed after 
als will the 

Terminology was changed throughout the plan so that "feasibility 
assessment" is consistently used.  It is difficult to predict how rapidly a 
translocated wolf population would grow in Washington.  However, 
because of differences in prey abundance, extent of suitable habitat, 
and extent of human and livestock presence, potential translocation 
areas for wolves in Washington should not be expected to display the 
same strong growth rates observed in wolf populations translocated to 
central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park during the mid-1990s.  The 
translocation feasibility study for Washington will provide a detailed 
assessment and comparison of potential translocation sites, including 
evaluations of prey, habitat, and potential for conflicts.  If sufficient data 
exist from elsewhere in Washington, the feasibility assessment may 
attempt to predict the estimated carrying capacity for wolves of 
candidate translocation areas and possibly make inferences about 
potential growth rates.

12a page 94-95, t
3.2, par 2

ask The USFWS will coordinate with WDFW to ensu
translocate wolves within the state are in complia
federal ESA.

re that proposals to 
nce with the 

No response was necessary.
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12a page 95, task 3.4 If wolves are still federally listed in Washington, t
would include section 7 consultation with the US

he NEPA process 
FWS.

This information was added.

12a page 95, task 3.6 An exception should perhaps be allowed for tran
involved in depredation to the Olympic Peninsula
livestock exist.

slocating wolves 
 where few 

This suggestion was rejected.

12a page 95, task 3.6 What if a portion of a pack's home range overlap
state or province?  Will we still be able to translo
the pack as long as the den is in Washington?

s with another 
cate members of 

Decisions of this kind would be made in consultation with the 
appropriate wildlife/natural resource agency(ies) managing wolves in the 
neighboring jurisdictions.

12a page 95, task 3.7 USFWS thinks that all translocated wolves shoul
and permanently marked for future identification.

d be radio-collared This information was added.

12a page 95, task 3.7 Seems like translocated wolves should be radio-
the post-release monitoring. This should be clear

collared as part of 
ly stated.

This information was added to task 3.5.

12a page 96, task 4.1 Are two wolf management specialist positions ne
even if just a few packs are present?  Why not hi
hire the second as pack numbers increase?

eded immediately 
re one first, then 

WDFW would likely hire one wolf management specialist first, followed 
by a second specialist.

12a page 96, task
4.2.1

 Non-lethal approaches should be continued even
population grows beyond the recolonizing phase

 after the wolf 
.

Non-lethal approaches will be encouraged even after wolves are 
delisted in Washington.  Tasks 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 target use of non-lethal 
approaches and do not suggest any reduced emphasis after delisting of 
this activity. As stated in chapter 4, section F, implementation of non-
lethal measures will be an important way of reducing compensation for 
depredation over the long-term.

12a page 96, task
4.2.1, lines 2

 
0-21

I understand that livestock producers and the pu
actively informed, but what does equipping both 
As written, it sounds as though WDFW will be pr
the tools.

blic need to be 
with tools mean?  

This sentence was made more specific about the types of assistance 
that will be given to livestock owners and the public.

oviding them with 

12a page 96, task
4.2.3

 The plan indicates here that only livestock owner
public) will receive assistance for non-injurious w
techniques.

s (and not the 
olf control 

No change was made.  All of Task 4.2 deals with wolf-livestock conflicts, 
thus livestock owners are the main audience targeted here.  However, 
other members of the public with legitimate needs would receive 
assistance with these types of techniques if requested.

12a page 96, task
4.2, 4.3

s Task 4.3 should precede task 4.2. This change was considered, but it was left in the same order. 

12a page 97, line 6 Should add a remark that immediate notification 
livestock owners is critical to assessing cases of 
depredation.

of the agencies by 
suspected 

This information was added.

12a page 97, task
4.3.1

 Adequate training will be needed for anyone with
confirmation duties. 

 depredation This is acknowledged in the first sentence of the text for this task.

12a page 98, task
4.3.4

 Should add state and federal livestock permit ad
section.

ministrators to this This information was added.
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12a page 98, task
4.4.1

 Are these types of programs in place for other ca
Washington?  If not, why are wolves singled out 

rnivore species in 
in this way?

New legislation (Substitute House Bill 1778) passed in May 2009 will 
allow some compensation for losses (excludes unknown losses) caused 
by other predators in Washington.  In the past, compensation was not 
provided for non-listed predators in part because livestock owners have 
greater freedom to deal with these species, especially coyotes.  In the 
case of wolves, compensation has been a useful tool for promoting 
recovery in neighboring states and is expected to benefit wolf recovery 
in Washington as well.  It is included in the wolf plan as a way for 
helping livestock owners and some other members of the public cope 
with the return of wolves to the state.  No changes were made to the 
plan in response to this comment.

12a page 99, line 21 Should include "providing harvest opportunities f
statement.

or hunters" in this This addition was made.

12a page 99, task 5 Wolves, prey, and habitat need to be managed in
we have a “healthy” wolf population, it should be
established population goals like other big game
Washington.  This statement is not very balanced
ungulate management, which is funded by sports

 balance.  Once 
 managed towards 
 species in 
 towards the 
men.

Some additional wording was added to this sentence to indicate that 
maintaining harvest opportunity for hunters is also the goal of WDFW.

12a page 99, task 5.1 The staff at Olympic and Mount Rainier National 
conjunction with state and tribal partners in Moun
committed to long term monitoring of elk populat
currently working, in conjunction with USGS, on 
improving our elk population monitoring methods

Parks, in 
t Rainier, have 

ions, and are 
refining and 
.

No correction was required.

12a page 99-101,
chapter 12, ta

 
sk 5

This provides standard information on this topic a
out.

nd is well thought No response was necessary.

12a page 99-101,
5

 task The plan relays the options and correctly identifie
of the cow elk herd as most likely to be affected. 
plan identifies ways to increase ungulate populat
not specifically recall an aspect of the plan that c
reduction in wolf numbers (I would suggest throu
in areas where the impact to prey populations is 
This component would be controversial, but it is 
controversial aspects at the outset rather than af
the ground.

s the management 
In addition, the 
ions. However, I do 
alls for potential 
gh translocations) 
deemed too high.  
better to address 
ter wolves are on 

Language has been added to chapter 12, task 5.4, stating that 
development of site-specific strategies may be necessary if research 
determines that wolf predation is causing excessive harm to specific 
ungulate populations.  Additionally, clarification about the use of 
relocation has been added to chapter 3, section B, indicating that it is an 
available option for resolving conflict situations.

12a page 99-101,
5

 task I think WDFW has good enough population and h
ungulates to assess impacts from wolves.  Howe
how much more we can do to offset existing gam
reducing hunter harvest.  We already devote lots
preserving open space, restoring habitat, reducin
preventing vehicle collisions.

arvest data for 
ver, I don’t know 
e losses other than 
 of resources to 
g poaching, and 

Adequate population data to assess wolf impacts may be lacking for a 
number of ungulate populations in Washington.  As noted in this 
comment, WDFW is already devoting considerable resources to 
preserving open space, restoring habitat, reducing poaching, and 
preventing vehicle collisions, thus reducing hunter harvest may be 
needed to offset declines in some game populations.   
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12a page 99-101,
5

 task The fact that wolves can inhabit Washington spe
adequate prey base.  Wolf and deer/elk distributi
system that has managed itself for eons and will 
Alteration of human harvest seasons is probably
strategy to be effective in support of wolf recover
of ungulate management be required (which I ca

aks to an already 
on/density is a 
continue to do so.  
 the most likely 
y should some sort 
n’t foresee).

No response was necessary.

12b page 100, line 14 In the list of things that have caused habitat loss,
“development” and “intensification of reforestatio

 consider inserting, 
n methods”.

This information was added.

12b page 100, line 16 It is unclear who within WDFW would do such wo
Habitat Program staff spend little time on efforts 
manage habitat for terrestrial species.  Other por
document speak to the roles of anticipated wolf s
education lead, enforcement personnel and their
predation and illegal killing events, etc.  It seems
document that regional wildlife biologists would p
to some extent in the monitoring and translocatio
wolves though this isn’t spelled out clearly.  How
seems to be assigned or funded for the very imp
negotiating WDFW’s position in favor of large am
quality habitat for wolves and their prey.

rk.  Currently, 
to improve or 
tions of the 
pecialists, a wolf 
 response to 
 implied within the 
articipate at least 
n efforts related to 
ever, nobody 
ortant role of 
ounts of high 

Within WDFW, habitat improvement projects for ungulates are largely 
conducted by district wildlife biologists, regional wildlife program 
managers, and wildlife area managers.  Many of these projects are 
done through partnerships with the US Forest Service, private 
landowners and timber companies, BLM, Washington Department of 
Natural Resources, nongovernmental organizations, and tribes.  Under 
the plan, no one person within WDFW would be tasked with the 
development of habitat improvement projects to benefit wolves and their 
prey.

12b page 100, line 19 Include the possibility of acquiring additional land
things that could (will) be done to improve habita
species of wolves.

s in the list of This information was added.
t for the prey 

12b page 100, line 24 Should note that increased use of herbicides on 
timberlands after timber harvests has greatly red
lush vegetation regrowth available for ungulates.

public and private 
uced the amount of 

While true, this remark was not incorporated because it was considered 
too detailed of concern for the broad statements made in this 
paragraph.

12b page 100, line 26 Should include "maintaining current levels of ung
this statement.

ulate harvest" in "while maintaining hunting opportunities for hunters" was added.

12b page 100, tas
5.2.1

k Improving habitat for deer and elk may be a prob
adjacent to the caribou recovery area specifically
canopy is reduced.  WDFW should consider the 
caribou and consult the Service if habitat improve
proposed within and adjacent to the caribou reco

lem within and 
 if the overstory 
habitat needs for 
ment projects are 
very area.

As stated in chapter 1, wolves must be managed in concert with other 
species and their resource plans.  Thus, habitat improvements for deer 
and elk to benefit wolves and public hunting would presumably not be 
made at the expense of mountain caribou.

12b page 100, tas
5.2.1

k Again, timber harvest is not the issue on the eas
natural and prescribed, can improve habitat cond
ungulates.

t side. Fire, both 
itions for 

Fire exclusion was added to the list of factors involved in habitat 
declines for ungulate populations. Use of prescribed burns to improve 
habitat quality was not specifically added because it falls under the 
broader phrasing of "use of appropriate management practices" that is 
already mentioned.
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12b page 101, line 11 A new task, similar to Task 7, should be added w
managing conflicts between wolves and manage
feeding operations.

ith regard to 
ment of elk winter 

A task (now task 5.3) was added to chapter 12 regarding the need to 
manage wolf-ungulate conflicts at winterfeeding stations, as well as 
locations with game fencing.

12b page 101, line 18 Natural resource workers should be added as an
may encounter wolves in the wild.

other group that This information was added.

12b page 101, tas
6.2

k I suggest adding: Work with land management a
wildlife resistant food and garbage storage struct
recreation sites to reduce the potential for habitu

gencies to install 
ures at all 
ation.

This information was added to a new task 6.2.2.

12b page 101-103
task 6

, This provides standard information on this topic a
out.

nd is well thought No response was necessary.

12b page 101-103
task 6

, I believe the plan's recommendations for managi
interactions are acceptable.

ng wolf-human No response was necessary.

12b page 101-103
task 6

, Your plan on habituated wolves is aggressive as
but you move to kill them swiftly struck me as too
this will depend on how many wolves you have b
apples quickly will increase public tolerance and 
that the behavior will spread.  Yellowstone NP ha
plan for habituated wolves that may be useful to 

 I think it should be, 
 slow.  Some of 
ut getting rid of bad 
reduce the chance 
s a management 
you.

Mention of immediate removal of a habituated wolf was added to the 
text in task 6.1.2, along with a citation for the Park Service's 
management plan at Yellowstone.

12b page 101-106
tasks 6, 8

, These will be fairly challenging in Washington.  T
population density in Montana, Idaho and Wyom
sq mi.  Human density in Washington is closer to
mi.  People with pets will encounter wolves if wol
abundant.  In WDFW Region 3, >70% of elk use
closed to the public until May 1. A high number o
closed area until the gates open on May 1.  Larg
people, some with pet dogs, arrive to look for dro
wolves do den within a closed feed area, keeping
may be needed to avoid conflicts. 

he average human 
ing is ~9 people per 
 90 people per sq 
ves become fairly 

Smaller wolf numbers are expected in Washington than in other states, 
which should help reduce the number of interactions occurring between 
wolves and humans.  This will be particularly true during the early 
stages of recovery, when wolf numbers are low.

 feed sites that are 
f elk stay in the 
e numbers of 
pped elk antlers.  If 
 the area closed 

12b page 101-106
tasks 6, 8

, There really is no way to manage wolf-human int
some sort of interaction has already occurred.  A
outreach/education program, one that uses multi
can certainly be effective in this regard, but the in
accepted and utilized by the general public.

eractions until 
 wide-ranging 
ple media formats, 
formation must be 

No response was necessary.
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12b page 102, tas
6.3.3

k The recommended practice of relocating wolves 
conflict with landowners to “nearest suitable rem
questionable.  Wolves are capable of moving larg
will most likely return to their former home range
preferable (higher success) to move wolves as fa
to suitable remote habitat.

that come into 
ote habitat” is 
e distances and 

.  It would be 
r away as possible 

The term "nearest suitable remote habitat" was replaced with "suitable 
remote habitat" to give mangers more options for where relocated 
wolves can be moved.  Information about the challenges associated 
with relocation of wolves has been added to chapter 3, section B.  
These include lower survival rates among relocated wolves; the failure 
of many to join or form packs; the tendency of relocated wolves to 
depart their release site, with some returning to their original capture 
location; and that a few relocated wolves resume depredation of 
livestock near their release site.  Based on the recommendations of 
Bradley et al. (2005), it is likely most wolf relocations in Washington will 
occur during the early stages of population recovery, when vacant 
habitat is more available.  As indicated in chapter 3, section B, the 
purpose of relocation is to address conflict situations, not to facilitate 
dispersal of wolves into new regions.  Thus, the plan does not advocate 
relocating wolves to new far-off locations.

12b page 102, tas
6.3.3

k Does it matter if the nearest suitable remote hab
occupied by wolves?  How are wolf social dynam
relocation?  Is it cost effective?

itat is already 
ics considered in 

As now stated in the plan (chapter 3, section B; chapter 12, task 6.1.4), 
relocated individuals will be released near but not within the territories of 
existing wolf packs, or in unoccupied areas.  Also, the term "nearest 
suitable remote habitat" was replaced with "suitable remote habitat" to 
give mangers more options for where relocated wolves can be moved.  

12b page 102, tas
6.5.3

k The USFWS has no authority under ESA to regu
and pet wolves in Washington. 

late wolf hybrids Parts of this task were moved to task 6.4.1, with the rest of the task 
removed from the plan.

12b page 102-103
task 6.5.4

, What about having veterinarians notify authoritie
or wolf-dog hybrids that they treat?

s about pet wolves Veterinarians should be made aware of the laws pertaining to wolves 
and hybrids, as well as the dangers associated with these animals.  It is 
now illegal to own pet wolves in Washington and several local 
jurisdictions also prohibit ownership of wolf-dog hybrids.  However, 
ownership of hybrids is legal in most of the state, meaning that there 
should be no requirement to report the animals to WDFW.

12b page 103, task 7 The USFWS recommends developing a respons
address issues with mountain caribou. 

e plan soon to Specific reference to mountain caribou was added to this task.

12b page 103, tas
8.2.3

k What about creating a data sharing system for ot
tribes?

her agencies and A data sharing system could be set up in the future if it was deemed 
beneficial to wolf conservation and management.  This activity falls 
under the existing strategies for maintaining and improving coordination 
and communication among agencies and other partners, as described 
in chapter 12, task 10.

12b page 103, tas
8.2.4

k Should eliminate chatrooms from this task.  Expe
Master Hunter blog as well as the online newspa
indicates that allowing free reign for comments c
of hand and into very negative and unconstructiv
This is especially true if commentators do not ne
themselves.

rience with the 
per articles 
an quickly spiral out 
e commentary.  
ed to identify 

This material was deleted.
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12b page 103-106
chapter 12, ta

, 
sk 8

This provides standard information on this topic a
out.

nd is well thought No response was necessary.

12b page 103-106
task 8

, I believe the plan's strategies for developing and
wolf-related outreach and education program are

 implementing a 
 acceptable.

No response was necessary.

12b page 103-106
task 8

, The outreach and education program seems app
human conflict.  Public education must include sc
WDFW staff going into schools in rural communi
would have a beneficial impact.  It is easier to ed
than old stubborn ones.  Developing a partnersh
groups (some sort of Citizen Science project) to 
wolves and local conflicts would have many bene
have local communities collect wolf scat and iden
with WDFW staff to learn about prey, or have spo
game cameras near grazing allotments to warn r
wolves are in the area.  Some kind of project tha
and locals in wolf territory to work toward a comm
tensions and form a trust that will benefit both pa
the wolves.

ropriate to reduce 
hools and youth.  

ties in wolf territory 
ucate young minds 
ip with opposition 
learn more about 
fits.  Examples: 
tify the contents 
rtsmen set up 

anchers when 
t allows WDFW 
on goal will ease 

rties, and ultimately 

No response was necessary.

12b page 104, tas
8.3.3

k The following information should be added to this
Provide livestock producers and landowners with
actions that they may take to protect their livesto
and pets.  Provide updates on these actions as t
designations change.  

 paragraph:  
 information on 
ck, guard animals, 
he wolf 

This information was placed in a new task now labeled as task 9.2.2.

12b page 104, tas
8.5

k Will wildlife rehabilitation groups be contacted for
assistance and will they know to report wolf or w
WDFW?

 outreach 
olf hybrids to 

Wildlife rehabilitators should be made aware of the laws pertaining to 
wolves and hybrids, as well as the dangers associated with these 
animals.  It is now illegal to own pet wolves in Washington.  Several 
local jurisdictions also prohibit ownership of wolf-dog hybrids.  However, 
ownership of hybrids is legal in most of the state, meaning that there 
should be no requirement to report the animals to WDFW.

12b page 105, line 25 Should add tribes to the list of target groups rece
about wolves.

iving presentations This information was added.

12b page 106, line 26 Should add tribal organizations to the list of grou
providing public outreach and education about w

ps assisting in 
olves.

This information was added.

12b page 106, tas
8.8

k Suggest replacing the existing paragraph with th
will work with agencies and a variety of NGOs to
information and education programs about living
working with wolves in Washington. These entitie
development and presentation of wolf education 
public.

e following: WDFW 
 conduct effective 
, recreating, and 
s will assist in the 
materials to the 

This change was made.
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12b page 106-107
task 9

, The draft plan calls for WDFW to “coordinate and
tribal governments. It does not provide any speci
how this will be done. Can this discussion be exp
draft?

 cooperate” with 
fic details about 
anded in the final 

This task (now task 10) and its associated tasks provide general 
guidance on coordination with tribes, other agencies, and other entities 
regarding wolf conservation and management in Washington.  WDFW 
routinely works with tribes as co-managers on wildlife-related issues.  
Coordination on wolves would be similarly conducted.  Specific details 
on how this might be done with each tribe extend beyond the scope of 
this plan.

12b page 106-107
task 9

, Cultivating good working relationships with perso
agencies (federal, state, tribal) and large land-ho
(e.g., Plum Creek, Weyerhaeuser, etc.) should b
to plan implementation to get all involved “on the
regarding WDFW’s goals/objectives pertaining to
these other entities will play a part in wolf recove
having 1-2 key contact people with decision-mak
preferably those that would be nearest to wolf ha
reducing confusion.  Knowing who to contact will
biologists in the field when specific situations aris
reports of wolf activity worthy of capture effort on
land.  It is very beneficial to have a predetermine
command” to facilitate rapid response.

nnel in other 
lding companies 
e undertaken prior 
 same page” 
 wolves and how 
ry.  Along this line, 
ing authority, 
bitat, will assist in 
 immeasurably aid 
e; e.g. recent 
 timber company 
d “chain of 

Information on the importance having a few key contact people was 
added to what is now task 10.1.1.

12b page 106-107
task 9

, It is important to establish that WDFW is the lead
other agencies (e.g., USDA Wildlife Services) wo
Collaboration with other state and federal agenci
very crucial in developing your program. Keep th
wolves and wolf management issues. 

 agency and that 
rk for the WDFW. 
es will always be 

No response was necessary.

em informed of 

12b page 107, tas
10.1

k There is a trade-off between gathering data for re
monitoring/management purposes.  Traditional V
expected to last about 4 years, whereas satellite
upon fix rate schedule, will have considerably les
recovery goals for downlisting to threatened are 
recommend much greater deployment of VHF.

search quality and 
HF collars can be 
 collars, depending 
s life.  Until 
achieved, I’d 

No response was necessary.

12b page 107-109
task 10

, I hate to discourage wolf research, but most of w
know has already been learned in other states. B
research is expensive, it will be important to limit
to know to manage the populations.

hat you need to 
ecause wolf 

 it to what you need 

No response was necessary. 

12b page 108, tas
10.3.1

k Should WDFW begin collecting scat samples for
analyses be done internally?  Will DNA analyses
outside lab?

 analysis?  Can diet 
 still be sent to an 

WDFW and other agencies are already collecting wolf scat samples for 
genetic analyses, which are being performed by a lab in California that 
specializes in canid genetics.  Dietary analyses could perhaps be done 
by WDFW or by outside experts.

12b page 110, tas
11.4

k The USFWS supports use of a Wolf Interagency
oversee implementation and monitoring of the wo
be available to participate.

 Committee to help 
lf plan, and would 

No response was necessary.
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12b page 110, tas
11.4

k There was also no mention of non-Washington re
the Wolf Interagency Committee.  It may be wise
one representative from Idaho, British Columbia,
those agencies are willing to participate, to provid
state’s perspective on local and regional issues a
what is essentially a regional wolf population.

presentatives on 
 to include at least 
 and Oregon, if 
e that agency or 
nd management of 

The primary purpose of the committee is to coordinate wolf 
management in Washington, but it would be beneficial to have 
representation from Idaho, British Columbia, and Oregon on the 
committee if managers from those jurisdictions are willing to participate.  
Possible benefits include management of 1) habitat connectivity, 2) 
transboundary packs, and 3) packs living near the Washington border.  
Language has been added to task 12.4 stating that participation on the 
committee from these jurisdictions should be sought. 

12b page 110, tas
11.5

k Continued guidance from the Wolf Working Grou
Citizens Stakeholders Group, can be a huge can
input into this plan could be considered sufficient
professionals to manage the wolves on their own

p, and later by a 
 of worms. Their 
 now to allow your 
.

The plan states in task 12.5 that a citizen stakeholders group should be 
formed to provide feedback to WDFW on implementation of the plan.

13 page 111, line 33 The term "memorandum of understanding" shou
"agreement" to match USDA Wildlife Services' de

ld be replaced with 
finitions.

This correction was made.

13 page 111, line 37 USFWS should be identified as the lead mgmt ag
assistance from USDA Wildlife Services

ency with This correction was made.

13 page 111-112
chapter 13

, Do we really need a full-time staffer to conduct p
during the implementation of this plan?  Maybe h
more appropriate.

ublic outreach 
alf-time would be 

It is likely that wolf specialists and existing wildlife and enforcement staff 
would initially conduct public outreach as part of their normally assigned 
duties.  Table 9 (now table 10) has been replaced with an 
implementation schedule, where costs are now listed for a number of 
tasks.

13 page 111-112
chapter 13

, Does monitoring cost include funds for seasonal 
volunteers/technicians to assist with monitoring?

Monitoring costs should include the costs associated with seasonal 
technicians and volunteers.  Table 9 (now table 10) has been replaced 
with an implementation schedule, where costs are now listed for a 
number of tasks.

13 page 111-112
chapter 13

, Where is funding to support the Citizen Stakehol
Interagency Committee, and the Compensation R
98)?

ders Group, Wolf 
eview Board (pg 

Table 9 (now table 10) has been replaced with an implementation 
schedule, where costs are now listed for a number of tasks.  Costs 
associated with the Citizen Stakeholders Group and Wolf Interagency 
Committee are provided.  Reference to a Compensation Review Board 
has been deleted from the plan.  The plan now states that "some sort of 
multi-interest review board" could be formed to determine valid 
compensation claims for unknown losses. 
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13 page 112, table 9 This table provides estimated cost per year for co
funding to range from $6,000 to $40,000.  The up
be underestimated.  Roughly substituting a cattle
head as discussed above in Table 14, and lookin
range of confirmed depredation losses results in 
confirmed losses of $31,845.  Then according to
plan, that value would be multiplied by 2.0 for tot
depredation losses of $63,690.  On top of this va
compensation fund needs to also support probab
losses, and funding to provide compensation for 
proactive non-lethal deterrents to reduce livestoc
line 42), which will likely include hay purchases t
allotments as discussed above.  I suggest review
compensation funding amount in Table 9 to ensu
compensation programs as discussed above are
estimate.

mpensation 
per end range may 
 value of $650 per 
g at the upper 
a total value of 
 the compensation 
al confirmed 
lue, the 
le losses, unknown 
implementing 
k losses (page 98 
o manage grazing 
ing the estimated 
re that all 
 included in the 

Corrections relating to the upper end range of estimated annual values 
have been made to what is now Table 15.  Table 9 (now table 10) has 
been replaced with an implementation schedule, where annual 
compensation costs have been re-evaluated.    

13 page 112, table 9 Monitoring costs are underestimated. Need a full
seasonal crew in the field, howling, capturing, tra
monitoring and working in the field ($150k/year).
2 animals for 15 packs would cost $150k (include
costs).  Pro-rate this by number of expected anim
While species is listed, these activities should be
project.  Once delisted, it could turn into more of 
scheme and turned over to management.

time person and 
cking to den sites, 
  Satellite collars for 
s data download 
als captured.  

 run as research 
a monitoring 

Table 9 (now table 10) has been replaced with an implementation 
schedule, where costs are now listed for a number of tasks.  Monitoring 
costs have been re-evaluated and are presented in the implementation 
schedule.

13 page 112, table 9 Estimated enforcement costs in the table seem too high. Table 9 (now table 10) has been replaced with an implementation 
schedule, where costs are now listed for a number of tasks.  
Enforcement costs have been re-evaluated and are presented in the 
implementation schedule.

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, I focused my attention on this chapter.  I thought
comprehensive, well-written, and well documente
findings and summary were appropriate, given th
knowledge for the various types of economic imp

 it was 
d. I thought the 
e state of 
acts.

No response was necessary.

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, The economic impact section does a good job of
benefits and costs of wolves.  

 reporting both No response was necessary.
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14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, My main comment is that there are several differ
frameworks that might be appropriate for evaluat
of a natural resource policy issue, such as wolf c
Washington. This chapter implicitly focuses on a
accounting framework that examines potential ch
expenditures, for example by hunters, or in comp
livestock damages.  Another accounting framewo
been considered is a benefit-cost framework that
at net benefits and costs for the society as a who
be looking at not only market prices (for example
losses) but also values for nonmarket uses. For e
expenditures are the cost of going hunting, but h
because they receive net benefits (often referred
pay or consumer surplus) from the experience ov
costs. If hunters are displaced by wolves, the cos
foregone net benefits. The benefit-cost framewor
passive use values or nonuse values, for examp
individuals may place on knowing that wolves ha
some of their historic range in Washington. One 
cost perspective to this chapter. That would be a
undertaking. At a minimum, you might want to ac
beginning of this chapter that you are using a reg
accounting framework (focus on expenditures an
transactions) and not presenting a full benefit-co
the standpoint of the whole society. 

ent accounting 
ing the economics 
onservation in 
 regional economic 
anges in actual 
ensation as for 
rk that could have 
 would have looked 
le. Here one would 
 to value cattle 
xample, hunter 

unters hunt 
 to as willingness-to-
er and above their 
t is really their 
k also includes 
le the value 
ve been restored to 
could add a benefit-
 substantial 
knowledge at the 
ional economic 
d market 

Further explanatory material regarding both accounting frameworks was 
added to the introduction of this chapter.

st perspective from 

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, As stated in the discussion of the trend in hunter
revenues for Washington state (for example, incl
you have not corrected for inflation (using the Co
Index, for example). This is fine except that in the
to last para p. 139), it is concluded that revenues
are going up, so there is some room to accommo
this purpose, you might want to actually know if r
real (constant dollar) terms.

 expenditures and 
uding page 134), 
nsumer Price 
 summary (second 
 and expenditures 
date wolves. For 
evenues are up in 

Based on this comment and one from another reviewer, references to 
corrections for inflation were removed from the text.

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, Will making wolves a game animal increase fund
provide local citizens/economy with money?  

s to WDFW and Potential revenue for WDFW generated by wolf hunting is already 
addressed in this chapter (section C, subsection "Summary").
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14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, The economic analysis addresses only impacts o
production and on the statewide recreation (spor
tourism) and forest products industries. This ana
expanded to also address the impacts on the sub
economies of certain Indian tribes. The economic
acknowledges that increased predation on ungul
noticeable localized effects on deer and elk abun
localized impacts would weigh more heavily on T
because most Tribes are restricted to hunting wit
accustomed areas. Unlike non-tribal hunters, the
for reduced hunting opportunities at the local sca
relocating their hunting activities to another part o

n livestock 
t hunting and 
lysis should be 
sistence 
 analysis 

ates “could impart 
dance.” Such 
ribal economies, 
hin their usual and 
y can’t compensate 
le by simply 
f the state.

Because of the lack of data or difficulty in finding data on tribal 
economies and game harvest, summarizing the economic impacts of 
wolves on Washington's many tribes would be difficult to perform.  
Thus, this information was not included in the plan.

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, Maybe emphasize the fact that wildlife watching 
money than hunting/fishing combined and could 
those communities in wolf territory, although mos
going to want to host a B&B for wolf tourists.

pulls in more 
ultimately benefit 
t ranchers are not 

Information was added comparing total spending by wildlife watchers 
versus hunters and anglers combined.  Data show that spending as a 
whole is similar between the two groups, with wildlife watchers spending 
somewhat (5%) more.

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, What about also including other potential wolf im
habitat improvement through reduced foraging b
reduced vehicle collisions with wild ungulates wh
millions of dollars and lives, reduced crop damag
expenditures for feeding ungulates at winter feed
population reductions and improved foraging hab
about potential savings associated with reduced 
(i.e., fewer killings of domestic animal and potent
some endangered species eaten by coyotes, suc
marmots)?

pacts, such as 
y wild ungulates, 
ich can save 
e, reduced 
 stations due to 
itat.  Also, what 

Savings associated with reduced coyote abundance is already 
addressed in this chapter (section B, subsection "Positive Impacts from 
Wolf Reestablishment").  The other points are too speculative and are 
not yet supported by studies from other locations with wolves, and 
therefore are not included in this chapter.

coyote abundance 
ial benefits to 
h as Olympic 

14 page 113-146
chapter 14

, There is no impact (or lack thereof) stated for forestry. Discussion of forestry impacts appears in section E.

14 page 114, lin
40

e 35- Because of the large proportion of extra small ca
Washington, a remark should be inserted indicat
wolf depredation may be especially impactful on 

ttle operations in 
ing that potential 
these producers.

A statement reflecting this comment was inserted later in section B, 
subsection "Economic Concerns of Washington's Ranching Industry 
over Wolves."

14 page 114, par 5 Should note that there is a very small free-rangin
in western Washington.

g livestock industry This information was added.
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14 page 114-126
section B

, The impact (both socially and financially) that rec
will have on livestock will be a function of where 
re-establish. If you allow wolves to recolonize an
heavily grazed by sheep, you will continuously ha
depredation problems that will constantly detract
program. If wolves become established in cattle 
have serious depredation problems, but you will 
management options. You may have to decide th
grazed areas are simply unsuitable for wolf recov
option is to restrict livestock grazing in areas whe
recolonize.

olonizing wolves 
you allow them to 
d remain in areas 
ve serious 

 from your recovery 
country, you will still 
have more 
at some heavily 
ery. The other 
re wolves 

No response was necessary.

14 page 115, par 1 These extra small operations seem like they sho
protect via non-lethal techniques, as it’s doubtful
grazing on public allotments.  But the potential fo
depredations occur, on these producers will be m
to their small size.  

uld be easier to 
 these sheep are 
r damage, if 
ore impactful due 

A statement reflecting this comment was inserted later in section B, 
subsection "Economic Concerns of Washington's Ranching Industry 
over Wolves."

14 page 119, lin
16

es 15-Were these confirmed kills, or also suspected kills? These data are based on mail, telephone, and interview surveys of 
livestock producers by NASS (2005, 2006).  Field confirmation of death 
losses is not performed to verify the accuracy of producer responses.

14 page 119, par 1 Permanent retirement of grazing rights on public
should be added as another method for reducing
conflicts.

 grazing allotments 
 wolf-livestock 

This concept was added by inserting a new task, 4.2.7, to chapter 12.

14 page 119, par 2 Are non-predator losses, specifically disease/we
“above-normal mortality” on pg. 54?  For exampl
for indirect losses should subtract a percentage f
losses prior to assigning anything above and bey
predation, and possibly a further reduction for no
losses.

ather, figured into 
e, compensation 
or non-predation 
ond “normal” to 
n-wolf predator 

Reference to non-predator losses was added to chapter 4, section F, 
subsection "Development of a Compensation Program for Unknown 
Losses."

14 page 119, 
subsection 
"Economic 
Concerns of 
Washington's
Ranching Ind
over Wolves"
concern 2 

 
ustry 
, 

Research should be started now to determine ba
levels through fecal/blood hormone tests. 

seline “stress” The compensation program proposed in the plan does not cover  
physiological impacts.   Lower than expected weight gains in livestock, 
which might be indicated by increases in hormonal stress levels, would 
not be compensated.
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14 page 121, 
subsection 
"Predicted 
Losses…."

Wolves could conceivably repopulate most of the
higher livestock losses than estimated here.

 state and cause This chapter of the plan only attempts to predict losses of ranch animals 
up to a population of 300 wolves.  The plan does not attempt to predict 
the ultimate population size and distribution of wolves in the state (and 
associated levels of conflicts) because of the many uncertainties 
involved.

14 page 123, par 1 Also there is a much smaller if non-existent free 
industry for western Cascades, SW Washington,

ranging livestock 
 and the Olympics.

This information was added to section B, subsection "Overview of 
Livestock Production in Washington."

14 page 123, tab
14

le I suggest recalculating Table 14 using calf values
and adding a line at the bottom of the Table, mul
2.0 to calculate the compensation funding level n
the Washington Wolf Conservation and Managem
compensation formula. 

 for cattle losses, 
tiplying the loss by 
eeded to support 
ent Plan 

Corrections relating to the estimated annual value of confirmed wolf 
depredations in Washington have been made to what is now Table 15.

14 page 124, lin
38

es 30-If physiological impacts have not yet been proven
compensation being given for them?

, then why is The compensation program proposed in the plan does not cover  
physiological impacts.  

14 page 124, par 2 The value used for cattle, $1,120, is the 2007 US
value overall all cattle classes: beef cows, milk c
replacements, milk cow heifer replacements, oth
steers 500 lbs and over, bulls 500 lbs and over, a
500 lbs.  However, calves are most commonly de
should be used as the standard value for this cal
calf value from 2004-2007 ranged from $643.65 

DA NASS average 
ows, beef heifer 
er heifers (feedlot), 
nd calves under 
predated and 

culation.  Average 
to $705.66.  

Tthe dollar values were revised in what is now Table 15.  

14 page 125, lin
32

es 30-Most of this type of equipment has been supplied
Wildlife or a state agency.

 by Defenders of References to helping livestock operators implement proactive 
measures are included in the plan, as well as tasks to seek funding 
assistance for these measures.  

14 page 126, par 2 Should comment on how the number of visitor da
National Park compare pre-wolf vs post-wolf.

ys at Yellowstone This information exists later in the chapter (section D, subsection "Wolf-
Related Ecotourism in North America."

14 page 126, par 2 Does Yellowstone National Park have an estima
days (economics) have changed pre- vs post-wo

te of how visitor 
lf release?

This information already exists later in the chapter (section D, 
subsection "Wolf-Related Ecotourism in North America."
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14 page 127-140
section C

, Your summary of impacts on ungulates and hunt
example, it is “debated by both the general public
community”. However, on p. 137, you might note
community is divided over interpreting the impac
northern Yellowstone herd. Two papers might be
addition to Eberhardt et al 2007 which you do cit
2005 and White and Garrott 2005 (both are alrea
bibliography). Based on my reading, there are tw
opposing views regarding the impact of Yellowst
game (in this analysis, primarily elk) numbers.  T
predation is primarily compensatory. That is, wol
that would normally succumb to winter kill, disea
(Vucetich et al. 2005). Under this view, wolves ha
on Northern Yellowstone elk beyond that which w
occurred under no-wolf conditions.  The second 
predation of Northern Yellowstone elk is largely a
Garrott, 2005).  That is, wolves have preyed on e
would not have died of other causes, and thus su

ing is good, for 
 and the scientific 

 that the scientific 
ts of wolves on the 
 cited here (in 
e): Vucetich et al 
dy in your 
o generally 
one wolves on big 
he first is that wolf 
ves mainly take elk 
se, or old-age 
ve had little impact 
ould have 

view is that wolf 
dditive (White and 
lk that by and large 
bstantially 

This discussion in chapter 5, section A, is now cross-referenced in this 
section of chapter 14.  Reference to the Varley and Boyce (2006) paper 
now appears in chapter 5, section A.

14 page 128, par 1 With a “recovered” population of 300 wolves (eac
about 30 ungulates/year [liberal estimate], there 
problem accommodating both hunters and wolve
becomes how willing is WDFW to forego license 
“sharing” ungulates with wolves.

h consuming  
should be little 
s.  The question 
revenue by 

Information on WDFW license revenue and wolf-related impacts 
appears in other parts of chapter 14, section C.  WDFW will treat wolves 
as part of the natural predator community in Washington.  WDFW 
already accomodates the presence of other predators such as cougars, 
black bears, and raptors when it considers the collection of license 
revenue.  The agency would not treat wolves any differently than these 
species.

14 page 134, lin
page 135, lin
14

e 13; 
es 8, 

Remove remarks about adjustments for inflation 
presented in current dollars.

and values being This change was made.

14 page 136, par 4 The possibility for hunting clients to view wolves 
trips may be an added value for outfitting compa

and wolf sign on 
nies. 

This possibility would likely be true for some hunters.  However, as 
indicated in the "Outfitted Hunting" and "Summary" subsections of this 
section, outfitted hunting is a relatively small industry in Washington, 
thus the number of hunting clients who would enjoy the presence of 
wolves in their hunting areas would also be small.  Because of this and 
the difficulties in determining the amount of any economic benefit to 
outfitters, a statement about this topic was not added after further 
consideration.

14 page 138, tab
16

le In light of the difficulty of modeling predator effec
thought the specific approach used in this table o
consumption rates was appropriate for the purpo
document.

ts on ungulates, I 
f looking at 
ses of this 

No response was necessary.
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14 page 138, tab
16

le Estimates of kills should be presented as range o
on range of numbers of wolves and range of kill r
with wolf numbers.  According to Vales and Peek
would be 12 – 28 ungulates killed per wolf per ye

f estimates based 
ates associated 
 (1995), a range 
ar.

This table was changed to include a range of numbers reflecting 
estimated ungulate take by wolves in Washington.  Instead of using the 
reference by Vales and Peek (1995), newer information from Mech and 
Peterson (2003) was used. 

14 page 139, line 11 Reductions in coyote and cougar (maybe bobcat
result in an increase in populations of small gam
grouse, upland birds, rabbits, etc. 

 too) could also 
e species such as 

This information was added.

14 page 139, par 1 Should add that even a population of 300 wolves
minimal impact on statewide game harvest. For c
Idaho has about 120,000 elk and had a minimum
(after 10 years) of 673 animals with no obvious im
overall elk herd or statewide hunter harvest.  Wa
half the elk population and a population of 300 w
a smaller ratio of wolves/elk than has existed for 
in Idaho. Impacts of wolves to big game harvest 
because, although a population of 300 wolves co
3,000 elk per year from the population, the predil
remove more vulnerable and less fit prey means
for animals that would have a high probability of 
otherwise natural causes or, who contribute the l
and the production of calves/fawns.  

 could have 
omparison, the 
 wolf population 
pacts to the 

shington has about 
olves would still be 
the past few years 
is dampened 
uld remove around 
ection for wolves to 
 they are selecting 
dying from 
east to herd fitness 

No change was made in response to this comment, even though the 
reviewer could be correct that a population of 300 wolves might have 
little impact on statewide elk harvest.  Because of the difficulty in 
knowing where wolves will settle in Washington and at what numbers, it 
was thought best to continue saying that hunting-related impacts from 
wolves become increasingly difficult to predict as wolf numbers expand 
to 200-300 wolves.

14 page 139-140 Somewhere here, it would be worth noting that th
wolves might enhance the hunting experience fo
example (as listed in Wildlife Tourism), the possi
wolf, hearing a wolf, seeing a wolf track, finding a
wolves hunt, hunting among wolves, etc. could a
enjoyment to the overall hunting experience for s

e presence of 
r some people.  For 
bility of seeing a 
 wolf kill, watching 
dd a great deal of 
ome hunters.

This information was added.

14 page 140-144
section D

, I believe the fragmented nature of suitable wolf h
overall sporadic distribution of wolf packs over m
make it highly unlikely that wolves will generate p
ecotourism such as those in Yellowstone Nationa

abitat and likely 
ost of Washington 
otential for 
l Park.

Additional language was added to this section suggesting that modest 
numbers of visitors could be attracted to areas of known pack activity in 
Washington in hopes of possibly seeing or hearing a wolf or finding wolf 
sign.  This level of visitation would undoubtedly be lower than the 
numbers of visitors attracted to Yellowstone to see wolves, but the plan 
never suggests that the two would be similar.
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14 page 140-144
section D

, The discussion on ecotourism benefits of wolves
well done.  It references studies on Yellowstone 
Minnesota, Idaho, and other areas.  It recognizes
unique conditions and concludes that Washingto
potential for receiving at least modest economic 
watching and that it will be difficult to quantify.  T
analyzing eco-tourism attributable to a specific a
wolves by Unsworth et al. (2005) in their review o
impact of the Mexican Wolf Blue Range reintrodu

 to Washington is 
National Park, Ely, 
 Washington’s 

n appears to have 
benefits from wolf 
his is an issue of 
nimal, as found for 
f socioeconomic 
ction project.

No response was necessary.

14 page 141, par 1-2 Regarding the availability of Yellowstone Nationa
ecotourism, it should be noted that the main reas
there are seen by so many people is because 30
radioed, and park service staff locate them 365 d
spread the word where they are.

l Park wolves for 
on the wolves 
-50% of them are 
ays/year and 

The intense monitoring of the wolves certainly contributes to viewing 
opportunities at Yellowstone; however, based on recent literature, 
wolves are visible in the Park to many visitors without the benefit of 
telemetry.   

14 page 141-142
subsection "W
Related 
Ecotourism in
North Americ

, 
olf-

 
a"

With respect to your discussion of the regional ec
experience in Yellowstone from tourism, a new p
2008) summarizes this issue and could be includ
it would not change the conclusions or interpreta
of the plan. 

onomic impact 
aper (Duffield et al. 
ed here. However, 
tion of this section 

This paper was already cited in this section of the plan.

14 page 142, bullet 5 It's too bad more companies in Idaho don’t capitalize on this. No changes were made in response to this comment.

14 page 143, lin
39

es 37-Without a completely secure setting and open lan
national park, it seems unlikely that wolves are g
visible enough to draw reliable wolf-based tourism

dscape, such as a Although these conditions may be necessary for the strong wolf-based 
oing to be regularly 

.
tourism at Yellowstone, other situations (such as perhaps some national 
forests) where wolves are regularly present but infrequently seen and 
remain safe from most harassment might draw modest numbers of 
visitors, who come in hopes of possibly seeing or hearing a wolf or 
finding wolf sign, but do not have the high expectations of visitors at 
Yellowstone.

14 page 144, par 4 Of these two locales, Mt. St. Helens would offer b
of wolf viewing.

etter possibilities No response was necessary.

14 page 145, lin
25

es 24-It is important to emphasize relative to economic
Washington Wolf Management plan does not exp
land use restrictions. In the protection of other en
for example the spotted owl, where land use rest
enforced, it resulted in significant economic costs
restrictions become a factor, the economic costs
significantly changed.

 costs that the 
ect to impose any 
dangered species, 
rictions were 
. If land use 

 would be 

Some additional wording was added to this sentence to help emphasize 
that land use restrictions will not be imposed through the 
implementation of the wolf plan, with the possible exception of 
occasional temporary closures that may be needed near denning sites.

14 page 145, lin
27

es 24-The USFWS believes that it may also be necess
sites from disturbance during reestablishment of 
Washington.

ary to protect den 
wolves in 

No response was necessary.
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14 page 146, line 4 Suggest adding, “However, as mentioned in sect
implementation of management strategies that im
conditions for prey species will be desirable”.

ion 5.2.1, 
prove habitat 

Because the the two topics are unrelated, no changes were made to the 
text.

def page 166, lin
28, 43-45

es Definitions for "in the act of attacking" and "native
changed.

" should be The wolf plan follows the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service definition of "in 
the act of attacking," where chasing, pursuing, and stalking livestock are 
specifically excluded from the definition.  In many cases, the intent of a 
wolf cannot be determined.  An erroneous interpretation by an observer 
could result in the killing of a wolf that was simply passing by livestock, 
when in fact no chasing or stalking was occurring.  Livestock operators 
have other options for dealing with wolves seen near livestock, such as 
shooting above the wolf or using scare devices such as cracker shells 
or other non-lethal munitions.  The wolf plan uses the same definition of 
"native" as appears in Washington law (WAC 232-12-297).

minor 
rept

page 194, 
appendix G, par 3

I'm sure Washington has far more suitable wolf habitat in the 
eastern part of the state than the 297 square miles cited here.

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, It is very unlikely that the numbers presented in the minority report 
(appendix G) would meet the objective of a “viable” population. 
These numbers are so low that any human-caused mortality would 
have very detrimental consequences to the sustainability of the 
population and would result in very little management flexibility to 
deal with wolf-livestock conflicts.

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, The numbers of breeding pairs suggested in the minority are 
alarmingly low.  

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, The number of wolves identified in appendix G does not represent a 
level sufficient to achieve the goal of the plan “a self-sustaining wolf 
population in Washington.”  However, the plan could choose lower 
numbers of 5, 10, and 15 breeding pairs to address concerns of 
management flexibility. In addition, the plan should use the 
language 3 successive years, rather than 3 consecutive years. 
Three consecutive years is onerous as one could imagine a 
population that fluctuated around 15 breeding pairs. This would 
result in resetting the consecutive year clock.        

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, It seems untenable that lethal take should be allowed by private land 
owners with only 3 breeding pairs in the state or on public land by 
leasees with only 6 breeding pairs, or hunting with only 8.
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minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, I disagree with the minority opinion on several fronts.  Their 
arguments to validate their position of fewer wolves are 
contradictory.  They argue that there should be fewer wolves 
because there are not enough ungulates and suitable habitat to 
support them, but then claim the wolf population will increase 
dramatically each year.  I agree that more wolves will equal more 
livestock loss/economic impact, but their argument appears to not 
account for possible compensation to them for their confirmed 
losses.

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, I’m concerned that the minority report sets the stage for failure since 
they state unequivocally that they are unable to live with population 
objectives other than their own.  The minority report has some 
inconsistencies. Paragraph 3 cites 297 sq mi of suitable wolf habitat 
in eastern WA while the habitat model employed in the  plan shows 
much more area, with what looks like more than 300 sq mi of 
habitat in Pend Oreille County alone. It is inappropriate to presume 
that lawsuits will delay delisting for another 18 months since this is 
based on an opinion of actions taken by groups outside of the plan.  
The processes currently ongoing through ID, MT, WY could set the 
stage for simplifying the delisting within neighboring states.  Does 
this imply that 15 breeding pairs would be OK if no lawsuits were 
forthcoming? The argument regarding higher human density in WA 
ignores the experiences Wisconsin where equivalent densities of 
people cohabitate with a larger population of wolves. The 
fundamental question is whether the 3 breeding pairs of wolves 
recommended in appendix G can be considered enough animals to 
remove from endangered status as defined by WAC 232-12-297. I 
suggest running a PVA (population viability analysis), which would 
likely show that 3 breeding pairs will not allow wolves to be 
downlisted since illegal killings, disease, and other random events 
could readily eliminate such a small population. It's also hard to 
accept the assertion that 15 breeding pairs will cause “severe 
negative impact on private landowners and livestock producers” 
given the comparative number of annual livestock losses incurred in 
ID, WY and MT by wolves and the fact that this plan calls for 
compensation of those losses.  If 300 wolves would equate to the 
high end estimates of 67 cattle and 92 sheep lost annually, those 
losses represent a drop in the bucket compared to the other losses 
incurred by producers in Washington (Table 13).
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minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, The minority opinion in Appendix G is without merit and should be 
given no consideration based on its dubious conclusions that:  1) 
Washington “has only 297 square miles of suitable wolf habitat,” 2) 
that the state’s overall human population size and density preclude 
larger numbers of successful breeding pairs by implied conflicts with 
livestock/ungulates, and 3) wolves will necessarily pose a 
management problem prior to state delisting.

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, It is noted in the plan that a minority of working g
proposed that the numerical thresholds for down
endangered to game animal status be set at 3 / 6
with no distributional requirements. Although the
reflect comfort levels of some working group mem
reflect the biology of the wolf or conservation scie
would not result in “recovery” as defined by the p
would they result in a “recovered” population in a
word as it is applied to biodiversity conservation.

roup members 
listing from 
 / 8 breeding pairs 

se numbers may 
bers, they do not 
nce. These criteria 

lan and WAC nor 
ny sense of the 
  

No response was necessary.

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, Although changes in the official status of wolves may be delayed by 
legal challenges, this cannot be the grounds for modifying biological 
objectives for recovery.  

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, The arguments based on population density are unsupportable, in 
that the population density in actual wolf habitat may not significantly 
differ from the population density in other states' wolf habitat.  Just 
because there are many people in the Puget Trough is no reason 
the rest of the state cannot support many wolves.
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minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, I understand that most wolf plan recovery objectives are a 
negotiated number.  However, because the minority report raises 
questions about habitat availability, human population, and recovery 
numbers in other states, it would be wise to thoroughly discuss how 
Washington decided that minimum recovery numbers are higher 
than all three of the principle Northern Rocky Mountain "wolf states". 
Why was Oakleaf habitat model apparently chosen over Carroll?  
What are the limitations of each model as applied to Washington?

minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, While the Wolf Working Group came to consensus on many 
conceptual areas of agreement and recommendations within the 
plan, over one-third (six of seventeen) ended up disagreeing with 
the population objectives.  This is one of the most important tenants 
of the plan. The reasons given for their objection to the population 
objectives were 1) how quickly stockmen and rural landowners 
would be allowed to use more tools (lethal removal) to deal with 
problem wolves, and 2) that delisting results in greater population 
management options and collection of funds (license fees). They 
also expressed concern that livestock producers should be able to 
deal with protection of property regardless of wolf status, and that 
there is currently no funding identified for wolf management and 
without funding they couldn't support the plan.
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minor 
rept

page 194-195
appendix G

, The minority report is a fairly well written opinion and I think the 
points made about the higher recovery objectives are valid and 
should be addressed.   
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